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  Pref ace   

 Men and women are not the same. Although somewhat of a truism, this simple fact 
was not seriously factored into medical research until relatively recently. Established 
in 1990, the National Institutes of Health’s Offi ce of Women’s Health Research 
brought attention to the importance of research in women’s health issues, ensured 
inclusion of women in health and behavioral science research, and also enhanced 
research related to diseases that primarily affect women. As a consequence of this 
and other efforts, there has been a tremendous explosion in studies of sex differences 
across all the health sciences. Although not traditionally thought of as asexually 
dimorphic structure, the lungs are, indeed, infl uenced by sex. This book on sex dif-
ferences in lung disease is, at least in part, a product of this informative research. 

 In the past several decades, we have demonstrated that lung structure and func-
tion are different in men and women. We have discovered that men and women have 
different predispositions to developing various lung diseases. And, importantly, we 
are now beginning to understand on a molecular level how these sex differences 
occur. Sex-based differences in lung disease can be the result of many factors, not 
simply sex hormones. Environmental exposures may also be different in men and 
women, and cultural norms and shifts can infl uence sex-based differences in disease 
development, progression, and even response to therapy. In the future, there is hope 
that we can harness our understanding of these sex-based differences to meaning-
fully improve lung health for both men and women. 

 This book showcases some of the most important sex-based differences in lung 
structure and function in normal people and also the role that sex plays in lung dis-
eases. The chapters highlight the successes in understanding why women have dif-
ferent pulmonary function testing results than men, how sex hormones may affect 
pulmonary vasculature, and why women have rising rates of smoking-related lung 
disease, to name just a few. But they also show the limits of our understanding: for 
instance, we don’t know yet why women are more likely to get pulmonary arterial 
hypertension than men despite recognition for several decades that women are four 
times more likely to develop this disease than men. Finally, the chapters point to 
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avenues of future research. In areas with greater understanding of the mechanisms 
that drive sex-based differences in lung disease, for example, we need to use this 
knowledge to improve treatment and outcomes for both men and women. 

 We hope that healthcare practitioners, researchers, members of industry, and any 
interested people will fi nd this a useful reference on sex, gender, and lung disease. 
But, perhaps most importantly, the best possible outcome of this book is that it will 
stimulate young researchers to answer the important questions remaining about lung 
disease and sex to cure these devastating diseases and improve health for all people.  

  Nashville, TN     Anna     Hemnes     

Preface
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Chapter 1
Sex Differences in Normal Pulmonary 
Structure and Function at Rest and During 
Exercise

Craig A. Harms, Joshua R. Smith, and Stephanie P. Kurti

 Introduction

There are important physiological sex differences that exist in most systems of the 
body. For example, it is known that there are important differences with regard to 
cardiovascular function, thermoregulation, substrate metabolism, and pulmonary 
function between men and women during exercise which may have important 
implications for exercise tolerance. Specific in regard to the pulmonary system, 
there has been considerable interest in defining sex-based differences in the pulmonary 
systems response to exercise. Changes in circulating hormones and structural 
changes generally account for the majority of the sex differences in the pulmonary 
system. These in turn might have an effect on the integrated ventilatory response, on 
respiratory muscle work, and on pulmonary gas exchange during exercise, which 
may in turn affect exercise capacity in health [124].

 Normal Hormonal Fluctuations

Women experience a complex milieu of changes and fluctuations in female sex 
hormones, occurring primarily during the reproductive years. Hormonal variations 
are primarily due to estradiol, estrogen, and progesterone levels that fluctuate during 
the menstrual cycle. The menstrual cycle is depicted in Fig. 1.1. The ovarian cycle 
is composed of the follicular phase, ovulation, and the luteal phase, while the 
uterine cycle includes menstruation, proliferative phase, and secretory phase. 
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Estrogen levels increase in the first half of the cycle (the follicular phase). Hormone 
levels [follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH)] rise as 
ovulation occurs. The second phase of the females’ menstrual cycle is the luteal 
phase. During this phase, FSH and LH drop and consequently the remaining parts 
of the stimulated follicle from ovulation produce progesterone, causing the adrenal 
glands to start producing estrogen. As the levels of FSH and LH drop even further, 
the drop in progesterone will eventually allow for the start of the next cycle.

Fig. 1.1 Fluctuations in ovarian and anterior pituitary hormones during a 28-day menstrual cycle. 
During the follicular phase (day 0–14), estradiol increases. In the end of the follicular phase, estra-
diol drops while luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) rise. This is 
when ovulation occurs. The following phase is the luteal phase when anterior pituitary hormones 
(LH and FSH) drop; progesterone rises and then drops, starting the next cycle

C.A. Harms et al.
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Other physiological changes also occur during the various phases of the men-
strual cycle. Body temperature is elevated mid-cycle primarily due to the action of 
progesterone, which increases body temperature approximately 0.2–0.3 °C [1]. 
Studies investigating how these physiological changes affect sports performance are 
sparse and inconclusive; however, Lebrun [1] reported variations in vascular vol-
ume dynamics, thermoregulation, substrate metabolism, and of primary focus in 
this chapter, pulmonary function [2].

It is well documented that circulating hormone levels affect pulmonary function. 
Progesterone may affect hyperventilation [3], partially compensated respiratory 
alkalosis [4], cause increases in hypercapnic and hypoxic ventilatory response [3, 
5], and increase central ventilatory drive, all of which may affect breathing respon-
siveness during exercise [6]. Additionally, augmented ventilatory drive with reduced 
airway diameter contributes to expiratory flow limitation during exercise [7] (see 
section “Expiratory Flow Limitation”). Heightened ventilatory response to exercise 
may also be due to mast cells in the airways with progesterone and estrogen recep-
tors, which may account for differences in ventilation (VE) [8].

There are many discrepancies in the literature investigating resting ventilation 
(VE) across the menstrual cycle. Several of these studies report resting VE is elevated 
in the luteal cycle and tidal volume may be higher (by approximately 100 mL) and 
end-partial pressure of carbon dioxide (CO2) lower (by about 2–3 mmHg) [4, 9, 10], 
albeit conflicting evidence suggests no difference in resting VE [11]. As estrogen 
levels increase, fluid retention and subsequent increases in pulmonary capillary 
blood volume could affect gas exchange in the lung [12]. Previous work has sug-
gested resting diffusion capacity (DLCO) is reduced during early follicular phase 
[13], although this finding is not consistent among studies.

 Morphology

The structure of the pulmonary system (e.g., lung, airways, and chest wall) is generally 
considered overbuilt for the exercise demands at sea level [14], although differences 
in lung morphology exist between men and women. Demands placed on the pulmonary 
system include increases in minute ventilation and subsequent increases in flow 
rates, increasing lung volumes to maintain gas exchange of oxygen and carbon 
dioxide [14]. The structure of the lung is considered to be exceedingly capable of 
meeting these demands, albeit women are considered to be one of several excep-
tions. It is possible that the demands of the pulmonary system may exceed its total 
capacity. This is primarily due to morphological differences in lung size and airway 
size in females.

Women have smaller lungs and airways compared to men of the same sitting 
height [15, 16]. Additionally, women have decreased lung volumes and expiratory 
flow rates compared to height-matched men [17]. Women also have less alveolar 
surface area and smaller alveoli, consequently decreasing lung diffusion capacity 
compared to men [15–17]. There are also no sex differences in the recoil properties 
of the lung [18] or chest wall and pulmonary compliance [19]. Diameter of the 

1 Sex Differences in Normal Pulmonary Structure…
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 trachea is also smaller in women compared to men [20]. In comparing airway  
size to lung size, women typically have smaller airways relative to lung size [15]. 
The comparison of airway size relative to lung size is called the dysanapsis ratio 
(DR) and is classified by Mead [15] using the following ratio:

 

dysanapsis ratio
FEF

FVC st

=
´ ( )( )

50

1 50P %
 

where FEF50 is forced expiratory flow at 50 %, FVC is forced vital capacity, and 
Pst(1)50 % is lung static recoil pressure at 50 %. Mead was the first to measure the DR 
of men and women. There was a lower DR in women compared to men, indicating 
the airways are smaller for a particular lung volume. This has been confirmed by 
Sheel and colleagues [22], who used tomographic imaging to measure absolute air-
way size in women. Researchers reported women had significantly smaller airways 
compared to male ex-smokers matched for lung size.

 Pulmonary Function During Exercise

 Pulmonary Gas Exchange

It has been previously believed that pulmonary gas exchange does not limit sub-
maximal or maximal exercise at sea level. However, recent studies have shown that 
endurance-trained men and women experience pulmonary gas exchange impairments 
during exercise. Generally, healthy men do not experience significant reductions in 
pulmonary gas exchange during maximal exercise. On the other hand, women are 
more likely to exhibit pulmonary gas impairments because of morphological differences 
in pulmonary structures. The efficiency of pulmonary gas exchange is determined 
by the difference (A-aDO2) between the partial pressure of oxygen in the alveoli 
(PA) and the arterial blood (Pa). The widening of the A-aDO2 is indicative of pulmo-
nary gas exchange impairments. Mild gas exchange impairment is defined as a 
A-aDO2 of 25–35 mmHg and a severe pulmonary gas exchange impairment is 
defined as a A-aDO2 of >35–40 mmHg [23]. The A-aDO2 can be widened by shunts, 
ventilation–perfusion mismatch (V/Q mismatch), and diffusion limitation (dis-
cussed below).

 Gas Exchange at Rest and During Exercise

In resting conditions, there is a minor A-aDO2 of ~5–10 mmHg due to V/Q mis-
match and shunts. Figure 1.2 displays the arterial PO2 (PaO2), arterial PCO2 (PaCO2), 
and A-aDO2 during an incremental exercise test. At rest and during submaximal 
exercise, PaO2 is maintained near resting values. PaCO2 is maintained near resting 
values as well until alveolar ventilation increases out of proportion to CO2 

C.A. Harms et al.
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production to assist in acid–base balance which will lead to a hyperventilatory 
response and a reduced PaCO2 compared to resting levels. Because alveolar ventila-
tion increases in proportion to exercise intensity, A-aDO2 also increases with 
increasing exercise intensity. Although A-aDO2 is increasing, PaO2 is maintained 
near resting levels and PAO2 will increase leading to a greater diffusion gradient 
between the alveoli and the pulmonary capillary. At maximal exercise, PaCO2 is 
lower than resting values and PaO2 is maintained near resting values despite the 
large widening of the A-aDO2. However, in endurance-trained men and women, 
PaO2 can sometime decrease below resting values which reduces oxygen transport 
and exercise tolerance and increases exercise-induced peripheral fatigue [24–28].
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Fig. 1.2 Pulmonary gas 
exchange during 
incremental exercise. 
Arterial PO2 (PAO2) (top 
panel), arterial CO2 
(PACO2) (middle panel), 
and alveolar–arterial PO2 
difference (A-aO2) from 
rest to maximal exercise. 
With increasing exercise 
intensity, PAO2 and PACO2 
are maintained near resting 
values, but A-aO2 increases 
linearly. At near maximal 
workloads, PACO2 will 
decrease due to 
hyperventilation and PAO2 
is generally maintained 
near resting values except 
for certain populations 
(e.g., endurance-trained 
men and women)
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 Exercise-Induced Arterial Hypoxemia

Exercise-induced arterial hypoxemia (EIAH) is the reduction in PaO2 and/or oxygen 
saturated hemoglobin in the arterial circulation (SaO2) during exercise. The adequacy 
of systemic oxygen transport is characterized by SaO2. The severity of EIAH is defined 
by the reduction in SaO2 with mild EIAH as 93 % to 95 %, moderate EIAH as 88 % to 
93 %, and severe EIAH as <88 % [23]. The widening of the A-aDO2 (due ventilation–
perfusion mismatch, shunts, and diffusion limitation), VO2max, and inadequate hyper-
ventilation contribute to EIAH. It is currently thought that the widening of the A-aDO2 
contributes 35 %, VO2max 25 %, and inadequate hyperventilation 60 % to EIAH [23]. 
EIAH is rarely seen in healthy untrained men exercising at sea level. In 1984, Dempsey 
and colleagues measured arterial blood gases during an incremental exercise test in 
endurance-trained men. Twelve of 16 men experienced EIAH during submaximal and 
maximal exercise [25]. The prevalence of EIAH is ~50 % in endurance-trained men 
during maximal exercise [29]. On the other hand, the prevalence of EIAH in women during 
maximal exercise is considerably higher (~65–75 %) compared to men [30–32]. Both 
untrained and endurance-trained women experience EIAH during submaximal and 
maximal exercise [30, 31]. What are possible mechanisms that explain this increased 
prevalence of EIAH in women? Although intrapulmonary shunts contribute to the wid-
ening of the A-aDO2 during exercise, there are no sex differences in the opening of the 
intrapulmonary shunts during exercise [33]. Additionally, sex differences do not exist 
in V/Q mismatch during exercise [34]. However, the higher prevalence of ventilatory 
constraints (i.e., expiratory flow limitation) [35] and lower lung diffusion surface [16, 
17] of women compared to men likely contribute to their higher prevalence of EIAH.

Ventilation–Perfusion Mismatch

Due to the gravitational effects on both air and blood, the matching of ventilation 
and perfusion (blood flow) in the different regions of the lung is heterogeneous (i.e., 
V/Q mismatch). From rest to maximal exercise, there is a drastic increase in alveolar 
ventilation (15–20x), while cardiac output increases a modest 5–7x, which will lead 
to a larger V/Q mismatch. However, because both ventilation and cardiac output 
increase during exercise, the lung has a higher V/Q leading to higher PAO2 and PaO2. 
Thus, the contribution of V/Q to A-aDO2 is similar during exercise to rest; however, 
in some subjects it can contribute to the majority of the A-aDO2 during maximal 
exercise [36]. The degree of V/Q mismatch is not different across VO2max [37]. A sex 
differences does not exist in the degree of V/Q mismatch during exercise [37].

Shunts

Pulmonary shunts are pathways in which blood bypasses the gas exchange portions 
of the lung. Extrapulmonary (e.g., Thebesian vein and bronchial circulation), intra-
cardiac (patent foramen ovale), and/or intrapulmonary shunts occur at rest and dur-
ing exercise. The prevalence of intracardiac shunts specifically patent foramen ovale 

C.A. Harms et al.
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is ~30 % [38] and the prevalence of intrapulmonary shunts is ~90 % [33] in healthy 
humans. Shunts can lead to impairment of pulmonary gas exchange because the 
deoxygenated blood is mixed with the oxygenated blood from the lungs returning to 
the arterial circulation. Approximately 1 % of the total cardiac output flows through 
shunts [23] and therefore bypasses pulmonary gas exchange. At rest, a portion of 
cardiac output flows through extrapulmonary and intracardiac shunts [39], which 
contributes to the resting A-aDO2. During exercise, a portion of cardiac output flows 
through intrapulmonary shunts [33, 40] and to a lesser degree intracardiac shunts 
[39]. The increased cardiac output flowing through shunts during exercise contrib-
utes to the widening of the A-aDO2. Therefore, shunts can impair resting and exer-
cising pulmonary gas exchange, but there is no sex difference in the opening of the 
shunts during exercise [33].

Diffusion Limitation

Diffusion limitations can also lead to widening of the A-aDO2 during exercise. The 
contribution of diffusion limitation to the widening of A-aDO2 is similar to V/Q mis-
match [23]. A diffusion limitation is any impairment in diffusion of oxygen from the 
atmosphere to the hemoglobin in the pulmonary capillaries. Diffusion of oxygen is 
reliant on the rate of equilibrium of the mixed venous blood with the PAO2 (lung dif-
fusion capacity) and the mean transit time of red blood cells through the lung.

Lung diffusion capacity (DLCO) is the capability for the atmospheric oxygen to 
diffuse across the alveolar-capillary membrane, diffuse across the blood, and bind 
with the hemoglobin in the pulmonary capillary. Historically, diffusion capacity has 
been characterized as resistances and simplified in the following equation:

 

1 1 1

D D VLCO

= +
×M q C  

where 1/DM is the resistance to diffusion by the alveolar-capillary membrane and 
1/θ*VC is the resistance of uptake of oxygen to the hemoglobin (θ) in the pulmonary 
blood volume (VC) [41]. Women have smaller lungs, less alveoli (and therefore lung 
surface area), and lower resting DLCO compared to height-matched men [16, 17]. 
The lower lung diffusion capacity results from a lower pulmonary blood volume. 
During incremental exercise, there is a proportional increase in DLCO due to increases 
in pulmonary blood volume. At rest, pulmonary blood volume is ~70 mL and during 
exercise it can increase to 150–200 mL because of pulmonary capillary recruitment 
and distention. These sex differences in lung diffusion capacity and pulmonary 
blood volume at rest likely exist during exercise. In fact, the DLCO in men at maximal 
exercise is almost doubled compared to women (64.7 vs. 37.7 mL/mmHg/min) due 
to their 40 % higher pulmonary blood volume compared to women [125]. A smaller 
lung diffusion capacity can decrease the rate of diffusion of oxygen from the atmo-
sphere to the pulmonary capillaries impairing pulmonary gas exchange.

1 Sex Differences in Normal Pulmonary Structure…
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The pulmonary blood volume associated with DLCO is also very important for 
transit time of the pulmonary red blood cells. Mean red blood cell transit times are 
calculated by dividing pulmonary blood volume by cardiac output. At rest, the mean 
transit time is ~0.8 s which is usually adequate time for equilibration. If pulmonary 
blood volume did not increase during heavy and maximal exercise, pulmonary red 
blood cell transit times would fall below 0.25 s leading to diffusion limitation and 
widening of the A-aDO2. The 2–3x increase in pulmonary blood volume is extremely 
important to allow adequate time for the red blood cell to become oxygenated in the 
pulmonary capillary during exercise. Mean red blood cell transit time decreases 
during exercise, but remains above ~0.25 s to allow for complete equilibration. 
However, in endurance-trained men, cardiac output may increase up to ~30 L/min, 
while pulmonary blood volume is similar to an untrained individual (~150–200 mL), 
which can lead to insufficient time for diffusion equilibration and widening of the 
A-aDO2. The smaller pulmonary blood volume of women during maximal exercise 
will lead to a lower mean pulmonary red blood cell transit time compared to men. It 
is quite possible, especially in endurance-trained women, the mean pulmonary red 
blood cell transit time may fall <0.25 s, which would not allow for complete diffu-
sion equilibrium. The incomplete diffusion equilibrium will lead to pulmonary gas 
impairments and contribute to the higher prevalence of EIAH in women.

Inadequate Hyperventilation

Inadequate hyperventilation during exercise does not increase the widening of the 
A-aDO2, but still contributes to the onset of EIAH. Inadequate hyperventilation is 
present when the PaCO2 is >~38 mmHg during heavy exercise [23]. Inadequate 
ventilation is due to altered chemosensitivity [43] and mechanical constraints [7]. 
Specifically, resting hypercapnic and hypoxic chemosensitivity is lower in men who 
experience EIAH at maximal exercise compared to men without EIAH [43]. 
Chemosensitivity is not different between men and women [44]. This suggests that 
the development of EIAH is at least partially due to decreased chemosensitivity in 
men and women leading to an inadequate hyperventilatory response.

Mechanical constraints of the airways also can limit the hyperventilatory 
response during exercise. Expiratory flow limitation (EFL) (explained below) can 
limit ventilation during heavy exercise. This was demonstrated by using a heliox 
inspirate (increases the maximum flow-volume loop by ~20–35 %) to reduce EFL 
during exercise. Without EFL (via the heliox inspirate), alveolar ventilation, tidal 
volume, and breathing frequency were all higher compared to exercising with EFL 
[7, 45]. However, breathing the heliox inspirate during heavy to maximal exercise 
only prevented 30–40 % of EIAH, suggesting that mechanical constraints do not 
fully explain the development of EIAH [23]. In fact, endurance-trained men who 
inadequately ventilate during maximal exercise would need to further increase their 
ventilation ~50 L/min to fully prevent the development of EIAH. However, 
endurance- trained men use ~85 % of their maximum ventilatory capacity so increas-
ing ventilation ~50 L/min is not possible [23]. Due to morphological differences, 

C.A. Harms et al.
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women have a higher prevalence of expiratory flow limitation and higher severity of 
EFL at similar ventilations compared to men [35]. With more of their tidal volume 
expiratory flow limited, ventilation during exercise is likely to be limited to a greater 
extent in women compared to men. Additionally, endurance-trained women exhibit 
more EFL during exercise compared to non-endurance-trained women, suggesting 
that endurance-trained women are more likely to develop EIAH [7]. The higher 
prevalence and severity of EFL in women contributes to the inadequate hyperventi-
lation and the increased development of EIAH.

 Ventilation

The normal ventilatory response to exercise includes increasing minute ventilation 
(VE), which is accomplished by increases in both tidal volume (VT) and breathing 
frequency (fb). At exercise less than 50 % of vital capacity (VC), VT increases with 
minimal increases in fb. The greater tidal-volume loop causes decreases in both 
inspiratory and expiratory reserve volumes (IRV, ERV, respectively), but still is 
capable of maintaining pulmonary gas exchange and adequate ventilation within the 
maximum flow-volume loop (MFVL) [46]. Figure 1.3 shows an MFVL as well as 
end-expiratory lung volume (EELV), end-inspiratory lung volume (EILV), inspira-
tory reserve volume, and expiratory reserve volume [47]. Increases in VT occur to 
maintain the greatest compliance with the least resistive work of breathing (WOB) 
in the pressure–volume relationship [48] (see section “Work of Breathing”).

The greater VT is accomplished by decreasing EELV below functional residual 
capacity (FRC) by recruitment of the expiratory muscles. The activity of the expiratory 

Fig. 1.3 Maximal 
flow-volume loop and lung 
volumes. MFVL maximal 
flow-volume loop, TLC 
total lung capacity, EILV 
end-inspiratory lung 
volume, IRV inspiratory 
reserve volume, IC 
inspiratory capacity, VT 
tidal volume, EELV 
end-expiratory lung 
volume, ERV expiratory 
reserve volume, RV 
residual volume, ext FVL 
exercise flow-volume loop, 
VFL volume expiratory flow 
limited
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muscles in the reduction of EELV enables greater expiratory flow rates, lowers 
 intra-abdominal pressure, and enables the diaphragm to function at optimal length for 
generating force [49]. Lastly, the expiratory muscles that allow lung volume to decrease 
below FRC will cause subsequent decreases in inspiratory muscle work by allowing for 
the storage of elastic energy in the chest and abdominal walls during expiration. This 
energy can be used for the following inspiration and reduce the total WOB [50, 51]. 
Additional increases in EILV also maximize the VT.

During exercise where VE exceeds 50–60 % of VC, further increases in VE are 
met solely by increases in fb [46]. This is accomplished by decreasing inspiratory 
and expiratory time (TI and TE, respectively) [52]. There is a greater TE relative to TI 
relative to total breath time (TTOT), with a TI/TTOT as high as 0.55 during maximal 
exercise [53]. Regulation of airway caliber also helps achieve high ventilatory rates 
by decreasing airway resistance during heavy exercise. As inspiratory and expira-
tory flow increase, dilation and stiffening of intrathoracic and extrathoracic airways 
occur to reduce turbulent airflow [54, 55]. The pulmonary system is extraordinarily 
built for maintaining VE, and the increases in VT and fB throughout exercise maxi-
mize alveolar gas exchange and minimize WOB. The ventilatory response to 
increasing exercise is displayed in Fig. 1.4, adapted from Sheel and Romer [52].

The literature investigating the breathing mechanics and control of ventilation in 
men and women at rest and during exercise is contradictory and inconclusive. 
Current research suggests that exercise values for VE, VT, and fb are similar between 
men and women, and the plateau in VT is the same in men and women when control-
ling for FVC [7]. Habedank et al. [56] and Blackie et al. [57] each reported no dif-
ference between breathing reserves in men and women, although their reported 
absolute values were about 20 % different (~61 % reserve and ~41 % reserve, 
respectively). This discrepancy is more likely due to the mode of exercise utilized in 
the study design (cycling versus treadmill running) rather than differences in breath-
ing pattern during exercise [58].
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Fig. 1.4 The ventilatory response to incremental exercise during cycling in one healthy subject. 
There is an initial rise in tidal volume (VT), followed by an increase in breathing frequency when 
VT plateaus
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The control of VE during exercise is multifaceted. Exercise ventilation during 
submaximal or steady-state exercise increases in three distinct phases. The first 
phase is an immediate increase in ventilation upon the onset of exercise, while the 
second is a further slow, gradual increase between 5 s and 2–3 min. The third is a 
stable phase where ventilation is sustained for several minutes, but can drift during 
prolonged time of exercise. Control of ventilation has primarily been attributed to 
the mechanisms that contribute and regulate exercise hyperpnea to prevent hyper-
capnia and hypoxemia [46]. These include (1) feedforward influences including 
central command and CO2 flow, (2) feedback from the exercising limbs, and (3) 
contribution from carotid chemoreceptors. Feedforward deals with a sensor (e.g., 
respiratory sensors: chemoreceptors and sensory receptors) transmitting informa-
tion to the central nervous system, where it integrates the information and further 
increases or reinitiates signals to the effectors (e.g., the respiratory muscles). 
Feedback occurs when the sensor transmits information, and when the information 
is received, there will be a subsequent decrease or increase in drive back to the 
effectors that will attempt to return the body back to homeostasis. Due to the com-
plexity of control of breathing during exercise, we partitioned the control of breath-
ing into two categories (feedforward and feedback) as has been previously done by 
Sheel and Romer [52].

Central command (neural signals that originate from the hypothalamus) has a 
recognized and definite contribution to regulation of exercise hyperpnea, although 
the magnitude of the input is uncertain. Eldridge and colleagues [59, 60] conducted 
several studies to understand the role of central command in the control of breathing 
using an anaesthetized brain model and anaesthetized decorticate cats. This animal 
model allowed their research team to investigate locomotor, respiratory, and cardio-
vascular responses when feedback mechanisms were eliminated. The findings con-
cluded respiratory responses began before peripheral feedback mechanisms, 
indicating feedforward systems contribute to control of breathing that originates in 
the central nervous system. Carbon dioxide increases at the onset of exercise, and 
VE closely tracks VCO2 to prevent CO2 and H+ accumulation in arterial blood. 
Although this is not a causal relationship between VCO2 and ventilation [61], there 
has been strong evidence from research investigating ventilatory–metabolic cou-
pling via this feedforward mechanism [62–64]. Conflicting research exists, particu-
larly in animal studies that show CO2 flow is minimally altered with exercise 
hyperpnea [65–67]. Still no known CO2 receptors have been identified so the feed-
forward mechanism for CO2 flow is based primarily on strong correlative data.

Feedback mechanisms come from (1) the limb locomotor muscles and (2) the 
carotid chemoreceptors. In skeletal muscles, thinly myelinated muscle afferents 
(group III and group IV) are present that sense mechanical and chemical changes. 
During exercise, these afferents are stimulated and send feedback to the medulla to 
increase VE. Both human and animal studies have used electrical stimulation of 
these muscle afferents and reported an increase in VE. Still, it remains unclear to 
what extent these afferents contribute to the exercise hyperpnea. The carotid bodies 
also provide feedback because they are sensitive to hypercapnia, hypoxemia, hyper-
kalemia, and acidosis. Studies support the ventilatory response to hypoxia and 
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hypercapnia is greater during exercise than at rest ([68, 69], respectively). However, 
the carotid bodies may play a larger role during hyperventilation during heavy exer-
cise [70, 71]. For a comprehensive reviw on the control of breathing, refer to Forster 
and colleagues [123]

Published literature investigating sex differences in the control of breathing 
yields conflicting and inconclusive results, although the literature is scarce. These 
existing studies report either an increased VE during exercise while subjects are in 
the luteal phase compared to the follicular phase [5, 72, 126] or no change between 
phases [6, 73–75]. Additional studies have reported minimal improvements in 
VO2max [9] depending on menstrual phase, while others have shown no difference 
[2, 76, 77]. Jurkowski and colleagues [72] reported a significant improvement in 
cycling time to exhaustion at 90 % peak power during the luteal phase and conclude 
the increased time to exhaustion was due to 30 % lower lactate accumulation at end-
exercise. Most studies show dissimilar results and show no performance improve-
ments across the menstrual cycle [78, 79].

 Expiratory Flow Limitation

Expiratory flow limitation (EFL) is defined as the point when the tidal-volume loop 
intersects with the MFVL, as displayed in Fig. 1.5. Regulation of EELV and EILV, as 
described earlier, contributes to the ventilatory constraint experienced during exer-
cise [48]. As EELV decreases below FRC, expiratory reserve volume (ERV) is 
reduced. As the exercising tidal-volume loop encroaches upon the maximal expira-
tory flow portion of the flow-volume loop, EELV will begin to rise to prevent EFL 
[80]. This causes EILV to increase and can approach total lung capacity (TLC) [45]. 
Johnson et al. [47] termed this dynamic hyperinflation, which can cause decreases in 
elastic muscle strength and inspiratory muscle endurance, and increased work of 
breathing and oxygen cost of breathing. Dynamic hyperinflation, due to EFL or 
impending EFL, reduces inspiratory muscle length and compromises force generation 
[81]. The decreased force generation of the inspiratory muscles places a greater pres-
sure generation on them to operate at higher lung volumes, increasing the WOB.

Smaller airway diameters in women compared to men make women more prone 
to show EFL during exercise. Women have greater mechanical constraints than men 
due to a smaller pulmonary envelope compared to that of men [35]. The increased 
ventilatory drive coupled with the decreased pulmonary envelope contributes to 
EFL during exercise [7], and women may therefore experience EFL at a lower minute 
ventilation and oxygen consumption (VO2) than men. Indeed, women experience 
more EFL at a lower VE and VO2 as well as exhibit more dynamic hyperinflation 
compared to their male counterparts [35]. As a consequence of the EFL for a given 
VO2, a woman is more vulnerable to higher levels of WOB that occurs at high exercise 
intensities and ultimately to other adverse outcomes including increased perception of 
labored breathing (dyspnea), respiratory muscle fatigue, and gas exchange impairments.
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Dyspnea (i.e., the perceived exertion of breathing) increases with exercise, and 
often limits exercise tolerance via labored breathing and discomfort from both the 
respiratory system and locomotor muscles. EFL has been reported to be a strong pre-
dictor of dyspnea during exercise [82], and imposed EFL in healthy adults causes 
substantial dyspnea [83]. The perception of discomfort in breathing is associated with 
increases in inspiratory muscle work from EFL and may limit exercise tolerance.

Fig. 1.5 Top represents mean flow-volume loops in young adult women while figure on the bottom 
represents young adult men: (a) is less-fit women while (b) is highly fit women at rest, then during 
light (55% VO2max), moderate (74% VO2max), and heavy (90% VO2max), all the way to near maximal 
(96% VO2max), plotted relative to the group mean maximal flow-volume loop; VEmax, maximal ven-
tilation. Flow limitation occurs when the tidal-volume flow loop intersects with the maximal expi-
ratory flow-volume loop
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 Respiratory Work/Muscles

 Work of Breathing

The respiratory work or work of breathing performed by the respiratory muscles is 
divided into the elastic and resistive work components. The elastic components 
include the work needed to overcome lung elastic recoil, chest recoil, and surface ten-
sion. The resistive components include the work needed to overcome airway resis-
tance. Figure 1.6 shows how work of breathing changes across a range of exercising 
ventilation from rest to maximal exercise. It is evident from Fig. 1.6 that with increas-
ing ventilation there is an increase in the work of breathing. However, the work of 
breathing will increase out of proportion to ventilation at higher ventilations due to 
expiratory flow limitation (EFL), dynamic hyperinflation, and increased turbulent 
flow. At the onset of EFL, dynamical hyperinflation (increase EELV) will occur 
allowing for higher expiratory flow rates [84]. Breathing at a higher EELV lies on the 
less compliant portion of the lung compliance curve and will consequently lead to 
increased work of breathing. Additionally, dynamic hyperinflation will lead to 
increased EILV to ~90–95 % lung capacity at which the inspiratory muscles are no 
longer at their optimal length for pressure generation [81] and there is an increased 
VO2 requirement by the respiratory muscles [85]. Women have disproportionally 
smaller airways (dysanapsis) for a given lung volume compared to men [15]. 
Additionally, smaller lungs and dysanapsis lead to the onset and increased severity of 
expiratory flow limitation [42, 45]. In agreement, women have a higher prevalence of 
EFL during exercise compared to men. Figure 1.7 shows the operating lung volumes 
of endurance-trained men (A) and women (B) during an incremental exercise test to 
exhaustion [35]. Both men and women demonstrate a decreased EELV and increased 
EILV compared to rest during incremental exercise. However, at ~80 % VO2max, 
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women increase their EELV near resting values indicating dynamically hyperinflation, 
while men maintain their EELV below resting values. Figure 1.6 shows the work of 
breathing in both endurance men and women during incremental exercise [35]. The 
work of breathing is similar between men and women at rest until a ventilation of 
~50 L/min at which the work of breathing in women disproportionally increases. At a 
ventilation of ~90 L/min, the work of breathing is twice as high in women compared 
to men. Smaller lungs and airways as well as dynamic hyperinflation contribute to the 
higher work of breathing in women compared to men during exercise. The Campbell 
diagram (Fig. 1.8) is used to determine the contribution of the elastic (inspiratory and 
expiratory) and resistive (inspiratory and expiratory) components to the total work  
of breathing. With increasing intensity, there is an increase in inspiratory elastic, 
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expiratory elastic, inspiratory resistive, and expiratory resistive. During submaximal 
workloads, women have higher inspiratory resistive work [86] due to their smaller 
airways. At maximal exercise, men have higher inspiratory elastic work due to their 
large tidal volumes and higher maximal ventilation compared to women [86]. To illus-
trate this, Fig. 1.8 shows the Campbell diagram for an endurance-trained men and 
women matched for ventilation, tidal volume, breathing frequency, and body mass 
exercising during exercise [86]. The inspiratory and expiratory resistive work is higher 
in the women compared to the men with similar inspiratory and expiratory elastic 
work for the same ventilation. This figure illustrates how the smaller airways in 
women largely contribute to the higher work of breathing compared to men.

 Metabolic Cost of Breathing

The respiratory muscles, like other skeletal muscles, require an increase in oxygen 
uptake and a portion of cardiac output during exercise. The oxygen cost of breathing 
(VO2 required by the respiratory muscles) is investigated by having subjects per-
form voluntary hyperpnea at similar exercising ventilations and measuring the oxy-
gen cost of the respiratory muscles. The oxygen cost of breathing at rest is ~3–5 % 
of VO2total and increases up to 10 % VO2max in untrained men and 12–15 % VO2max in 
endurance-trained men at maximal exercise [87]. In endurance-trained men, 
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respiratory muscle blood flow increases in proportion to the work of breathing and 
cost of breathing [88]. In addition, 14–16 % of the total cardiac output is distributed 
to the diaphragm and respiratory muscles during maximal exercise [30, 31]. Due to 
the higher work of breathing, it is likely that the cost of breathing is higher in women 
compared to men; however, this is not yet known.

 Exercise-Induced Respiratory Muscle Fatigue

The diaphragm of humans is composed of primarily oxidative fibers, approximately 
55 % Type I and 21 % Type IIa [89]. The diaphragm exhibits different morphologi-
cal characteristics compared to other skeletal muscles including higher oxidative 
capacity, capillary density, maximum blood flow, and resistance to fatigue [90]. 
Despite these morphological differences between the diaphragm and other skeletal 
muscles, the diaphragm can fatigue during high-intensity exercise [91]. Fatigue is 
defined as a reduction in the maximal capacity for force or pressure generation of a 
muscle compared to resting conditions, which is reversible by rest [92]. Respiratory 
muscle and/or diaphragmatic fatigue had been linked to respiratory muscle work, 
respiratory muscle blood flow, glycogen depletion, hypoxia, and reactive oxygen 
species [93–96]. Although each of these can contribute to exercise-induced respira-
tory muscle fatigue, respiratory muscle work and respiratory muscle blood flow are 
largely responsible [93, 94]. When the respiratory muscles are experimentally 
unloaded via a proportional assist ventilator during heavy exercise, diaphragmatic 
fatigue does not occur because the work of breathing is reduced by ~50 % [93]. 
Additionally, diaphragmatic fatigue does not occur at similar exercising ventilations 
performed at rest during voluntary hyperpnea because there is an adequate reserve 
of cardiac output that can supply the respiratory muscles [94]. In fact, ventilations 
50 % higher than these exercising ventilations are needed to induce diaphragmatic 
fatigue at rest [94]. Therefore, high work of breathing and whole-body heavy exer-
cise are both required for the development of respiratory muscle fatigue.

Diaphragmatic fatigue occurs following continuous exercise at >85 % VO2max to 
exhaustion in men and women [91, 97]. As stated in the above section, women have 
a higher work of breathing during exercise above a ventilation of ~50 L/min com-
pared to men due to their smaller lungs and airways as well as their higher preva-
lence of expiratory flow limitation and consequently dynamic hyperinflation [35]. 
Therefore, logically women should also exhibit increased diaphragmatic fatigue 
following heavy exercise compared to men. However, it should be noted that women 
exhibit attenuated skeletal muscle fatigue compared to men when exercising at the 
same relative intensity [98]. Although the mechanisms are yet to be elucidated, 
muscle mass, skeletal muscle morphology, and substrate utilization are thought to 
contribute to this skeletal fatigue resistance in women [99]. In agreement with the 
findings in other skeletal muscle, women have attenuated diaphragmatic fatigue fol-
lowing heavy exercise compared to men [100].
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Despite the fatigue of the respiratory muscles, the ventilatory response is not 
altered during heavy exercise in men and women. Even though exercise hyperpnea 
is not affected by respiratory muscle fatigue, respiratory muscle fatigue has cardio-
vascular consequences during exercise. This has been investigated by altering the 
work of breathing (both unloading and loading) and measuring exercising leg blood 
flow during maximal cycling exercise. With an increase in the work of breathing 
(~150 % of control) during maximal exercise, leg blood flow decreased ~7 %, and 
with a reduction in work of breathing (~50 % of control), leg blood flow increased 
~4 % [101]. However, while exercising at submaximal intensity exercise (50 % and 
75 % VO2max), leg blood flow and leg vascular conductance was not altered with 
increases in work of breathing [102]. The fatiguing respiratory muscles lead to a 
metaboreflex originating from the respiratory muscles leading to a systemic increase 
in muscle sympathetic nerve activity [103, 104] leading to an increase in blood pres-
sure and reduction in blood flow [105]. Although never measured, it is likely women 
will exhibit an attenuated inspiratory metaboreflex due to their greater fatigue- 
resistant inspiratory muscles [100]. Increasing both the work of breathing and respi-
ratory muscle fatigue during heavy exercise also increases exercise-induced 
peripheral fatigue [106, 107]. Altering the work of breathing and prior inducing 
respiratory muscle fatigue has also been shown to negatively impact exercise per-
formance. Pre-fatiguing of the inspiratory muscles leads to a 23 % reduction in time 
to exhaustion [108]. Similarly by increasing the work of breathing time to exhaus-
tion decreases by ~15 % and decreasing the work of breathing increases time to 
exhaustion by ~14 % [26, 27]. At this time, it is not known how respiratory muscle 
fatigue affects peripheral fatigue or exercise performance in women. However, it is 
likely that women will be affected less due to their greater skeletal muscle fatigue 
resistance compared to men.

 Across the Life span (Children to Aging)

 Children

During childhood, lung capacity increases proportionally to the growth of the thoracic 
capacity [109]. Additionally, lung elastic recoil increases during childhood [110], 
which is evident by histology studies showing increases in elastic fibers during this 
time [111]. Children also have smaller airways in proportion to lung size compared to 
adults [15]. In prepubescent children, boys have larger resting lung capacities, expira-
tory flow rates, and lung diffusion capacity compared to age- matched girls [112]. 
During puberty, the increase in expiratory flow rates and lung capacity begins and 
peaks (~12 years) earlier in girls compared to boys (~15 years) [113]. Additionally, 
pulmonary function increases curvilinearly in boys and linear in girls during puberty 
[113]. During exercise, prepubescent children have a higher ventilatory equivalent for 
carbon dioxide (VE/VCO2) leading to higher ventilations during exercise for a given 
VCO2 compared to adults. Prepubescent girls have lower ventilation, tidal volume, 
and VO2max compared to prepubescent boys during exercise [114].
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Can these differences in pulmonary function between children and adults lead to 
ventilatory limitations (e.g., expiratory flow limitation)? Indeed, the smaller air-
ways for a given lung volume and the increased drive to breathe lead to the occur-
rence of EFL. The prevalence of EFL in children is ~95 % and is considerably 
higher compared to adults [112]. In addition, the prevalence of EFL is similar 
between boys and girls [112]. Despite having a larger maximum flow-volume loop, 
boys also had EFL during maximal exercise due to their larger exercise ventilation. 
The girls had lower ventilation rates during maximal exercise, but also a smaller 
maximal flow-volume loop leading to EFL. Dynamic hyperinflation occurred simi-
larly in boys and girls during exercise most likely leading to higher work of breath-
ing. Although never directly measured, it is likely that children would exhibit more 
respiratory muscle fatigue compared to adults following heavy exercise due to their 
higher incidence of EFL and small airways. Despite the high prevalence of EFL in 
prepubescent children, EIAH is not present during maximal exercise in neither boys 
nor girls [112]. In spite of the high prevalence of EFL in children, imperfections in 
pulmonary gas exchange (EIAH) are rarely experienced [112].

 Aging

Healthy aging leads to changes in pulmonary function at rest and during exercise. 
During aging, there is a decrease in elastic recoil [115] most likely due to alterations 
in the cross-linking of the elastin and collagen matrix in the lung. Interestingly, 
women have an augmented reduction in elastic recoil compared to men [116]. The 
loss in elastic recoil leads to a reduced vital capacity, expiratory flow rates, and 
increased functional residual capacity and residual volume leading to a smaller 
maximum flow-volume loop [117]. In addition, lung diffusion capacity and respira-
tory muscle strength decrease with aging [118]. Dead space ventilation also 
increases with aging [118]. These aging-induced anatomical and functional changes 
at rest affect ventilation and pulmonary gas exchange during exercise.

Due to the aging-induced alterations to pulmonary structure and function, the 
ventilatory response is negatively affected. Because of the increased dead space 
ventilation, ventilation will be higher during exercise and the increased ventilation 
will be accomplished by an increased breathing frequency due to the mechanical 
constraints. Indeed with aging, there is an increased prevalence of EFL during exer-
cise [118]. The perception of breathing or dyspnea is higher with aging compared to 
younger subjects during incremental exercise [119]. Although never measured, it is 
likely that older women will also have a higher prevalence of EFL compared to 
older men. Additionally, older women experience more dyspnea during incremental 
exercise compared to age-matched men [120]. Compared to younger women, older 
women are more likely to have EFL as well as more dyspnea and leg discomfort 
during exercise for a given absolute workload [119].

The reduced pulmonary function due to the loss of elastic recoil leads to pulmonary 
consequences during exercise. During exercise, the more severe EFL and hyperin-
flation leads to a considerably higher work of breathing and cost of breathing in 
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older individuals [121]. It is likely that older women will have a higher work of 
breathing at similar absolute workloads during exercise compared to older men. 
This higher work of breathing with aging will lead to an earlier onset of respiratory 
muscle fatigue and consequently the earlier onset of the respiratory metaboreflex. 
EFL, the increased dead space ventilation, and decreased cardiac output and lung 
diffusion capacity also lead to increased ventilation–perfusion mismatch during 
exercise [122]. This will lead to widening of the A-aDO2 during exercise compa-
red to younger adults. Despite the increased expiratory flow limitation, ventilation–
perfusion mismatch, and decreased lung diffusion capacity, pulmonary gas exchange 
during exercise is rarely impaired in the aging population [118]. At this time, 
research has not been performed investigating sex differences in pulmonary gas 
exchange during exercise in aging. However, it would be speculated based on the 
sex differences seen in the adult population and the augmented decline in elastic 
recoil that elderly women would be more susceptible to pulmonary gas exchange 
impairments during exercise.

 Summary

Traditionally, the lung is not believed to limit exercise tolerance. However, increas-
ing evidence suggests that the pulmonary system may not always exceed the meta-
bolic demand of exercise. Pulmonary limitations to exercise are found in individuals 
of varying fitness levels and both sexes. However, women may be more prone to 
pulmonary limitations during heavy exercise (and perhaps submaximal intensities) 
than men due to the influence of the reproductive hormones (estrogen and proges-
terone) combined with a reduced pulmonary capacity. In particular, a greater venti-
latory work associated with increased expiratory flow limitation during exercise and 
gas exchange impairments seem to be of primary concern. It should be emphasized, 
however, that the amount of literature investigating these issues is limited. Certainly, 
much more research is needed to substantiate these ideas.
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    Chapter 2   
 Sex Hormone Signaling in the Lung in Health 
and Disease: Airways, Parenchyma, 
and Pulmonary Vasculature                     

       Andrea     L.     Frump      and     Tim     Lahm     

    Abstract     Gender and sex differences have been implicated in many major lung 
diseases, such as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, cystic fi brosis, 
pulmonary arterial hypertension, and lung cancer. Sex differences and sex hormone- 
mediated effects emerge in the lung as early as during prenatal development and 
persist well into adulthood. In addition, signifi cant sex hormone-mediated differ-
ences may occur even within the same individual, resulting from fl uctuations in sex 
hormone levels as a function of age and/or menstrual cycle. While the exact role of 
sex hormones in many lung diseases has not been fully characterized, it is now evi-
dent that all major cell types in the lung appear to be targets of sex hormones. Many 
of these effects, however, are heterogenous and often not fully understood. This 
chapter will review the effects of the most relevant sex hormones on lung paren-
chyma, airways, and vasculature in health, thus providing a segue for the individual 
disease states reviewed in later chapters of this textbook. The biogenesis, signaling 
mechanisms, and regulation of the three main classes of sex hormones (estrogens, 
progestogens, and androgens) will be reviewed, followed by an examination of the 
role of sex hormones in healthy lung development and homeostasis. Finally, the 
current understanding of the role of steroid signaling in the healthy lung will be 
reviewed via a compartment-based approach, highlighting current knowledge gaps 
and identifying research opportunities. Where appropriate, the impact of sex hor-
mones on pulmonary disease and their clinical implications will be discussed.  
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        Introduction 

  Chronic lung diseases   are a major public health problem. Nearly 400,000 mortali-
ties each year are due to chronic pulmonary diseases, which have become the third 
leading cause of death in America [ 1 ]. Over 35 million Americans are diagnosed 
with a chronic lung disease and the number of annual mortalities is predicted to 
increase [ 1 ]. The spectrum of chronic pulmonary diseases encompasses several 
highly prevalent disorders such as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
(COPD), pulmonary hypertension (PH), interstitial lung disease, and lung cancers. 
While each of these disease states affects different compartments and structures of 
the lung and while their etiologies and pathophysiological processes are complex 
and multifactorial, epidemiological evidence increasingly demonstrates that one 
commonality between many of these pulmonary diseases is the infl uence of sex and 
gender on disease prevalence, susceptibility, and severity [ 1 – 7 ]. The observed sex 
differences and gender disparities in pulmonary disease have been linked, at least in 
part, to physiologically and pathophysiologically relevant effects of sex hormones, 
resulting in developmental and physiological differences between the sexes [ 5 ,  6 ]. 
Sex differences and differences in sex hormone signaling in the lung emerge as 
early as during  prenatal development   and persist well into adulthood [ 8 ]. 
Furthermore, signifi cant differences may occur even within individuals of the same 
sex, resulting from fl uctuations in sex hormone levels as a function of age and/or 
menstrual cycle [ 9 – 12 ]. 

 As evidence for sex as not only an epidemiological characteristic but also as a 
biological variable in pulmonary disease mounts, the importance of sex-specifi c 
development, disease pathogenesis, outcome, and therapeutic interventions in both 
 clinical and basic science researches   has taken on increased signifi cance. This is 
evidenced by recent statements by the Institute of Medicine [ 13 ] and the National 
Institutes of Health calling for a greater focus on the investigation of sex and sex 
differences in preclinical studies [ 14 ]. 

 While sex hormones are best characterized as being responsible for the develop-
ment of secondary sex characteristics  and reproductive processes   in females and 
males, they have increasingly been shown to play important roles in the develop-
ment, homeostasis, and disease pathogenesis of many other biological systems 
including the brain, cardiovascular, immune, and respiratory systems [ 15 – 17 ]. 
Consequentially, research has begun to examine the impact of sex differences on the 
structure and function of the healthy and diseased lung. 

 In order to understand these sex differences in chronic lung disease, it is impera-
tive to understand the physiologic effects of sex hormones on pulmonary homeosta-
sis. This chapter will review the effects of the most relevant sex hormones on lung 
parenchyma, airways, and vasculature in health, thus providing a segue for the indi-
vidual disease states reviewed in later chapters of this textbook. In particular, we 
will review the biogenesis, signaling mechanisms, and regulation of the three main 
classes of sex hormones (estrogens, progestogens, and androgens). We will then 
examine the role of sex hormones in healthy lung development and homeostasis. 
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Where appropriate, we will briefl y review the impact of sex hormones on pulmonary 
disease and their clinical implications. Finally, we will discuss our current under-
standing of the role of steroid signaling in the lung with an emphasis on current gaps 
in knowledge and likely future directions of sex hormone research in the pulmonary 
fi eld. According to scientifi c guidelines, we will use the term “gender” when 
 discussing a cultural or behavioral concept and use the term “sex” when referring to 
biological concepts [ 18 ,  19 ].  

    Overview of Sex Hormone Synthesis, Signaling, 
and Regulation 

    Sex Hormone Synthesis and Metabolism 

 The following section is a brief overview of sex hormone synthesis and metabolism. 
For a more comprehensive review of sex hormone steroidogenesis and metabolism, 
the reader is referred to detailed reviews of the topic [ 20 ,  21 ]. Sex hormone  ste-
roidogenesis   occurs primarily in the ovaries of women of reproductive age and, to a 
lesser extent, in the breast, uterus, and placenta of pregnant women [ 17 ,  22 ]. In men 
of reproductive age, steroidogenesis primarily occurs in the adrenal cortex and tes-
tes [ 15 ]. Another site of sex hormone steroidogenesis that is particularly important 
in men and women of post-reproductive age is the adipose tissue [ 16 ,  17 ]. The three 
major estrogen metabolites and fi ve androgen metabolites are synthesized from 
cholesterol through a series of monooxygenase reactions facilitated primarily by the 
cytochrome P450 (CYP) superfamily of enzymes (summarized in Fig.  2.1    ) [ 23 ]. 
Briefl y, the biosynthesis of  steroid hormones   begins by oxidative cleavage of the 
side chain of cholesterol by CYP11A [ 24 ], resulting in the removal of six methyl 
groups converting cholesterol to pregnenolone, a progestogen [ 25 ]. Progestogens 
are precursors to all other steroids, and this conversion is the rate-limiting step of 
steroidogenesis [ 21 ,  26 ]. Pregnenolone can be converted to progesterone by 3-beta- 
hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (3β-HSD) [ 26 ] or to dehydroepiandrosterone 
(DHEA), an androgen, by CYP17A1 (through its 17,20-lyase activity), resulting in 
the loss of two methyl groups [ 27 ]. DHEA can be ester-sulfated via the enzyme 
sulfotransferase to DHEA sulfate (DHEA-S) [ 28 ].  DHEA and DHEA-S   are pro-
duced at the highest quantities of all the circulating sex hormones, typically as the 
less potent DHEA-S [ 29 ]. While less potent than DHEA, DHEA-S is more abun-
dant and more easily measurable as it is more stable. DHEA-S can be converted 
back to the slightly more bioactive DHEA by steroid sulfatase [ 30 ]. DHEA then is 
hydroxylated to androstenedione via 3β-HSD. Of note, androstenedione can also be 
generated from progesterone. Androstenedione is then oxidized to testosterone by 
17β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (17β-HSD). In a next step, testosterone is con-
verted to the more active androgen metabolite, dihydrotestosterone (DHT) by the 
enzyme 5α-reductase [ 31 ]. Additionally, testosterone, through hydroxylation and 
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removal of a single methyl group, can be converted by aromatase (CYP19A1) to 
17β-estradiol (E2) [ 32 ].  Aromatase   also facilitates the conversion of androstenedi-
one to estrone (E1). Finally, E1 can be converted to E2 and vice versa through 17β- 
HSD [ 33 ]. Once synthesized, sex hormones can act by an autocrine, paracrine, or 
juxtacrine mechanism on target cells and organs [ 34 – 38 ]. The concentrations of the 
three main circulating sex hormones in healthy adults are listed in Table  2.1    . Briefl y, 
women of reproductive age have lower levels of testosterone but higher levels of 
estrogen and progesterone compared to men [ 39 ]. Pregnant women have the highest 
levels of circulating progesterone, estrogen, and testosterone. Men have the highest 
amounts of circulating testosterone and DHEA/DHEA-S and lowest levels of estro-
gen and progesterone. Menopausal women have similar levels of progesterone and 
testosterone to their reproductive-aged counterparts, but have estrogen levels simi-
lar to those detected in men. Finally, as men and women age, circulating hormone 
levels decrease steeply [ 6 ,  40 ,  41 ]. However, in older individuals, biologically rele-
vant amounts of estrogens can be generated in adipocytes (especially in obese indi-
viduals) and possibly also in fi broblasts of the skin [ 42 ]. Uterine bleeding, 
endometrial hyperplasia, and cancer development have been linked to this  extrag-
landular estrogen production   in older women [ 42 ].

    While circulating sex hormones have been implicated in the development and 
homeostasis of the normal lung [ 8 ], recent evidence has shown that sex hormones 
can also be synthesized in  peripheral tissues   such as the brain, skin, adipose tissue, 
bone, heart, and blood vessels [ 17 ,  43 ,  44 ]. In case of the latter, this occurs in both 
vascular endothelial cells (ECs) and smooth muscle cells (SMCs) [ 44 ,  45 ]. Important 
for the focus of this textbook, enzymes involved in sex hormone synthesis have been 
detected in the lung. Examples include aromatase (CYP19A1), 17β-HSD, CYP1B1, 
and CYP1A1 [ 8 ,  46 – 48 ]. This provides compelling evidence that not only does sex 
hormone-mediated modulation of the lung occur through the  passive  exposure to 
sex hormones in the systemic circulation but also that the lung has the capability to 
 actively  modulate sex hormone synthesis at the cellular level.  

  Fig. 2.1    Simplifi ed overview of sex hormone  steroidogenesis  . Synthesis of progestogens ( blue ), 
androgens ( green ), and estrogens ( yellow ) from cholesterol ( red ). Enzymes are shown in  orange 
boxes . Abbreviations:  3β-HSD  3-beta-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase,  17β-HSD  17-beta- 
hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase,  CYP19A1  aromatase,  CYP  cytochrome,  DHEA  dehydroepiandros-
terone,  DHEA-S  dehydroepiandrosterone-sulfate,  DHT  dihydrotestosterone,  SULT2A1  
sulfotransferase 2A1       
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    The Role of  Biologically Active Estrogen Metabolites      (Fig.  2.2 ) 

    Three major estrogens are produced during steroidogenesis: estrone (E1), estradiol 
(E2), and estriol (E3). E2 is the primary circulating estrogen during reproductive 
years, whereas E1 is the primary circulating estrogen during and after menopause. 
E3 is primarily expressed during pregnancy and is the dominant circulating estrogen 
at that time [ 40 ]. Subsequent metabolism of estrogens is mediated by members of 
the cytochrome P450 superfamily: CYP1A1, CYP1B1, CYP3A4, and catechol-O- 
methyltransferase (COMT) [ 49 ]. Several of the CYPs are highly expressed in the 
lung, in particular CYP1B1 and CYP1A1 [ 46 – 48 ]. CYP1A1 and CYP1B1 facilitate 
the oxidation of estrogen into 2-hydroxy- (2-OHE), 4-hydroxy- (4-OHE), and 
16α-hydroxy-estrogens [ 50 ,  51 ]. 2-OHE and 4-OHE metabolites have a short half- 
life and are rapidly converted to the more stable and biologically active 2-methoxy- 
estradiol (2-ME2) and 4-methoxy-estradiol (4-ME2). Of these, 2-ME2 has been 
shown to have antiproliferative, anti-angiogenic, anti-infl ammatory, and pro- 
apoptotic effects on target organs that are independent of estrogen receptors [ 49 ,  50 , 
 52 ]. Conversely, studies have demonstrated 4-ME2 and 16α-OHE1 to have pro-pro-
liferative and pro-infl ammatory effects on target tissues. In contrast to 2-ME-2, 
16α-hydroxy-estrone (16α-OHE1)-mediated effects appear to be due, at least in 
part, to the constitutive activation of estrogen receptors, particularly estrogen recep-
tor (ER)β [ 53 ]. 16α-OHE1 has also been shown to induce DNA damage [ 54 ,  55 ], 
leading to an association between individuals producing more 16α-OHE1 and an 
increased risk for diseases characterized by DNA damage, infl ammation, or hyper-
proliferation such as cancer and pulmonary arterial hypertension [ 2 ,  56 – 60 ], whereas 
individuals producing more 2-ME2 may be protected from these  diseases      [ 61 ,  62 ].  

  Fig. 2.2    Simplifi ed overview of estrogen  metabolism     . Enzymes are shown in  orange boxes . 
Abbreviations:  2-ME1  2-methoxyestrone,  2-ME2  2-methoxyestradiol,  2-OHE1  2-hydroxyestrone, 
2-hydroxyestradiol (2-OHE2),  4-ME1  4-methoxyestrone,  4-ME2  4-methoxyestradiol,  4-OHE1  
4-hydroxyestrone,  4-OHE2  4-hydroxyestradiol,  16-OHE1  16-alpha-hydroxyestrone,  17β-HSD  
17-beta-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase,  COMT  catechol-O-methyltransferase,  CYP  cytochrome P450       
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    Mechanisms of  Estrogen-Mediated Signaling   

 There are three known estrogen  receptors  : two classical steroid hormone receptors, 
ERα and ERβ [ 63 – 65 ], as well as a third less well-characterized G-protein-coupled 
receptor, GPR30 [ 66 ]. These receptors are widely, but differentially, expressed 
throughout the body including the cardiovascular, respiratory, immune, central ner-
vous, and skeletal systems. ER expression and activity in these compartments are 
regulated by sex, age, diet, and sex steroid concentration (reviewed below). 

 ERα and ERβ are coded by different genes located on chromosomes 6 and 14, 
respectively. Despite these differences in chromosomal location, ERα and ERβ 
exhibit strong homology in their  DNA-binding domain sequences   (97 %). Both ERs 
also contain structural similarities in their ligand-binding domain and in their AF1 
domain, through which different protein binding partners interact. However, these 
domains are less homologous than the DNA-binding regions; the ligand-binding 
domains of ERα and ERβ are 60 % homologous, whereas the AF1 domains are only 
18 % homologous. ERα and ERβ are localized to the cell surface membrane, cyto-
plasm, and nucleus, whereas GPR30 is localized primarily to the cell surface [ 67 ]. 
ER localization is dependent at least in part on which signaling mechanism pathway 
is activated [ 63 ,  66 ]. In general, there are four major signaling mechanisms through 
which ERs exert their effects [ 2 ,  63 – 65 ,  68 ,  69 ]. The  classical or genomic   pathway    
is a common mechanism shared by the steroid receptor superfamily, including pro-
gesterone and androgen receptors. Briefl y, estrogen binds to cytoplasmic ERα or 
ERβ which leads to a conformation change of the receptor, the dissociation of regu-
latory proteins, dimerization with another estrogen–ER complex (either as homodi-
mer with the same ER subtype [e.g., ERα–ERα] or as heterodimer with the other 
subtype [e.g., ERα–ERβ]), and translocation to the nucleus. Once localized to the 
nucleus, the estrogen–ER dimer binds to estrogen responsive elements ( EREs  )    on 
target genes where it then regulates transcriptional activity as a classical transcrip-
tion factor. In a second pathway, the estrogen–ER dimer  indirectly modulates tran-
scriptional activity  by interacting with other transcription factors. The third 
mechanism of ER activation occurs through an  estrogen-independent mechanism . 
In this scenario, the ER is activated through phosphorylation by a non-estrogen 
growth factor (i.e., epidermal growth factor [ 71 ]). The ER then dimerizes, translo-
cates to the nucleus, and regulates the transcription of target genes. The fourth 
mechanism is known as the  non-genomic signaling pathway . In this pathway, estro-
gen binds to ER localized at the cell membrane. This ligand–receptor complex then 
trans-activates cytoplasmic protein kinases such as PI3K or MAPK [ 72 ]. Examples 
for  non-genomic   estrogen  signaling   include rapid effects on endothelial nitric oxide 
synthase (eNOS) or calcium channel activity in the vasculature [ 73, 79 ]. This mech-
anism of estrogen-mediated effects was initially described for GPR30, but recently 
ERα and ERβ have also been shown to mediate estrogen signaling through this 
pathway [ 72 ,  74 ]. The non-genomic pathway occurs rapidly (within seconds or 
minutes after the receptor is activated by estrogen) and is likely an important path-
way in tissues where a rapid cellular response to injury is required, i.e., the cardio-
vascular system [ 75 – 79 ]. This is in contrast to signaling via genomic pathways, 
which occurs over several hours or even  days   [ 2 ,  69 ].  
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    Regulation of Estrogen Signaling 

 Estrogen-mediated signaling is a highly complex process that is regulated in several 
ways [ 68 ]. Globally, estrogens are regulated through the differential  cell-type and 
tissue-specifi c expression pattern   of ERs [ 6 ,  8 ]. Sex, age, and the presence of health 
versus disease are major mediators of estrogen signaling [ 9 ,  43 ,  80 ]. ER expression 
is also temporally regulated based on the phase of menstrual cycle and by abun-
dance of circulating estrogen levels [ 81 – 83 ].  Nutritional infl uences   may also inter-
fere with ER expression and/or activity. For example, indole-3-carbinol, a key 
ingredient of cruciferous vegetables, is a negative regulator of estrogen signaling 
[ 61 ]. On the other hand, xenoestrogens introduced into the environment through 
industrial, agricultural, and chemical processes exert pro-estrogenic effects [ 84 , 
 85 ]. On a molecular level, estrogen signaling is modulated through heat shock pro-
tein chaperone interactions with ERs and through post translational modifi cation of 
the receptors [ 86 ]. For example, ERs can be S-nitrosylated or acetylated, with the 
fi rst modifi cation inhibiting and the latter process enhancing the transcriptional 
activity of ERs [ 87 ]. Additionally, ER gene promoters  themselves   can be methyl-
ated, thus reducing ER mRNA levels [ 88 ]. Conversely, estrogen has been shown to 
upregulate ER transcription, while other sex hormones (e.g., progesterone) can 
negatively regulate the expression of ER mRNA [ 89 ,  90 ]. Other  transcription fac-
tors  , such as MEF2 and HDAC2, may inhibit ER signaling, and ubiquitination and 
proteasomal degradation decrease ER abundance. Lastly, several splice variants of 
ERα and ERβ are able to interact and positively or negatively modulate the activity 
of ERs, thus adding another layer of complexity to regulation of estrogen-mediated 
signaling [ 63 ,  91 ].  

    Progesterone and Androgen-Mediated Signaling 

  Progestogens  are a class of steroid hormones characterized by their ability to bind 
to and activate progesterone receptors ( PR  ). Progesterone is the most abundant and 
 biologically active progestogen  . Other endogenous progestogens include 
17-hydroxyprogesterone, 5α-dihydroprogesterone, and 11-deoxycorticosterone, all 
of which are converted to other intermediates in the  steroidogenesis pathway   [ 15 , 
 22 ,  92 ]. As multiple cell and tissue types have the capacity to convert cholesterol to 
steroid hormones, progestogens are found in many cell types [ 93 ,  94 ]. 

 There are several major   androgens   . These include testosterone and dihy-
drotestosterone (DHT), DHEA/DHEA-S, androstenediol, androstenedione, and 
androsterone.  DHEA/DHEA-S and androstenediol   are considered weak steroids 
and precursors for testosterone and estrogen synthesis [ 28 ]. However, there is 
increasing interest in the effects of DHEA/DHEA-S on the cardiopulmonary sys-
tem [ 2 ], and androstenediol plays a role as a major regulator of gonadotropin 
secretion [ 95 ]. While testosterone and DHT exert multiple biologically relevant 
effects, they (together with androstenedione) also function as important estrogen 
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precursors. Consequentially, androgen pathways and their receptors are expressed 
in a wide range of tissues throughout the body, including the  cardiopulmonary 
system   [ 96 – 98 ]. 

 Progestogens  a  nd  androgens   mediate their effects on lung function in health and 
disease through two progesterone receptors (PR-A and PR-B) and an androgen 
receptor (AR)   , respectively. ARs, used by testosterone and DHT, and  PRs   are found 
widely throughout the body, and both receptors are present in the human lung [ 93 , 
 98 ], vascular ECs [ 99 ,  100 ], SMCs [ 101 ,  102 ], and the heart [ 97 ,  103 ], suggesting 
relevant physiologic effects in these organs. In general, AR and PR signaling occurs 
in a similar manner to ER signaling, via genomic or non-genomic  pathways  . 
Vasodilatory effects of testosterone, however, appear to be independent of the AR 
[ 104 ]. Little is known about receptor signaling pathways employed by DHEA in the 
cardiopulmonary system, and no specifi c DHEA receptor has been identifi ed. While 
DHEA actions appear to be independent of ERs or ARs [ 105 ], DHEA has been 
reported to bind to a specifi c EC membrane receptor coupled to G-alpha i2,3 with 
subsequent activation of eNOS [ 106 ]. In addition, DHEA stimulates  Akt/eNOS sig-
naling   through activation and/or upregulation of sigma-1 receptor. Non-genomic 
DHEA signaling has been described as well [ 69 ].  

    Regulation of Progesterone and Androgen Signaling 

 Similar to ERs, PRs and AR regulate steroid hormone effects through  cell- and 
tissue- type-specifi c expression patterns  , which are modulated by sex, age, sex hor-
mone concentrations, and menstrual cycle [ 107 ,  108 ]. Like ERs, PRs and ARs are 
regulated by chaperone proteins and by degradation via the proteasome. Both recep-
tor types can also be posttranslationally modifi ed to enhance or repress transcrip-
tional activity of target genes. Progesterone plays a major role in regulating 
 expression   of the PRs. PR-B is the primary activator of progesterone-mediated gene 
transcription, whereas PR-A exerts inhibitory effects and can act as a repressor of 
PR-B signaling. In addition to progesterone, estrogen regulates PR expression, indi-
cating signifi cant cross-talk between ER and PR pathways. For example, the pres-
ence of estrogen may enhance the effects of PR-B, whereas the presence of androgens 
or PR-A can inhibit estrogen and progesterone pathways, again demonstrating the 
importance of sex hormone balance to maintain tissue homeostasis [ 92 ,  109 – 111 ].   

    Sex Hormones and Lung  Development   

    Sex Hormones and the  Prenatal and Early Postnatal Lung   

 Sex hormones have been shown to modulate lung development as early 16–24 
weeks of gestation [ 8 ,  112 ]. The lung itself continues to develop after birth until 2–4 
years of age and continues to change in complexity until early adolescence [ 8 , 
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 113 – 116 ]. During neonatal lung development, androgens inhibit  surfactant   produc-
tion in the developing neonates, causing delayed surfactant production and delayed 
alveolar maturation in male neonates compared to female neonates [ 114 ,  117 ]. 
Additionally, androgens enhance lung airway branching leading to the development 
of larger lungs in male neonates [ 8 ,  117 ,  118 ]. These two roles of androgens in the 
developing lung are clinically relevant, as male neonates exhibit an increased inci-
dence and mortality of infant respiratory distress syndrome, a condition that mainly 
results from surfactant defi ciency and incomplete fetal lung maturation [ 112 ,  114 , 
 117 ]. Mechanisms of androgen-mediated enhancement of airway branching and 
inhibition of surfactant production appear to involve upregulation of epidermal 
growth factor (EGF) and transforming growth factor (TGF)-β  pathways  . However, 
while this has been demonstrated in vitro and in animal models, it remains unclear 
if these mechanisms are also responsible for surfactant inhibition in humans 
[ 119 – 121 ]. 

 The  fetal lung   also contains  ERs  , which have been implicated in alveolar devel-
opment [ 112 ,  118 ,  121 ]. For example, genetic deletion of ERα or ERβ in mice 
decreases the number and increases the size of alveoli; these changes are more pro-
nounced in female mice [ 120 ]. These ER-mediated effects on alveoli size are likely 
mediated through effects on platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) signaling [ 122 ]. 
Morphologically and structurally, compared to male lungs, female lungs are smaller 
and have fewer respiratory bronchioles. The larger lung size of males at any given 
age results in an increase in the number of alveoli and alveolar surface area as com-
pared to females; however when normalized for unit area and lung volume, the 
number of alveoli, at least at birth, is not different between sexes [ 6 ,  112 ,  118 ]. 

 Additional evidence that steroid hormones regulate fetal lung development 
comes from studies of the expression of  steroidogenesis enzymes   such as 17β-HSD, 
3β-HSD, 5α-reductase, and aromatase in human fetal lung tissue [ 8 ,  122 ]. Although 
these studies strongly suggest active modulation of sex hormone pathways in the 
human fetal lung, it is unlikely that de novo synthesis of sex hormones from choles-
terol occurs during this time because CYP17A1 (the enzyme responsible for con-
verting progestogens to androgens) is not detectable [ 123 ]. Thus, the presence of 
several steroidogenesis enzymes suggests that the conversion of precursors into bio-
logically active sex hormones occurs locally in the prenatal and early postnatal lung 
and that these hormones play a role in mediating lung development. 

 Taken together, the data reviewed in this section suggest a signifi cant role for 
estrogens and androgens in lung development, implying them in alveolarization and 
surfactant production.     

    Sex Differences in the  Pubescent Lung   

 Female airways and lung parenchyma grow proportionally during childhood and 
puberty; in males, however, airway growth lags behind the development and growth 
of other lung structures, resulting in fewer alveoli for the number of airways as well 
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as narrower airways, a phenomenon called dysanapsis [ 115 ,  116 ,  124 ,  125 ]. This 
disproportional growth of lungs and airways results in higher airway resistance in 
males [ 112 ]. On the other hand, males have larger conducting airways than females 
throughout adolescence and into adulthood. During adolescence, males have higher 
respiratory pressures compared to females. This difference is attributed to the role 
of testosterone in changing the shape of the thorax and respiratory muscles during 
puberty [ 126 ]. Other sex differences observed in neonates and children are main-
tained through puberty, with the dysanaptic growth of the airways in males main-
tained into  adulthood  .  

    Sex Differences in the Aging  Lung   

 Sex differences also occur in the aging lung. During the aging process, there is a 
decrease in elastic recoil of the lung and large airways as well as of alveolar air 
volume, whereas abundance of connective tissue increases [ 127 ,  128 ]. However, 
these changes appear to be less pronounced in females compared to males and occur 
at a later age [ 129 ]. Menopause has signifi cant effects on lung function. For exam-
ple, during menopause, which is associated with low levels of progesterone and 
estrogen, women are less likely to develop asthma compared to men [ 3 ]. Furthermore, 
the aging-mediated associated decrease in sex hormone production negatively 
affects alveolar fl uid clearance [ 130 ]. Finally, loss of anabolic effects of sex steroids 
on muscle structure and function during aging is associated with a generalized loss 
of muscle mass; this results in changes in chest wall architecture and a general loss 
of respiratory muscle strength [ 131 ]. 

 Taken together, the reviewed sex differences during lung development and 
throughout aging illustrates how minor changes in lung structure and development 
can have a major impact on health in later life. Despite emerging evidence of the 
role of sex hormones in regulating lung development, architecture, and function, 
further understanding of these processes is required to determine their role in  aging  .   

    Effects of Sex Hormones on the Healthy  Lung   

 Nearly every major cell type of the lung is affected by sex hormones. This section 
will review these effects using a compartment-based approach that focuses on bron-
chial and alveolar epithelium, airway smooth muscle cells, lung parenchyma, the 
pulmonary vasculature, as well as lung immune cells, concluding with a brief review 
of sex hormone effects on respiratory mechanics and respiratory drive. Table  2.2     
provides a synopsis of the reviewed data.
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       Bronchial Epithelium   

 The bronchial epithelium functions as a barrier between the body and external 
 pathogens  , allergens, and pollutants as well as a modulator of airway tone [ 132 ]. 
Infl ammation of the bronchial epithelium is a key step in the pathogenesis of a 

    Table 2.2     Sex hormone effects   on major cell types of the lung   

 Pulmonary cell type  Estrogen  Progesterone  Androgen 

 Bronchial epithelium  ↑ Nitric oxide 
generation 

 ↑ Nitric oxide 
generation 

 Unknown 

 ↑ Cell proliferation  ↓ Cell 
proliferation 

 ↑ Cell proliferation 

 Alveolar epithelium  ↑ Alveolar regeneration 
and development 

 Unknown  ↓ Alveolar maturation 

 ↑ Alveolar fl uid 
clearance 

 ↑ Alveolar 
fl uid clearance 

 ↓ Surfactant production 

 ↑ ENaC expression  ↑ ENaC 
expression 

 Unknown 

 Airway smooth 
muscle 

 ↓ Intracellular calcium 
relaxation 

 ↓ Intracellular 
calcium 
relaxation 

 ↓ Intracellular calcium 
relaxation 

 ↑ Cell proliferation  ↓ Cell 
proliferation 

 Unknown 

 Parenchyma (ECM/
fi broblasts) 

 ↓ Fibroblast 
proliferation 

 Fibroblast 
apoptosis 

 Unknown 

 ↑ Laminin/fi bronectin  Unknown  ↓ Laminin/fi bronectin 
 ↓ MMPs  ↓ MMPs  ↑ MMPs 

 Pulmonary artery 
smooth muscle 

 ↓ Intracellular calcium 
relaxation 

 ↓ Intracellular 
calcium 
relaxation 

 ↓ Intracellular calcium 
relaxation 

 ↑ Cell proliferation  Unknown  Unknown 
 ↓ Proliferation at 
supraphysiological 
concentrations 

 Unknown  Unknown 

 Pulmonary artery 
endothelium 

 ↑ Nitric oxide 
generation 

 ↑ Nitric oxide 
generation 

 Unknown 

 ↑ Cell proliferation  Unknown  Unknown 
 ↓ Proliferation at 
supraphysiological 
concentrations and 
during hypoxia 

 Unknown  Unknown 

 Immune  cells    Th2 profi le  Th2 profi le  Th1 profi le 
 ↑ Mast cell 
degranulation 

 ↓ Mast cell 
degranulation 

 ↑ Mast cell degranulation 

 ↑ Eosinophil 
degranulation 

 Unknown  Unknown 

  ↑ = increase; ↓ = decrease.  ECM  extracellular matrix;  ENaC  epithelial sodium channel;  MMP  
matrix metalloproteinase  
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number of diseases including asthma and chronic bronchitis [ 133 ]. Likewise, the 
bronchial epithelium is the starting point for several lung cancers [ 134 ]. Despite the 
importance of the bronchial epithelium, little is known about the role of sex hor-
mones in this  tissue  . 

 Both ERs are expressed in bronchial epithelial cells ( BECs        ). Whereas in immor-
talized airway epithelial cell lines ERβ is expressed more abundantly, in primary 
BECs both ERs are expressed at similar levels [ 135 ,  136 ]. These data emphasize 
that results derived from studies of ER expression in immortalized cells cannot be 
extrapolated to primary cells or the in vivo scenario. Expression of PR or AR in the 
bronchial epithelium has not been studied. 

  Nitric Oxide (NO)  Signaling       One mechanism by which estrogens modulate BECs 
is through the regulation of NO signaling. The main source of NO production in the 
airways in response to infl ammation is through  inducible NO synthase (iNOS)   [ 137 , 
 138 ]. However, endothelial NOS (eNOS) also plays a major role in the bronchial 
epithelium through the regulation of airway blood fl ow [ 139 ]. NO generated as a 
result of BEC  iNOS   and eNOS can be quantifi ed as exhaled NO (eNO) and is used 
clinically as an indicator of airway infl ammation [ 140 ]. iNOS and eNOS facilitate 
the conversion of  L -arginine to  L -citrulline and thus the release of NO, a by-product 
of this reaction and a potent bronchodilator [ 137 ]. Studies in the vascular endothe-
lium have shown that estrogens facilitate the dissociation of inactive eNOS from 
caveolae, leading to eNOS activation and a subsequent increase in NO production 
and vasodilation [ 141 ,  142 ]. Whether the same phenomenon also occurs in BECs is 
unknown. However, what is known is that in immortalized BEC lines, E2 acutely 
increases eNOS activity [ 135 ]. This is inhibited by the ER antagonist, fulvestrant, 
suggesting an ER dependence of effects. Similarly, activation of ERα or ERβ with 
selective receptor agonists in primary BECs results in eNOS phosphorylation and 
increased NO production [ 143 ]. This effect occurs within minutes, strongly impli-
cating a role of non-genomic estrogen signaling in NO production in the bronchial 
epithelium. Additional evidence from isolated human female bronchial rings shows 
that physiological concentrations of estrogens are suffi cient to produce a robust 
bronchodilator response. Denuding the epithelium blunts this effect, suggesting that 
estrogens non-genomically induce NO production in the bronchial epithelium and 
thus modulate bronchodilation [ 143 ]. This mechanism is remarkably similar to 
what has been described in the vascular endothelium, where estrogen-mediated 
non-genomic stimulation of eNOS in endothelial cells results in vasodilation [ 78 ]. 

 Exhaled NO production in humans may fl uctuate with menstrual cycle status; 
however there are several studies with confl icting results. For example, one study 
showed that eNO levels decreased when estrogen levels were high and increased 
when progesterone levels were high [ 140 ]. Women taking an oral contraceptive did 
not have such fl uctuations in eNO production [ 144 ,  145 ]. On the other hand, data 
also exists indicating that the menstrual cycle does not signifi cantly affect NO  levels   
[ 81 ,  146 ].  

   BEC Proliferation       In addition to mediating bronchodilator responses in BECs, 
estrogens may affect BEC proliferation. While sex hormones are known to regulate 
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cell proliferation pathways in other tissues and cell types [ 147 ,  148 ], data on 
estrogen- mediated proliferative responses in BECs are sparse. While in some lung 
adenocarcinoma cell lines pro-proliferative responses were mediated through ER 
activation, this did not occur in all cell lines studied [ 136 ]. In particular, lung 
 adenocarcinoma cell lines from female, but not male, patients appear to be respon-
sive to pro-proliferative effects of E2, an effect that was linked to differences in 
nuclear localization of ERα. Effects of other sex hormones on BECs remain 
uncharacterized.  

   Mucus Clearance       Lastly, E2 has been shown to regulate chloride secretion, impli-
cating estrogens in a role for susceptibility to infection and impaired mucus clear-
ance in the bronchiolar epithelium [ 82 ]. This role has particular signifi cance for 
female cystic fi brosis patients, who have cyclical decreases in lung function corre-
lating with menstrual cycle [ 82 ]. Taken together, these data suggest estrogens as 
modulators of BEC NO production, proliferation, and chloride secretion. Effects of 
other sex hormones and expression patterns and roles of AR and PR remain poorly 
characterized.   

     Alveolar Epithelium   

 The alveolar epithelium consists of  type I cells   which are squamous epithelial cells 
comprising the structure of the alveolar wall and type II cells which are cuboidal 
epithelial cells responsible for producing and secreting surfactant. ERs, PRs, and 
AR have been detected in alveolar epithelial cells (AECs) of normal lung tissue 
and in cell lines [ 98 ,  149 ]. Several steroidogenesis enzymes, including 17β-HSD 
and aromatase, are found in AECs, indicating that sex hormone precursors may be 
modifi ed to biologically active sex hormones locally [ 150 ]. However, as with the 
 bronchial epithelium, most studies in AECs have focused on the role of sex 
  hormones   in the context of disease. It is thus diffi cult to extrapolate a role for sex 
hormone  signaling and function in the healthy alveolar epithelium. 

  Surfactant Production, Alveolar Development, and  Regeneration       One area where 
the role of sex hormones in the healthy lung is relatively well defi ned is the role of 
androgens in delaying maturation of type II AECs and surfactant production in the 
prenatal lung [ 151 ]. Here, androgens inhibit surfactant production through modula-
tion of EGF and TGF-β pathways (which are positive and negative regulators of 
lung maturation, respectively [ 119 – 121 ]). In fact, an androgen-induced delay in 
EGF receptor binding during lung development has been described in rabbits [ 152 ]. 
Alternatively, exposure of female fi broblasts to DHT results in a dose-dependent 
increase of TGF-β1 activity [ 119 ]. 

  Estrogens  modulate AECs through multiple mechanisms. For example, E2 regu-
lates type I AEC development and regeneration [ 153 ,  154 ]. In mouse studies, ovari-
ectomy (OVX) of sexually immature wild-type female mice results in a decrease in 
the number of alveoli during development and lung maturation. Treatment with E2, 
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on the other hand, restores alveolar numbers in OVX mice [ 154 ]. Furthermore, ERα 
or ERβ knockout mice exhibit similar alveolar developmental defects, demonstrat-
ing that both ERα and ERβ are required for the normal development of pulmonary 
alveoli in female mice [ 154 ]. OVX of wild-type adult female mice results in the loss 
of 40 % of alveoli. E2 treatment induces alveolar regeneration through a distinct 
ERα-dependent mechanism and restores alveoli number and lung volume [ 153 ]. 
These data thus demonstrate a role for estrogen-mediated signaling in alveolar 
development and regeneration and provide a mechanism for increases in FVC and 
FEV1 observed in postmenopausal women undergoing hormone replacement 
  therapy   [ 155 ].  

   Alveolar Fluid Homeostasis          Sex hormones also regulate alveolar fl uid homeostasis 
in healthy AECs. Estrogens and progestogens (specifi cally E2 and progesterone) 
have been identifi ed as key mediators of alveolar fl uid clearance, a process that 
occurs through regulation of epithelial sodium channel ( ENaC  )  expression  , abun-
dance, and activity [ 130 ,  156 ,  157 ]. ENaCs are essential for sodium transport and 
fl uid balance in the alveolar space. In particular, fl uid is absorbed into AECs through 
ENaCs and extruded from the cell through Na/K+ ATPases [ 158 ]. These channels 
are often dysregulated in pulmonary diseases such as cystic fi brosis and acute respi-
ratory distress syndrome ( ARDS  )   , leading to abnormal fl uid clearance of the alveo-
lar space [ 159 ]. Interestingly, aging and the associated decrease in sex hormone 
production can lead to defi ciencies in alveolar fl uid clearance [ 130 ]. On the other 
hand, E2 treatment of adult type II AECs causes, through a GPR30-dependent 
mechanism, an increase in ENaC abundance and localization to the apical mem-
brane [ 130 ]. Similarly, treatment of fetal type II AECs with progesterone leads to an 
increase in ENaC expression and  activity      [ 156 ].   

    Airway Smooth Muscle 

 The airway smooth muscle ( ASM) is   responsible for modulating the tone of the 
bronchial airways by constricting or dilating the airway. The role sex hormones in 
the  regulation   of ASM function is better understood than their role in other lung 
compartments, in part due to increasing interest in the investigation of sex differ-
ences in asthma and COPD. 

  Regulation of Airway  Tone       In general, estrogens exert  bronchodilatory effects  , but 
time- and dose-dependent differences seem to exist. These effects are mediated 
through both epithelium-dependent and epithelium-independent mechanisms lead-
ing to decreased intracellular Ca 2+  levels. Chronic administration of low doses of E2 
(10 μg/kg) increases the concentration of inhaled acetylcholine (ACh) necessary to 
double airway resistance in OVX rats [ 160 ,  161 ]. On the other hand, OVX rats 
treated with high doses of E2 (100 μg/kg) exhibited increased responsiveness to 
ACh-induced vasoconstriction [ 161 ]. Together, these data suggest a dose-specifi c 
effect of E2 on ASM responses to ACh. Studies in rabbit tracheal strips  pre- constricted 
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with ACh showed that treatment with 100 μM E2 was able to relax the airway 
smooth muscle layer in an epithelium-independent manner [ 162 ,  163 ].  E2-mediated 
effects   were found to be due in part to increased prostaglandin synthesis with down-
stream increases in cAMP levels, as well as through increases in cGMP signaling, 
both leading to attenuation of muscle tone through inhibition of Ca 2+  infl ux [ 163 ]. 

  In addit ion to indirectly regulating  Ca 2+  concentrations      via cAMP and cGMP, 
estrogen is also able to directly modulate Ca 2+ -mediated responses via effects on 
Ca 2+  channels [ 164 ]. For example, in human ASM cells, physiologically relevant 
concentrations of E2 (100 pM–10 nM) substantially decrease Ca 2+  responses to his-
tamine through an ERα-mediated mechanism [ 165 ]. E2 effects on ASM are regu-
lated, in part, through decreased Ca 2+  infl ux through regulation of L-type channels 
and store-operated entry [ 165 ]. Taken together, these studies indicate that estrogen- 
mediated bronchodilation in ASM occurs via reduction of intracellular Ca 2+  concen-
trations through ER-dependent mechanisms. 

  The ef fects of progesterone on ASM tone are less well defi ned. Progesterone 
potentiates the dilatory effect of isoprenaline in constricted pig bronchial rings 
[ 166 ]. In these studies, progesterone, although administered at a high dose (40 μM), 
had a more robust dilatory effect than testosterone, but was less effective than estra-
diol. Progesterone also prevents histamine- or carbachol-induced contraction in 
guinea pig trachea [ 167 ].  Progesterone-mediated regulation   is proposed to occur 
through direct inhibition of Ca 2+  infl ux [ 168 ]. Combined, these studies provide evi-
dence for a bronchodilator effect of progesterone on ASM similar to, but not as 
robust as, that of estrogen. 

  Similar to estr ogen and progesterone treatment, testosterone treatment causes a 
dose-dependent bronchodilator effect on ASM, as shown in pre-constricted rabbit 
tracheal strips [ 162 ]. However, unlike estrogen and progesterone treatment, whose 
bronchodilatory effects are both epithelial dependent and independent, removal of 
the epithelium in testosterone-treated tracheal strips completely attenuates the dila-
tory response, suggesting testosterone-mediated relaxation is epithelial dependent. 
Interestingly, inhibition of AR with fl utamide does not alter the dilatory effects of 
testosterone, suggesting an AR-independent mechanism of action. Furthermore, 
dilatory effects were maintained after administration of bovine serum albumin 
(BSA)-conjugated (and thus cell membrane-impermeable) testosterone, a phenom-
enon consistent with non-genomic signaling [ 162 ]. Similar to the previous study, 
removal of the epithelium attenuated the testosterone response. Taken together, 
these studies suggest that testosterone is mediating bronchodilator effects through 
non-genomic interaction at the cell surface with the AR receptor. These  bronchodi-
lator effects   are mediated through voltage-gated Ca 2+  channel  antagonism  . 

  Of clinic al relevance, in asthma, a disease characterized by both  infl ammation 
and hyperresponsiveness   of the airway, there is greater prevalence and morbidity in 
adult women compared to men [ 169 ,  170 ]. Women also have more severe and more 
frequent asthma exacerbations than men [ 113 ], with 40–50 % of women having 
cyclic variations and exacerbations during the premenstrual/late luteal phase of their 
menstrual cycle [ 171 ]. At this point in the menstrual cycle, estrogen levels are at 
their lowest, and progesterone levels are increased [ 39 ,  172 ]. Studies in healthy 
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volunteers and asthma patients demonstrate that the luteal phase of the menstrual 
cycle is characterized by the lowest FVC and FEV1, suggesting a direct effect 
between sex hormone levels and lung function [ 81 ]. Along these lines, 
 postmenopausal women exhibit decreased airway function [ 173 ], and postmeno-
pausal asthma patients are characterized by more severe disease compared to men 
and reproductive- aged women [ 173 ]. Together, while the exact mechanism is 
unclear, these studies suggest that sex hormones modulate airway tone and asthma 
prevalence and severity [ 3 ,  81 ]. However, these relationships are complex, as there 
is also evidence that administration of estrogen to menopausal women is associated 
with increased rates of newly diagnosed asthma [ 174 ]. Disparate effects on airway 
tone  vs. airway infl ammatory responses and ASM   proliferation may contribute to 
these complex relationships. Environmental effects on ERs and estrogen metabo-
lism may also play a role (e.g., hyperoxia)    [ 48 ].  

  ASM  Proliferation       Evidence also exists that sex steroids, in addition to affecting 
ASM tone, exert physiologically relevant effects on ASM proliferation. For exam-
ple, E2 has been shown to enhance proliferation of ASM cells [ 175 ]. Such effects 
have been linked to worsening effects of estrogens on airway remodeling in asthma 
[ 176 ]. DHEA, on the other hand, inhibits rat tracheal smooth muscle cell prolifera-
tion after stimulation by fetal bovine serum or PDGF through inhibition of activator 
protein-1 [ 177 ]. However, more detailed exploration of the role of sex hormones on 
ASM proliferation is required; such studies would help to further decipher the role 
of these hormones in airway diseases such as  asthma  .   

     Parenchyma   

 For the purpose of this chapter, the lung parenchyma refers specifi cally to the alveo-
lar tissue with respiratory bronchioles, alveolar ducts, and terminal bronchioles. 
The parenchyma provides structural support, participates in gas exchange, and is the 
site of extracellular signaling and regulation. The role of sex  hormones   on extracel-
lular matrix deposition and modulation of enzyme regulators of the extracellular 
matrix is of clinical interest since men are more likely to develop and die from 
idiopathic pulmonary fi brosis than women [ 112 ]. Studies in the bleomycin model of 
pulmonary fi brosis, however, suggest female sex hormones as being pro-fi brotic 
[ 178 ]. Along those lines, female rats treated with bleomycin developed more severe 
fi brosis than males. OVX female rats, on the other hand, had less severe fi brosis 
compared to intact females, and E2 replenishment restored fi brosis levels to those of 
intact females [ 178 ].  In vitro studies   suggest that the pro-fi brotic effect of E2 is 
likely mediated through upregulation of procollagen 1 and TGF-β1 gene expression 
in fi broblasts [ 178 ]. Studies in the mouse bleomycin model of pulmonary fi brosis, 
however, suggest a greater degree of fi brosis in male animals [ 179 ]. Here, castration 
of male mice is protective against the development of pulmonary fi brosis, while 
DHT replenishment attenuates this protective effect [ 179 ]. Taken together, even 
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though discrepant with regard to protection versus harm, the reported in vivo and 
human data suggest sex hormones as potential modulators of fi brotic processes. 
Effects on  proliferation   may also play a role in this process. For example, high con-
centrations (5 μg/ml) of E2, testosterone, or progesterone decrease proliferation of 
human fetal lung fi broblasts [ 180 ,  181 ]. Furthermore, decreased proliferation was 
noted in lung myofi broblasts treated with E2, mediated through non-genomic sig-
naling via activation of the Raf1–ERK–MAPK pathway [ 181 ]. However, the rele-
vance of these in vitro studies to the in vivo scenario remains unknown. 

 Collagen, fi bronectin, laminin, and other components of the extracellular matrix 
of the parenchyma are important for the structural integrity and regulation of lung 
homeostasis, and their dysregulation can result in various pathologies. However, 
effects of sex hormones on  extracellular matrix components   have only recently been 
explored and have yet to be studied in the lung. Studies using mouse skin biopsies 
have shown that adult male mice have 25 % more lung hydroxyproline (representa-
tive of collagen deposition) present than age-matched females [ 182 ]. AR knockout 
mice did not have such an increase in hydroxyproline, implicating male sex hor-
mones as potential modulators of collagen deposition in the parenchyma of the lung 
[ 182 ]. Despite these studies, the exact mechanisms of sex hormone regulation of the 
lung parenchyma are mostly unknown.  

     Pulmonary Vasculature   

 Due to the well-described gender differences in pulmonary arterial hypertension 
( PAH        ) [ 2 ,  70 ,  73 ,  183 – 185 ], there has been increasing interest in the study of sex 
hormone effects on the pulmonary vasculature. While a signifi cant body of knowl-
edge has been derived from specifi c study of the pulmonary vasculature, other data 
have been extrapolated from studies of systemic vascular cells. Studies from our 
laboratory demonstrate that both ERα and ERβ are expressed in pulmonary artery 
endothelial cells ( PAECs  )    as well as smooth muscle cells ( PASMCs  )    [ 186 ,  187 ] 
(Fig.  2.3    ). In addition, enzymes critical for estrogen synthesis and metabolism have 
been detected in lung blood vessels; these include aromatase and CYP1B1 [ 46 ,  47 ], 
suggesting that local estrogen production and metabolism occur in the pulmonary 
vasculature. This is of importance, as alterations in estrogen synthesis have recently 
been linked to PAH pathogenesis [ 2 ,  188 ].  GPR30, while present in the lung  (Lahm, 
Frump; unpublished), has not yet been described in the pulmonary vasculature, but 
has been found in systemic vascular cells [ 189 ]. Similarly, AR and PR have been 
detected in vascular ECs [ 99 ,  100 ] and SMCs [ 101 ,  102 ].

    Estradiol Effects on  Vasomotor Tone       In general, sex hormones serve as vasodila-
tors of the vasculature, with most data being available for E2. Multiple pathways 
have been implicated in E2’s vasodilator effects. Non-genomic stimulation of eNOS 
appears to be the most prominent mechanism. In particular, in PAECs, estrogen 
acutely activates eNOS with subsequent production of NO, and both ERs have been 
implicated in these effects via two different non-genomic signaling mechanisms 
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[ 190 ,  191 ]. While such effects have been demonstrated in various cell types as well 
as in isolated pulmonary artery (PA) rings, various downstream mediators have been 
implicated in these fi ndings. For example, in transformed rat lung vascular ECs, 
eNOS activation was mediated through an ERα- and Akt-dependent mechanism 
[ 192 ,  193 ]. In PAECs, on the other hand, estrogen-mediated eNOS activation 
occurred through ERβ localized to caveolae [ 76 ]. In isolated PA rings from healthy 
rats, both ERs have been implicated in E2’s non-genomic vasodilator effects, with 
ERα attenuating potassium-induced vasocontraction and ERβ attenuating hypoxic 
vasoconstriction (HPV) [ 194 ]. These effects are mediated in an endothelial cell- and 
NO-dependent manner. Such effects are physiologically relevant, as PA rings from 
proestrus rats exhibit less HPV than arteries from animals with lower circulating E2 
levels, such as estrus or diestrus rats as well as male rats [ 83 ]. 

  E2 als o targets other vasoactive mediators. For example, in PAECs, E2 attenuates 
hypoxia-induced upregulation of the vasoconstrictor endothelin-1, an effect medi-
ated by interfering with activity of hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1α [ 195 ]. Lastly, 
E2 enhances prostacyclin synthase activity and prostacyclin production through an 
ERβ- and calcium-dependent mechanism and also regulates the upstream media-
tors, cyclooxygenase-1 and cyclooxygenase-2 [ 73 ]. 

  While m any of E2’s PAEC effects ultimately affect PASMC tone, direct effects 
on PASMCs may also contribute to E2’s pulmonary vasodilator effects. However, 
such data mostly stem from the systemic circulation, where E2 has a vasodilatory 
effect on SMCs. For example, E2 hyperpolarizes calcium-dependent potassium 
channels (BK Ca ) in a cGMP-mediated manner, thus leading to SMC relaxation 
[ 196 ]. Estrogens are also purported to promote SMC relaxation through inhibition 
of the Rho kinase pathway [ 197 ]. Despite robust evidence for the role of estrogen 
on systemic vascular SMCs, there is little direct evidence for the role of estrogens 
on PASMCs, although such effects are hypothesized [ 198 ]; consequentially, this 
still represents a knowledge gap in the fi eld. 

  Fig. 2.3    ERα and ERβ are  expressed   in human pulmonary artery endothelial cells (HPAECs). 
Representative immunocytochemistry images of cultured HPAECs. Expressions of ERα ( green ,  a ) 
and ERβ ( green ,  b ) are shown. Note that localization of both ERs correlates with expression in 
cytoplasm and nucleus. Cell nuclei are stained with DAPI ( blue ). Images are 40x; scale bar indi-
cates 10 μm       
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  While  the described effects of estrogens on PAECs and PASMCs are relevant for 
maintaining vascular homeostasis in healthy individuals under baseline conditions, 
they also play a major role in attenuating HPV [ 2 ,  73 ,  199 ,  200 ] and in inducing 
pulmonary vasodilation during  pregnancy   [ 73 ].  

  Estradiol Effects on  PA Cell Proliferation       In contrast to the small number of stud-
ies evaluating vasorelaxor effects of estrogens on PASMCs, multiple studies have 
evaluated E2 effects on PASMC proliferation. The observation that ERs, aromatase, 
and CYP1B1 are expressed in PASMCs indicates that conversion of sex hormone 
precursors into biologically active estrogens and metabolites may be regulated 
locally in PASMCs [ 186 – 188 ]. Many of the currently published investigations iden-
tifi ed estrogens as inducers of PASMC proliferation [ 201 ,  202 ]. However, in hypoxic 
PASMCs, the opposite seems to be the case, and E2 has been identifi ed in this con-
text as an inhibitor of PASMC proliferation [ 203 ,  204 ]. Interestingly, PASMCs iso-
lated from proestrus rats exhibited less proliferation under hypoxia conditions than 
cells from estrus or male rats [ 204 ]. Mitogenic effects of E2 also seem to be dose 
dependent, as at least one study suggests a shift toward anti-mitogenic effects on 
PASMCs at higher concentrations [ 205 ]. Similar dose-dependent effects on prolif-
eration have also been described for PAECs, with physiological concentrations pro-
moting, but supraphysiological concentrations inhibiting, proliferation [ 205 ]. Our 
laboratory found that proliferative E2 effects on rat PAECs are context dependent, 
with pro-proliferative effects being detected in room air conditions, but antiprolif-
erative effects being observed during hypoxia (1 % O 2 ) [ 206 ]. Similar hypoxia- 
specifi c effects were seen when evaluating ERK1/2 activation and VEGF secretion, 
both of which were attenuated in hypoxia, but not normoxia. Along these lines, 
expression of the cell cycle inhibitor p27 kip1  was decreased by E2 at room air, but 
enhanced during hypoxia. These effects appear to be mediated in an ER-dependent 
manner, with effects on ERK1/2 activation being attenuated by both ERα and ERβ 
blockades, thus implicating both ERs in these effects. Hypoxia-induced upregula-
tion of ERβ PAEC expression may mediate such hypoxia-specifi c effects (Fig.  2.2 ) 
[ 186 ,  187 ]. Biologically active effects of estrogen metabolites also seem to regulate 
PASMC and PAEC proliferation, with 2-ME acting as a mitogen [ 205 ], while 16α- 
OHE1 appears to mediate pro-proliferative signaling [ 46 ]. 

 Taken together, the current body of literature suggests context-dependent E2 
effects on PAEC and PASMC proliferation, with antiproliferative effects predomi-
nantly being seen during hypoxia and/or at supraphysiological concentrations. 
Genetic alterations (e.g., BMPR2 mutations) and environmental exposures (e.g., 
drugs interfering with serotonin signaling, such as appetite inhibitors) may affect 
such  responses  .  

  E2 Effects on Angiogenesis      Cyclic angiogenic changes   occur in the lung parallel 
with cyclic gas exchange changes that occur during the menstrual cycle [ 207 ]. 
Specifi cally, over the course of their menstrual cycle, healthy women exhibit vari-
able lung diffusion capacity, with the nadir occurring during the follicular phase. 
This decrease in lung diffusion capacity was accompanied by a 25 % decrease in 
vascular capillary blood volume and a 24 % decrease in CD34+ CD133+ circulating 
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endothelial progenitor cells [ 207 ]. Expression of the pro-angiogenic cytokine stem 
cell factor ( SCF  )  correlated   with these changes; however vascular endothelial 
growth factor (VEGF) did not. Interestingly, OVX mice with estrogen replenish-
ment exhibited an increased number of microvessels compared to OVX mice with-
out estrogen replacement [ 207 ]. This suggests that pulmonary vascular angiogenesis 
is regulated by estrogen and that lung microvascular density and diffusion capacity 
vary throughout the menstrual cycle, thus paralleling a pattern that has been 
described previously in uterine endometrium [ 208 ,  209 ].  

  Effects of Progesterone, Testosterone, and DHEA     The effects of  progesterone   on 
the pulmonary vasculature are less well characterized. In a study of isolated PAs, 
progesterone had the strongest vasodilatory effect compared to estrogen and testos-
terone [ 210 ]. This vasodilatory effect of progesterone treatment was due in part to 
endothelial-dependent NO mechanisms. Treatment with an NOS inhibitor reduced 
progesterone-mediated vasodilation. Additional study demonstrated that the vasodi-
latory effects of progesterone were also mediated through inhibition of voltage- 
gated and receptor-mediated Ca 2+  channels [ 211 ]. Further mechanisms of pulmonary 
vasomotor tone regulation by progesterone are largely unknown. 

   Testoste rone-mediated effects   in the pulmonary vasculature are not well studied. 
Two studies identifi ed testosterone as a more potent vasodilator of isolated PAs than 
E2, with PAs from male rats being more sensitive to the effects of testosterone than 
those from female rats [ 104 ,  210 ]. Testosterone’s vasodilator effect is mediated at 
least in part through inhibition of voltage-gated and receptor-mediated Ca 2+  chan-
nels, while AR, NO, or prostaglandins do not appear to be involved [ 104 ]. Such 
vasodilator effects were recapitulated in human PAs and isolated perfused human 
lungs, but no sex differences were noted in this context [ 212 ]. Further studies dem-
onstrated that most robust vasodilator effects of testosterone were observed at phys-
iological concentrations and only in the presence of an intact endothelium [ 213 ]. 

   DHEA e ffects in   the pulmonary vasculature are slightly better understood. 
Several studies identifi ed DHEA acts as a pulmonary vasodilator. In isolated ferret 
lungs preconstricted with the K+ inhibitor tetraethylammonium, DHEA treatment, 
through a cAMP- and cGMP-independent mechanism, stimulated the opening of K +  
channels and decreased pulmonary artery pressure [ 214 ]. In another study using 
isolated rat lungs and PAs, DHEA treatment, through a prostaglandin-, endothelial-, 
NO-, and cGMP-independent mechanism, opened voltage-gated K+ channels lead-
ing to the relaxation of PAs. The mechanism is believed to be through reduced 
NADPH expression and a change in PASMC redox status [ 215 ]. One specifi c mech-
anism by which DHEA is thought to regulate vasodilation is through its role as a 
noncompetitive inhibitor of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase [ 216 ]. This, in 
turn, inhibits the pentose phosphate pathway and NADPH production, changing the 
redox state of the cell. This mechanism was also linked to potential antiproliferative 
effects of DHEA in the pulmonary vasculature [ 217 ]. Lastly, DHEA has also been 
shown to exert antiproliferative effects via eNOS activation in ECs [ 218 ]. DHEA’s 
role in these pathways makes it an interesting target for PH, and in fact several stud-
ies have investigated  DHEA effects   in PH with promising results [ 219 – 222 ].   
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     Immune Cells   

 The following section will briefl y focus on the interplay between sex steroids and 
immune cells with regard to their implications for pulmonary disease. As in other 
cell types, the effects of sex hormone function on the immune system are dependent 
on hormone levels, ER expression, concentration, and duration of sex hormone 
exposure, as well as context. 

  Sex Steroid Effects on  Lymphocytes and Th1/Th2 Balance       Lymphocytes are an 
important target cell of sex steroids. For example, T-cell regulation by sex hormones 
has been described previously [ 223 ,  224 ]. E2 binds to peripheral blood mononu-
clear cells (PBMCs) and thymic cells, while androgens only bind to thymic cells. 
ERα-46, a splice variant of ERα, and ERβ are strongly expressed in lymphocytes, 
suggesting a role in modulating the function of these cells [ 225 ]. Specifi cally, 
estrogen- mediated T-cell activation has been described, but the exact mechanism of 
sex hormone modulation of these cells is unknown. In the context of disease, such 
as asthma, high estrogen levels at the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle and during 
pregnancy shift the immune system to a Th2 response, leading to increased IL-4 and 
IL-10 secretion [ 223 ]. Along those lines, secretion of TNF-α, a Th1-specifi c cyto-
kine, is attenuated at higher physiological concentrations of estrogen [ 226 ]. These 
effects are regulated primarily through ERα [ 223 ,  227 ]. On the other hand, in natu-
ral killer (NK) cells, estrogen promotes secretion of the Th1 cytokine interferon 
(IFN)-γ, which can then, via iNOS and cyclooxygenase-2, contribute to infl amma-
tory processes via this pathway [ 223 ]. 

  Progest erone’s effects on T cells are similar to those of estrogen; however the 
expression of PR in immune cells has not been confi rmed [ 228 ,  229 ]. Furthermore, 
progesterone inhibits Th1-type cell signaling in humans, induces Th2-type cyto-
kines, and inhibits NF-κB and TNF-α [ 230 ,  231 ]. In women, progesterone and 
estrogen may have synergistic effects on Th1/Th2 balance, a phenomenon that has 
been linked to exacerbations of asthma [ 168 ]. 

  Androgens , on the other hand, are purported to cause a T-cell switch toward a 
Th1 immune response. For example, testosterone increases IFN-γ and IL-2 secre-
tion in mice [ 232 ,  233 ]. Similarly, DHEA may regulate the Th1/Th2 balance; this 
has been linked to DHEA-mediated attenuation of allergic airway infl ammation in 
mice [ 234 ]. 

  Taken t ogether, these data suggest that sex hormones modulate immune responses 
and Th1/Th2 balance, with a shift toward a Th2 phenotype in women and a shift 
toward a Th1 phenotype in  males   [ 233 ,  235 ].  

  Sex Steroid Effects on Eosinophils and Mast Cells      Eosinophils   have been shown to 
bind E2, leading to degranulation and increased adhesiveness [ 224 ,  236 ,  237 ]. 
Progesterone has been shown to increase airway hyperresponsiveness [ 168 ], but 
since PR has not been detected on eosinophils, underlying mechanisms of this 
response are not clear; progesterone conversion to estrogen may play a role. There 
is currently no known role for androgens in modulating eosinophil responses. 
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  Mast cells   express both ERs and PRs, but do not express AR [ 224 ,  238 ]. Estrogen 
is a known stimulator of mast cell degranulation and histamine secretion [ 239 ,  240 ]. 
Conversely, progesterone inhibits mast cell migration and histamine release [ 238 , 
 241 ]. Finally, testosterone is able to indirectly stimulate mast cell degranulation 
[ 241 ]. While some of these effects may be context dependent, sex steroids are rec-
ognized as physiologically relevant modulators of allergic responses. This has clini-
cally relevant implications for allergic airway diseases such as asthma, a phenomenon 
that will be reviewed later in this textbook.   

    Sex Hormone Effects on Respiratory Mechanics 
and Respiratory  Control   

 Sex hormones have relevant effects on chest wall architecture and respiratory drive 
that are relevant for changes in respiratory mechanics associated with pregnancy or 
aging. For example, estrogen- and progesterone-mediated effects on architecture of 
the thoracic ligament apparatus cause the subcostal angle to increase from 68° up to 
more than 100° in the fi rst trimester of pregnancy. Similarly, the chest diameter 
increases resulting in a “barrel chest” appearance of the thorax [ 242 – 244 ]. These 
changes in the connective tissue compartment result at least in part from a general 
loosening of the underlying structures, likely mediated through sex hormone effects 
on matrix metalloproteinases as well as other components of the extracellular 
matrix. On the other hand, loss of anabolic effects of sex steroids on muscle func-
tion and structure during aging is associated with a generalized loss of muscle mass, 
a phenomenon that leads to changes in chest wall architecture and a loss of strength 
of respiratory muscles [ 131 ]. Lastly, progesterone exerts signifi cant effects on regu-
lation of respiratory drive in the medulla oblongata; this is exemplifi ed by a signifi -
cant increase in tidal volume that is mediated by progesterone during  pregnancy   
[ 245 ,  246 ]. 

 Table  2.2  summarizes sex hormone signaling effects in each pulmonary cell type 
discussed.   

     Clinical Implications   

 Even though much work needs to be done to further defi ne the effects of sex hor-
mones on lung function in health and disease, the currently available data suggest 
sex hormones as potent modifi ers of pulmonary processes. While sex hormones 
play an important role in the healthy lung, alterations in their levels, release pat-
terns, receptor expression, and signaling, as well as their metabolism, caused by 
genetic or environmental factors, have emerged as signifi cant disease modifi ers. A 
detailed understanding of sex hormone effects in health and disease may allow for 
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identifi cation of novel therapeutic targets for both male and female patients with 
lung disease. The availability of potent and specifi c modifi ers of sex hormone syn-
thesis and signaling already in clinical use for hormone-dependent cancers or endo-
crine diseases represents a major advantage for the development of novel therapeutic 
targets. Examples include the use of ER antagonists (e.g., fulvestrant), aromatase 
inhibitors (e.g., anastrozole), 5α-reductase inhibitors (e.g., fi nasteride, used to block 
conversion of testosterone to DHT), and selective ER modulators ( SERMs  ).    In addi-
tion, preclinical studies have used specifi c ERα and ERβ agonists and antagonists. 
Similarly, GPR30 signaling can be enhanced or inhibited with specifi c agonists and 
antagonists (G1 and G15, respectively). Finally, conversion of sex hormones to their 
biologically active metabolites is modifi able with CYP or COMT inhibitors (e.g., 
2,3′,4,5′-tetramethoxystilbene [TMS], 1-ABT or OR-486). Interestingly, literature 
exists that sex hormones can also be modifi ed non-pharmacologically through nutri-
tional interventions. For example, a reduction of dietary fats is purported to decrease 
production of 16α-OH-E1 [ 247 ], whereas a diet rich in indole-3-carbanole (through 
ingestion of cruciferous vegetables) promotes E2 conversion to 2-ME2 [ 61 ]. 2-ME2 
is currently in clinical trials for breast and ovarian cancer [ 248 ]. 

 Feasibility of modifying sex hormone signaling in lung disease has been demon-
strated preclinically in the context of asthma, ARDS, PAH, and HPV (reviewed in 
[ 6 ,  191 ]). In particular, estrogen signaling in PAH has recently gained interest 
(reviewed in [ 2 ,  73 ]), and a clinical trial of aromatase inhibition in patients with 
PAH (clinicaltrials.gov identifi er NCT01545336) is currently underway. An already 
established example of successful modifi cation of sex hormone signaling for a 
chronic lung disease is the use of anti-estrogen strategies for patients with 
 lymphangioleiomyomatosis  .  

    Conclusions and Future Directions 

 Gender and sex differences, as well as biologically relevant effects of sex hormones, 
have been implicated in many major lung diseases, such as asthma, COPD, cystic 
fi brosis, PAH, and lung cancer. Sex differences and sex hormone-mediated effects 
emerge in the lung as early as during prenatal development and persist well into 
adulthood. Furthermore, signifi cant differences may occur even within individuals 
of the same sex, resulting from fl uctuations in sex hormone levels as a function of 
age and/or menstrual cycle. While the exact role of sex hormones in many of these 
diseases has not been fully characterized, it is now evident that all major cell types 
in the lung appear to be targets of sex hormones. The effects of these hormones on 
many of the cell types reviewed in this chapter are heterogenous and often not fully 
understood. What is known, however, is that many of the effects of sex hormones 
appear to be context, time, and/or dose dependent. While playing a critical role for 
lung homeostasis, alterations in sex hormone abundance and/or signaling may con-
tribute to or worsen a variety of lung diseases (e.g., asthma or PAH). Further studies 
should focus on better defi ning the effects of estrogens, progestogens, androgens, 
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and their receptors and metabolites on normal lung function. Novel pathways 
employed by sex hormones to infl uence the structure and function of the major cell 
types in the normal lung need to be identifi ed. A better understanding of genetic, 
epigenetic, and environmental modifi ers of sex hormone synthesis and signaling 
may allow for identifying the basis of sex differences in lung disease and may pro-
vide novel targets to be harnessed therapeutically.     
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    Chapter 3   
 Women and COPD                     

        Catherine A.     Meldrum       and     MeiLan     K.     Han     

    Abstract     While historically COPD has been perceived as a disease of men, the 
past two decades have seen an increase in COPD prevalence, morbidity, and mortal-
ity in women. Total COPD deaths for women in the United States now surpass men. 
Unfortunately, women with COPD may also be more likely to go undiagnosed or 
misdiagnosed and are more likely to report diagnostic delay and insuffi cient access 
to physicians. The most important risk factor for COPD development in both men 
and women is tobacco smoke, but data suggest that women are both more suscep-
tible to the effects of tobacco smoke and disproportionately represented in the sub-
set of patients with COPD and no smoking history. Women in developing countries 
also experience more exposure to biomass smoke, thus increasing their risk for 
COPD. Women with COPD also report more severe dyspnea and poorer health 
status for the same level of tobacco exposure as well as experience more frequent 
exacerbations. From a biologic standpoint, sex hormone differences as well as 
genetic and epigenetic mechanisms have all been implicated in playing a role in 
COPD gender differences, but the degree to which biologic, psychological, and 
sociologic factors contribute to these noted gender differences remains diffi cult to 
completely resolve. Fortunately thanks to efforts of both the NIH and FDA, gender 
differences in COPD are an intense area of research and our understanding of this 
important arena continues to improve. This chapter focuses both on what we have 
come to understand about how gender infl uences disease development, diagnosis, 
presentation, and progression and on what we have yet to understand that will 
require further research.  
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        Introduction 

 For years, gender differences in pulmonary medicine have not traditionally been 
either an active area of research or a focus of most clinicians. Unfortunately, this 
approach led to a relative stagnation in our understanding the role that gender plays in 
 pulmonary physiology and disease.   However, in 1993, the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration issued a guidance document,  Study and Evaluation of Gender 
Differences in Clinical Evaluation of Drugs , recommending collection and analyses 
of data on sex-specifi c differences in the effi cacy and safety drugs [ 1 ]. Then in 1994, 
the U.S. National Institutes of Health issued guidelines that sex and gender differ-
ences be evaluated in clinical trials to ensure safety and effi cacy of drugs in the entire 
target population [ 2 ]. Fortunately, these policy changes have resulted in a signifi cant 
increase in available data regarding how gender can infl uence all aspects of pulmo-
nary disease, including  chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)   in particular. 

  COPD   is  defi ned   as a progressive infl ammatory disorder characterized by par-
tially reversible airfl ow obstruction most frequently caused by chronic exposure to 
tobacco smoke. 

 Globally COPD is one of the most prevalent health conditions and a major cause 
of morbidity and  mortality  . It is estimated that over fi fteen million people in the United 
States are affected by COPD [ 3 ,  4 ] with an estimated 210 million people affected 
worldwide [ 5 ]. While historically COPD has frequently been perceived as a disease of 
men, the past two decades have seen an increase in COPD prevalence, morbidity, and 
mortality in women [ 6 ]. By 2010, women accounted for 57.2 % of hospital discharges 
related to COPD [ 7 ]. Other  gender differences   in COPD have been reported ranging 
from differences in rate of diagnosis, risk factors, and the experience of this disease 
[ 8 ]. This chapter will focus both on what we have come to understand about how 
gender infl uences disease development, diagnosis, presentation, and progression and 
on what we have yet to understand that will require further research.  

     Risk Factors   

 By far the biggest risk factor for COPD, particularly in the developed world, is 
tobacco smoke exposure. In the United States, it is currently estimated that 18.1 % 
of those over age 18 or an estimated 42.1 million people smoke cigarettes [ 9 ]. This 
is actually a decrease compared to historical fi gures as can be seen in Fig.  3.1  where 
smoking rates (1974–2009) for both genders have for the most part decreased since 
1974 [ 2 ]. In general, more men (20.1 %) in the United States smoke than women 
(14.5 %). A similar pattern, in general, is seen globally where it is estimated that one 
billion men and 250 million women smoke on a daily basis [ 10 ]. Fortunately, smok-
ing prevalence in the United States has declined with current smoking rates among 
women in the United States at their lowest levels over the past 40 years [ 9 ].

   Among young adults,  however  , the gender gap may be narrowing. Data from 
the National Survey on Drug Use and Health ( NSDUH  )    presented in Fig.  3.2  
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 demonstrate that despite a decline in cigarette use among youths, the decline has 
been more rapid for males resulting in very little gender difference in cigarette use 
in this age group as of 2008 [ 11 ]. Additionally alarming is the increased use of elec-
tronic cigarettes particularly among youth. Many of these products are marketed 
specifi cally for women, but the long-term health effects are unknown as well as the 
likelihood of conversion to other tobacco products.
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   Also not to be overlooked as a risk factor for COPD is “secondhand” or environ-
mental tobacco smoke exposure [ 12 ]. The particle exposure from secondhand 
smoke mimics that of direct smoking; thus the infl ammation and lung tissue damage 
is expected to be similar to that of direct smoking. Women are more frequently 
exposed to environmental tobacco smoke [ 13 ], particularly in the home [ 14 ]. Greater 
exposure for women may be due to the lag in smoking trends between men and 
women resulting in more nonsmoking women living with smoking men [ 13 ]. Of 
particular concern, women with low incomes may experience even greater exposure 
to environmental tobacco smoke [ 15 ]. Women with lower incomes may have less 
ability to limit or control exposure; one study, for instance, demonstrated that 
smoke-free laws had a greater impact on reducing smoke exposure in “medium- 
education” females as compared to “low-education” females [ 16 ]. 

 For women in developing  countries  , biomass fuel which is used as a source of 
energy and cooking is a signifi cant risk factor for COPD particularly in women. 
Multiple studies have now documented a relationship between biomass exposure 
and the development of respiratory disease in women [ 17 ]. A recent meta-analysis 
showed that this particular environmental exposure increased the risk of COPD in 
women 2.4 times more than other fuel types [ 17 ]. Other attributable environmental 
exposures that likely contribute to COPD development include exposures to fumes 
and biologic and mineral dusts. Biologic dusts include such things as animal dander, 
bacteria, pollen, and fungi. A recent study demonstrated that exposure to biologic 
dusts in particular increased risk of COPD in women but not in  men   [ 18 ].  

     Disease Prevalence   

 As tobacco is the primary risk factor for COPD in the developed world, generally the 
prevalence of COPD mirrors tobacco use with greater prevalence of COPD among 
men. However, it should also be pointed out that due largely to widespread underdiag-
nosis and underutilization of spirometry, prevalence estimates for COPD have been 
diffi cult to ascertain with certainty and vary widely due to differences in methodolo-
gies used to capture the data. The National Health Interview Study ( NHIS)      which is 
based upon self-report of chronic bronchitis or emphysema suggests the overall preva-
lence of COPD in the United States to be relatively stable from 1998 through 2009 
with prevalence among women higher than men (Table  3.1    ) in all but the oldest age 
group [ 6 ]. Similarly, age-adjusted prevalence of COPD was also higher in women 
(7.3 %) than in men (5.7 %) in the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Study ( BRFSS  )    
[ 19 ] whose methodology was also based upon self- report per telephone contact.

   However, data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey 
( NHANES  )    reported a lower overall prevalence in the United States of COPD in 
women (10.8 %) as opposed to men (17.4 %) [ 20 ]. This survey used a multistage, 
probability sampling design where selected individuals actually underwent confi rma-
tory spirometry. It is likely this methodology is more robust than self-report. NHANES 
data corroborate other global data where a generally higher prevalence among men 
has also been demonstrated trending similarly with differences in smoking  rates   [ 21 ].  
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     Mortality   

 COPD is the third leading cause of death in the United States behind cancer and 
heart disease. Worldwide it is the fourth leading cause of morbidity and mortality, 
accounting for 5.8 % of all deaths [ 22 ]. It has been estimated that the annual deaths 
from COPD exceed lung cancer and breast cancer combined, accounting for 250 
deaths per hour globally [ 22 ]. Trends in COPD death rates demonstrate a signifi cant 
increase for both men and women who are current or former smokers, but the 
increase is most pronounced among current smokers [ 23 ] (Fig.  3.3 ). Unfortunately 
it is also projected that deaths from COPD will continue to increase by 30 % over 
the next 10 years [ 22 ].

   With respect to gender differences in the United States, total deaths for women 
due to COPD have exceeded the number in men since 1999 (Table  3.2  and Fig.  3.4 ) 
[ 24 ]. However, the age-adjusted death rate for COPD is actually 1.3 times greater 
for men than women [ 25 ]. Figure  3.5  demonstrates the age-adjusted death rates for 
COPD by gender in the United States. The greater death  rate  due to COPD in men 
may refl ect higher prevalence rates of COPD among men. The greater  total number  
of COPD deaths for women may refl ect more total women at the upper end of the 
age spectrum at risk for COPD death; women in general live longer [ 26 ] and may 
not be dying earlier of other causes as their male counterparts but rather living long 
enough to die of COPD.

         Bias in  Diagnosis   

 An important feature of this chronic disease is the high rate of underdiagnosis for 
both genders. It is estimated that in the United States alone over 14 million people 
remain undiagnosed [ 3 ]. Furthermore, spirometry remains highly underutilized 
with only about a third of individuals who have been given a diagnosis of COPD 
having undergone confi rmatory spirometry which also opens the door for misdiag-
nosis [ 27 ]. Any person who has dyspnea, sputum production, chronic cough, family 
history of COPD, or a history of exposure to risk factors (tobacco smoke, occupa-
tional chemicals/dust, smoke from fuels, and home cooking) should be evaluated 
for COPD [ 28 ]. From a clinical standpoint, spirometry is required to make a 

  Table 3.1    Prevalence of 
COPD among adults aged 18 
and over: United States 
1998– 2009    

 3-year period  Men  Women 

 1998–2000  4.4 (0.1)  6.7 (0.1) 
 2001–2003  4.6 (0.1)  6.7 (0.1) 
 2004–2006  4.3 (0.1)  6.3 (0.1) 
 2007–2009  4.1 (0.1)  6.1 (0.2) 

  Notes: COPD is chronic obstructive pulmo-
nary disease. Age adjusted to the 2000 U.S. 
standard population 
 Sources: CDC/NCHS, Health Data Interactive 
and National Health Interview Study  
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diagnosis of airfl ow obstruction [ 29 ]. It is estimated that of those undiagnosed, the 
majority are those with mild to moderate disease where arguably interventions such 
as smoking cessation would have the most long-term impact [ 30 ,  31 ]. 

 With respect to gender bias in diagnosis, several studies have attempted to 
address this question. The fi rst was a survey of primary care physicians in North 
America where a prototypical history of cough and dyspnea in a smoker were pre-
sented [ 32 ]. Primary care physicians  were   surveyed for a likely diagnosis given 
history and physical examination results where half the surveys described the patient 
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  Fig. 3.3       Changes in rates of death from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) over time 
among current female and male smokers in the three time periods [ 23 ]       

  Table 3.2       Number of COPD 
deaths by Gender in the 
United States, 1999–2009  

 Year  Men  Women 

 1999  60,795  58,729 
 2000  58,372  59,510 
 2001  58,218  60,526 
 2002  59,133  61,422 
 2003  59,321  63,062 
 2004  57,260  60,911 
 2005  61,120  65,929 
 2006  57,964  63,006 
 2007  59,961  64,516 
 2008  65,936  71,757 
 2009  63, 899    70,066 

  Sources: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 
National Center for Health Statistics, CDC Wonder 
On-Line Database, compiled from Compressed 
Mortality File (1999–2009 Series 20 No. 20, 2012  
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as female and the other half as male. The likelihood of a correct COPD diagnosis 
was signifi cantly greater for men than women (64.6 % vs. 49.9 %;  p  = 0.05) with 
greater likelihood of misdiagnosis of asthma in women. Once survey respondents 
were provided with spirometry, the gender gap in misdiagnosis narrowed was still 
present. A similar follow-up survey study was conducted in Europe which also dem-
onstrated increased misdiagnosis in women which disappeared when physicians 
were presented with spirometric data suggesting some improvement in physician 
gender bias [ 31 ]. A recent population-based survey in Spain also reported women 
(86.0 %) were 1.27 times more likely to be underdiagnosed than men (65.6 %) [ 33 ]. 

 Survey data from the United States also suggest that women are also more likely 
to perceive a delay in diagnosis attributing lack of availability of providers and 
insurance issues [ 34 ]. If women are being underdiagnosed, there are several poten-
tial reasons. As smoking and COPD are generally more prevalent in men, as the 
studies presented suggest, physicians may be more likely to suspect a diagnosis of 
COPD in men. Gender differences in clinical presentation may also contribute to 
bias in the diagnosis [ 35 – 38 ]. While smoking is the most signifi cant risk factor for 
COPD in the developed world, women make up the majority of individuals with 
COPD who are nonsmokers and as such may not match the risk profi le that care 
providers typically look for [ 39 ]. Socioeconomic differences and access to health 
care could also play a role. These data underscore the need for increased patient and 
physician awareness as well as the importance of appropriate diagnostic testing in 
symptomatic  patients  .  

     Tobacco Susceptibility      

 While more men than women may smoke, data suggest that women may be more 
susceptible to the harmful effects of tobacco smoke [ 40 – 42 ]. The Lung Health 
Study demonstrated a more rapid decline in women who continued to smoke as 
compared to men [ 43 ]. A systematic review and meta-analysis concluded that 
women experience a greater rate of decline in lung function than men for a similar 
amount of tobacco exposure [ 44 ] (Fig.  3.6 ). Data from the National Emphysema 
Treatment Trial also demonstrated that women with similar severe lung function to 
their male counterparts had fewer pack-years of smoking history [ 38 ].

   Several hypotheses have been offered as possible explanations for the increased 
susceptibility of women as compared to men to effects of tobacco smoke exposure. 
The lungs of women are relatively smaller than those of men, and thus each ciga-
rette smoked may represent a higher relative “dose” for women. Some researchers 
have suggested that women may underreport tobacco use. However, this question 
has been examined. A meta-analysis of studies on tobacco reporting concluded that 
self-reported smoking data among women are generally accurate [ 45 ]. Secondhand 
smoke exposure and differences in cigarette brand preferences could also contribute 
to differences in susceptibility. Biological or hormonal differences between men 
and women have also been hypothesized to infl uence tobacco susceptibility [ 36 ,  37 , 
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 46 ,  47 ]. For instance, women have increased oxidative metabolism of several com-
ponents of tobacco smoke. As a result, women may effectively experience a 
 relatively higher and more prolonged exposure to oxidative substances that could 
accelerate the development of tobacco-related diseases, including lung  cancer      [ 48 ].  

     Disease Presentation   

 It is well established that the presence of cough, sputum production, and shortness 
of breath are classic symptoms of COPD, although increasing evidence suggests a 
difference in clinical symptom presentation by gender [ 49 – 51 ]. Most studies have 
found women to report more dyspnea than men despite similar lung function testing 
and fewer pack-years of smoking [ 35 ,  52 ,  53 ], although the data across studies are 
not completely consistent. The Confronting COPD International Survey demon-
strated women were more likely to report severe dyspnea (OR, 1.30; 95 % CI, 
1.10–1.54) despite signifi cantly fewer pack-years of smoking, while reporting simi-
lar degrees of cough (OR, 84; 95 % CI, 0.72–0.98) [ 53 ]. In another prospective 
study of symptoms in male and female patients with mild to moderate COPD, simi-
lar proportions of men and women reported symptoms despite signifi cantly greater 
pack-years of smoking in men [ 54 ]. Data from the international BREATHE study 
(Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, 

  Fig. 3.6       Unweighted analysis of the relationship between age- and gender-related differences in 
the annual decline in FEV1 percentage predicted according to smoking status [ 44 ]       
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and United Arab Emirates) (Fig.  3.7 ) also reported that respiratory symptoms (pro-
ductive cough and/or breathlessness) were more frequently observed in women than 
men [ 55 ]. On the contrary another study from the United States found no difference 
in severe shortness of breath experienced between genders and decreased reports of 
cough by women [ 34 ]. Differences in sputum production are also not consistent. 
Some studies have reported men having a higher rate of productive cough than 
women, while other cite no differences in sputum production reporting [ 53 ,  56 ,  57 ]. 
Some have suspected that differences in sputum production reporting may be related 
to willingness of women to report such  symptoms  .

   Health-related quality of life ( HRQOL  )    encompasses several dimensions includ-
ing functional and symptom status, perception of health, biological/physical factors, 
and overall well-being [ 58 ]. It has been demonstrated that how one perceives 
HRQOL can impact health care outcomes [ 59 ]. Women tend to experience lower 
HRQOL than men as a result of COPD [ 52 ], even with similar lung function [ 35 ]. 
Gender differences have also been observed in the factors associated with decreased 
health-related quality of life. Chronic cough and sputum production, dyspnea, and 
oxygenation have been reported as signifi cant predictors of a decreased health- 
related quality of life in women [ 8 ,  35 ], whereas exercise capacity, dyspnea, severity 
of lung hyperinfl ation, and comorbidities were reported as signifi cant predictors of 
decreased health-related quality of life in men [ 35 ]. 

 Other factors that may also contribute to this difference between genders include 
greater prevalence of anxiety and depression and increased frequency of COPD 
exacerbations among women [ 49 ,  52 ,  60 – 62 ]. Anxiety and depression are particu-
larly pronounced in patients with COPD requiring hospitalization. Two studies of 
hospitalized patients with COPD recorded signifi cantly higher anxiety scores in 
women than men [ 63 ,  64 ]. This is a particularly important issue as the risk of rehos-
pitalization for patients with COPD has been demonstrated to be increased for 
patients with anxiety and low health  status   [ 65 ]. 
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 The experience of dyspnea encompasses physical, affective, and cognitive 
dimensions and the impact of dyspnea is a result not only by the degree of lung 
dysfunction but also the individual’s emotional response and interpretation of that 
sensation [ 46 ]. Neurobiologic studies demonstrate women have greater intrinsic 
sensitivity to noxious somatic sensations such as dyspnea [ 40 ]. Gender differences 
in the laterality of prefrontal cortical processing of noxious stimuli have been dem-
onstrated with neuroimaging studies [ 66 ]. The prefrontal cortex is involved in the 
cognitive modulation of emotion and therefore may play a role in gender differences 
in the interpretation of  dyspnea  .  

    Health Care Utilization and  Management   

 The presence of a chronic disease is associated with expected increases in health 
care utilization. Several large trials have provided data regarding COPD exacerba-
tions in men and women. The Understanding of the Potential Long-Term Impact of 
Tiotropium ( UPLIFT  )  study   followed nearly 6000 COPD patients over a 4-year 
time period treated with tiotropium versus placebo [ 67 ]. Overall exacerbation rates 
including moderate and severe events were higher for women as compared to men 
( p  < 0.001; 95 % CI; 16–34 %) [ 67 ] (Fig.  3.8 ). The Toward a Revolution in COPD 
Health study ( TORCH  )  evaluated   the risk of death in over 6000 COPD patients over 
a 3-year time period treated with salmeterol and fl uticasone, salmeterol alone, or 
fl uticasone alone. Again, higher rates of exacerbations were noted in women, but 
similar rates of exacerbation-related hospitalizations were noted between genders 
[ 67 ].  COPDGene  , a large observational study of approximately 10,000 patients, 
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also reported increased rates of exacerbations in women as compared to men [ 68 ]. 
Additionally, there is a shorter  time   to one’s fi rst COPD exacerbation in women than 
men [ 49 ]. At this point, however, it is unknown whether these differences refl ect a 
difference in disease biology, likelihood of reporting symptoms, or another factor 
such as differential presence of comorbidities. It has been hypothesized that dia-
stolic dysfunction may play a role in COPD exacerbations [ 69 ], and it is well docu-
mented that diastolic heart failure, for instance, is more prevalent in women [ 70 ].

   Interestingly, women’s perception of health care management differs from that 
of men. Martinez et al. found that as compared to men, women were more likely to 
report that the amount of time spent with physician was insuffi cient and that it was 
diffi cult getting access to them when they need them [ 34 ]. The time in obtaining a 
diagnosis was perceived to be longer for women and they felt less educational infor-
mation was provided to them by their physicians than men [ 34 ]. They were also 
more likely than men to seek out health information from other patients and online 
sources [ 34 ]. Despite this difference, however, both men and women were equally 
satisfi ed with their overall disease  management  .  

    Differences in  Disease Biology and Phenotype   

 In theory, gender differences in COPD between men and women may result from 
biologic, social, or psychosocial factors, but teasing out the specifi c factor(s) for any 
particular aspect of the disease remains challenging. Sex hormone differences have 
been implicated as having a contributory role, and developmental data would sug-
gest that sex hormones affect airway function [ 40 ]. Boys, for instance, have higher 
incidence of asthma than girls until age 15 [ 40 ]. Following that, the reverse occurs 
where the incidence rate is higher in girls than in boys until the perimenopause [ 40 ]. 
The change in asthma incidence in girls coincident with puberty and menopause 
suggests a potential role for sex hormones in airway function in asthma, but as of 
yet, teasing out a similar relationship in COPD has proven elusive. A cohort study 
evaluating the association between postmenopausal hormone use and new diagno-
ses of asthma or COPD reported an increased risk of asthma compared with non- 
hormone use but no difference in incidence of newly diagnosed COPD [ 71 ]. Thus, 
while sex hormones appear to play a role in asthma, their contribution to COPD 
pathogenesis and gender differences in COPD remain  unclear  . 

 Disease physiology may also differ between men and women with COPD. For 
instance, the National Emphysema Trial ( NETT  )    reported that in a population of 
patients with severe emphysema, men were more likely than women to demonstrate 
bronchoreversibility [ 72 ]. However, the Lung Health Study found no difference in 
the frequency of bronchodilator response between men and women in a much 
milder patient population [ 73 ]. Therefore, the relationship between gender and 
bronchoreversibility in COPD may also be complicated by the amount of emphy-
sema or overall disease severity. 
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 Differences in  radiographic   type and distribution of lung abnormality between 
men and women with COPD have also been reported. The NETT reported that 
women had less severe overall emphysema, particularly in the periphery of the lung 
[ 74 ]. Histologic examination of resected tissue also suggested that the bronchioles 
in female patients had signifi cantly thicker airway walls and smaller lumens. 
Interestingly, gender dimorphism in COPD was fi rst suggested by Burrows et al. in 
1987 when they hypothesized that there were two primary types of COPD: chronic 
asthmatic bronchitis and emphysema [ 75 ]. Burrows reported that in their cohort, 
those with chronic asthmatic bronchitis were more frequently female, whereas the 
emphysematous group were primarily male. More recent data from the COPDGene 
study also suggest that as compared to women, men in general had greater radio-
graphically detected emphysema. However, in subjects with severe disease that 
would be more similar to the  NETT   patient population, no obvious differences in 
the amount of emphysema between men and women were seen although the distri-
bution (peel versus core) in this study has not yet been examined. However, data 
from COPDGene did suggest that the wall area percent (wall thickness/total thick-
ness) for subsegmental and subsubsegmental airways of women is greater than for 
men [ 37 ]. These phenotypic differences, if real, could potentially have important 
therapeutic implications. 

 Gender differences in genetic  mechanisms   in the pathogenesis of COPD may 
also exist. A study of early-onset COPD families found 71.4 % of those affected 
were women [ 76 ]. Furthermore, analysis of fi rst-degree relatives of probands who 
were current or former smokers showed that female fi rst-degree relatives had sig-
nifi cantly greater lung function than their male fi rst-degree relatives. These differ-
ences were only seen among current or ex-smokers, implying a genetic predisposition 
for smoking-related lung damage that is gender specifi c. Another study by the same 
group but in a different cohort again found that subjects with severe, early-onset 
COPD were predominantly female. A history of maternal respiratory disease was 
also present in many suggesting that mitochondrial DNA and X chromosome genes 
[ 77 ] could be playing a role and need to be further investigated.    

 Several studies over the past 10 years have also explored epigenetic mecha-
nisms that contribute to COPD pathophysiology [ 78 ,  79 ] which certainly could 
play a role in gender differences in COPD. Hormone-induced DNA methylation 
and histone modifi cation have been suggested by several lines of evidence, although 
this has not specifi cally yet been examined as a cause for gender differences in 
COPD [ 80 ]. Differences in gene expression, however, have been reported between 
men and women with COPD. Recently, sputum and blood were analyzed from par-
ticipants in the ECLIPSE study, an observational cohort study in COPD [ 81 ]. The 
authors specifi cally examined genetic regulation pathways and determined that 
many genes important for mitochondrial functional, energy metabolism, and cel-
lular response to pathogens show sex-specifi c regulatory connections [ 81 ]. These 
data suggest that many cellular functions may be under sex-specifi c regulatory con-
trol which could have very important implications ranging from disease pathogen-
esis to  therapeutics  .  
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     Comorbidities in   COPD 

 The importance of comorbidities in COPD is becoming increasingly recognized. 
Certain comorbid conditions such as cardiovascular disease and osteoporosis are 
more common in the COPD patient population. Other comorbidities such as overlap 
syndrome, the coexistence of COPD, and obstructive sleep apnea may not be more 
prevalent in COPD but are important as they may modify disease course [ 82 ]. 
Diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, and cancer have all been reported to 
increase the risk of death in COPD as well as signifi cantly increase health care costs 
[ 83 ,  84 ,  85 ]. Certain comorbidities do appear to be more common in men versus 
women with COPD and therefore are worthy of discussion here. As was discussed 
earlier, anxiety and depression have been reported more frequently in women with 
COPD which may infl uence disease presentation and disease impact. In the general 
population, ischemic cardiac disease and systolic heart failure are in general more 
common in men while diastolic heart failure is more common in women [ 86 ]. In 
COPD specifi cally, a study of comorbidity in patients hospitalized for COPD also 
reported women to have a lower prevalence of ischemic heart disease but interest-
ingly greater prevalence of heart failure, suggesting that diastolic dysfunction which 
is a more frequent cause of non-ischemic heart failure could be playing a greater 
role in women hospitalized with COPD [ 60 ]. Both ischemic heart disease and dia-
stolic dysfunction could conceivably alter symptoms and quality of life or compli-
cate or mimic exacerbations and thereby alter the presentation and clinical course 
for men versus women with  COPD  . 

  Osteoporosis i  s seen more frequently in women than men in the general popula-
tion and even COPD is reported more frequently by women [ 87 ]. Intriguingly, data 
from the COPDGene study using CT scans to analyze bone mineral density recently 
demonstrated that male smokers had a small but signifi cantly greater risk of low 
bone density and vertebral fractures as compared to female smokers [ 88 ]. Presence 
of COPD itself was also associated with lower bone mineral density. This study also 
showed an association between CT detected airway disease and higher bone den-
sity. It has also been previously demonstrated that there is an association between 
emphysema and lower bone density. Thus, it is possible that women with COPD 
may be more prone to an “airway disease, high bone density” disease phenotype 
and men to an “emphysema, low bone density”  phenotype  .  

    Therapeutic Implications 

     Tobacco Cessation   

 There is continued controversy as to whether there are  gender differences   in the 
ability to stop smoking. The US Surgeon General’s report on women and smoking 
from 2001 concluded that women have more diffi culty giving up smoking than men, 
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both at short-term and long-term follow-up [ 89 ]. In studies using behavioral ther-
apy, nicotine replacement, and bupropion, higher rates of tobacco cessation have 
been observed in men [ 43 ,  90 – 92 ]. However, the truth may be more complicated. In 
a study done in the United States, Canada, and United Kingdom using data from 
three majors surveys, it was found that younger women below the age of 50 were 
more likely to quit smoking than men, but after age 50 men were more likely to quit 
than women (Fig.  3.9 ).   

   Some theorize that gender differences exist because of the variance in seeking 
tobacco cessation assistance between men and women and therefore clinical trial 
results are not generalizable to the general population. According to the Centers for 
Disease Control (CDC), almost 70 % of United States adult smokers want to quit 
smoking. Women were most interested in quitting, had a higher past year quit 
attempt, and had a higher recent smoking cessation rate (Table  3.3    ).

   Data from the National Health  Interview   Survey (United States, 2010) also sup-
port the claim than women have a higher prevalence of receiving information from 
a health provider on smoking cessation and using counseling and/or medication to 
assist in tobacco cessation (Table  3.4    ). Smoking is the most frequent cause of COPD 
in both genders, and consequently smoking cessation is the primary intervention to 
slow down the decline of lung function [ 93 ]. As discussed earlier, women may have 
more susceptibility to the effects of tobacco smoke so it is crucial for health care 
professionals to discuss smoking cessation with women as early as possible. Data 
from the  Lung Health Study   also suggest that smoking cessation may allow for a 
greater improvement in lung function especially in women [ 94 ]. However, recent 

  Fig. 3.9        Gender differences   in quitting (female quit ratio–male quit ratio) by age group in the 
USA, Canada, and Britain [ 108 ]       
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   Table 3.3        Prevalence of   interest in quitting, a  past year quit attempt, b  and recent smoking cessation c  
among adult smokers aged ≥18 years, by selected characteristics—National Health Interview 
Survey, United States, 2010   

 Interested in quitting  Past year quit attempt 
 Recent smoking 
cessation d  

 Characteristic  %  (95 % CI)  %  (95 % CI)  %  (95 % CI) 
 Overall  68.8  (67.2–70.5)  52.4  (50.7–54.0)  6.2  (5.4–7.0) 
 Sex 
 Men  67.3  (65.0–69.6)  51.1  (48.8–53.4)  6.2  (5.1–7.2) 
 Women  70.7  (68.5–72.8)  53.8  (51.6–56.0)  6.3  (5.1–7.4) 

  Abbreviations:  CI  confi dence interval 
  a Current smokers who reported that they wanted to stop smoking completely. Excludes 190 
respondents whose smoking status was unknown 
  b Current smokers who reported that they stopped smoking for >1 day in the past 12 months because 
they were trying to quit smoking and former smokers who quit in the past year 
  c Former smokers who quit smoking in the past year for ≥6 months. Excludes 190 respondents 
whose smoking status was unknown 
  d Among current smokers who smoked for at least 2 years and former smokers who quit in the past year  

   Table 3.4        Prevalence of   receiving a health professional’s advice to quit smoking a  and use of 
counseling b  and medications c  for cessation among adult smokers aged ≥18 years, by selected 
characteristics—National Health Interview Survey, United States, 2010   

 Characteristic 

 Received health 
professional’s 
advice to quit 

 Used 
counseling  Used medication 

 Used counseling 
and/or medication 

 %  (95 % CI)  %  (95 % CI)  %  (95 % CI)  %  (95 % CI) 

 Overall  48.3  (46.5, 
50.0) 

 5.9  (4.8, 7.1)  30.0  (28.2, 
31.9) 

 31.7  (29.9, 33.6) 

 Sex 
 Men  44.8  (42.2, 

47.3) 
 5.3  (3.9, 6.8)  27.3  (24.5, 

30.0) 
 28.8  (26.1, 31.6) 

 Women  51.7  (49.4, 
54.1) 

 6.7  (5.0, 8.4)  33.2  (30.4, 
36.1) 

 35.1  (32.0, 38.1)    

  Abbreviations:  CI  confi dence interval 
  a Received advice from a medical doctor, dentist, or other health professional to quit smoking or 
quit using other kinds of tobacco among current smokers and those who quit in the last year who 
saw a doctor or other health professional in the past year. Excludes 190 respondents whose smok-
ing status was unknown 
  b Used one-on-one counseling; a stop smoking clinic, class, or support group; and/or a telephone 
helpline or quitline in the past year among current smokers who tried to quit in the past year or used 
when stopped smoking among former smokers who quit in the past 2 years 
  c Used nicotine patch, nicotine gum or lozenge, nicotine-containing nasal spray or inhaler, vareni-
cline (U.S. trade name Chantix), and/or bupropion (including trade names Zyban and Wellbutrin) 
in the past year among current smokers who tried to quit in the past year or used when stopped 
smoking among former smokers who quit in the past 2 years  
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evidence indicates differences between men and women in smoking treatment effec-
tiveness and their biological response to nicotine [ 95 ,  96 ,  95 ]. Though some nicotine 
products appear to be equally effective for both genders, the reports on nicotine 
replacement therapy are inconsistent. Some report a less effectiveness in women 
though others found no gender differences in the outcomes [ 97 ,  98 ]. No signifi cant 
gender differences in the effi cacy of varenicline or bupropion have been  reported  .

        Pharmacotherapeutics      

 Inhaled bronchodilators and bronchodilator/corticosteroid combinations are the main-
stay of maintenance therapy for COPD. Based on available data to date, these classes 
of medications generally appear to work equally in men and women in terms of lung 
function improvement and exacerbation frequency reduction. The Euroscop study 
suggested that inhaled steroid use might improve phlegm production in men but not 
women [ 53 ]. The probability of respiratory deterioration when stopping inhaled ste-
roids has also been suggested to be higher in woman than men with COPD [ 99 ]. No 
gender differences have been reported for other classes of therapeutics used in COPD 
including rofl umilast, a PDE4 inhibitor recently approved for the treatment of COPD 
in those with chronic bronchitis and frequent exacerbations or azithromycin which 
was recently demonstrated to reduce the frequency of COPD  exacerbations      [ 100 ,  101 ].  

     Pulmonary Rehabilitation      

 Pulmonary rehabilitation has been thoroughly evaluated in numerous large clinical 
trials with the goals of reducing symptoms, increasing physical activity, and improv-
ing quality of life. Pulmonary rehabilitation participation has been reported as being 
similar between genders. Unfortunately, both men and women report similar health 
care management experiences with regard to the lack of access to these programs or 
the sheer existence of a program being available [ 34 ].  

     Oxygen Therapy      

 There may be differences in the frequency of oxygen prescriptions between men 
and women and its subsequent effect. In Sweden, oxygen prescriptions for women 
appear to be increasing at a more rapid rate than men [ 102 ]. In 2000 the rates for 
women who were prescribed oxygen therapy were 7.6 per 100,000 compared with 
7.1 in men. There is confl icting data on long-term outcomes of women using oxy-
gen. Machado et al. found survival to be signifi cantly worse for female long-term 
oxygen therapy users than men [ 103 ]. On the contrary, others have found a greater 
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survival in women prescribed oxygen compared to men [ 104 ]. More recent data 
(Fig.  3.10 ) from Denmark also support improved survival and a signifi cant decreased 
risk of death ( p  = <0.001) in women using oxygen as compared to men [ 105 ]. 
Interestingly, compliance for using oxygen therapy as prescribed for men and 
women shows similar results [ 34 ]. The Long-Term Oxygen Treatment Trial, 
cosponsored by the National Institutes of Health and the Center for Medicare 
Services, will hopefully be able to shed light on this issue. While both men and 
women with COPD and severe hypoxia experience mortality benefi t, it is not clear 
whether supplemental oxygen treatment in men or women provides long-term out-
come improvements in those with more mild to moderate levels of  hypoxemi  a.   

        Conclusions 

 There have been numerous interventional and observational studies done identify-
ing gender differences in those with COPD. Given the increasing burden of COPD 
in women, it is critically important to understand the gender differences that exist 
within this disease. This remains, however, a challenging area of investigation as 
differences may be due to biologic, social, or psychologic factors. While we lack a 
full understanding of the mechanisms for these gender differences, a more gender- 
specifi c approach for COPD for treatment may be warranted. 

 Women may differ in the presentation of symptoms and the needs they have from 
their care providers. Gender-specifi c comorbidities and the differential impact of 
the disease itself on women must be addressed in order to improve the quality of life 
for women with COPD. It is well recognized that proper treatment can signifi cantly 
improve the outcome of the disease. It is essential that future research help delineate 
the pathophysiology and treatment response in COPD taking into account gender as 
this could impact both pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions.     

  Fig. 3.10       Median  survivals   in patients with COPD receiving LTOT according to year of entrance 
for males and females, respectively [ 105 ]       
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    Abstract     Asthma is a heterogeneous disease with a sexual dimorphism in 
 prevalence that changes throughout life. As children, boys are more likely than girls 
to have asthma, but as adults women are more likely than men to have asthma. The 
prevalence of asthma in females increases around the age of menarche, suggesting 
a role for sex hormones in disease pathogenesis. In some women with asthma, 
increased symptoms are reported just prior to or during menstruation. Further, 
asthma symptoms during pregnancy and menopause also vary for women. In this 
chapter, we will discuss the fi ndings from epidemiological, clinical, and molecular 
studies exploring the role of sex hormones and asthma. We will also discuss fi nd-
ings from animal models of asthma, focusing primarily on allergic asthma, and how 
these fi ndings may be used to develop potential therapies or guide the personalized 
use of currently available asthma therapies.  

  Keywords     Asthma   •   Allergic airway infl ammation   •   Nonallergic infl ammation   • 
  Innate and adaptive immune responses  
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   AHR    Airway hyperresponsiveness   
  AMΦ    Alveolar macrophage   
  APCs    Antigen-presenting cells   
  AR    Androgen receptor   
  BAL    Bronchoalveolar lavage   
  BMI    Body mass index   
  DCs    Dendritic cells   
  ER    Estrogen receptor   
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  FEV 1     Forced exhaled volume in one second   
  HDM    House dust mite   
  HRT    Hormone replacement therapy   
  IgE    Immunoglobulin E   
  IL    Interleukin   
  ILC2s    Group 2 innate lymphoid cells   
  ILC3s    Group 3 innate lymphoid cells   
  KO    Knockout   
  MHC    Major histocompatibility complex   
  NK    Natural killer cells   
  OVA    Ovalbumin   
  PR    Progesterone receptor   
  SARP    Severe Asthma Research Panel   
  TSLP    T helper (Th) thymic stromal lymphopoietin   

       Asthma is a multidimensional chronic disease that is characterized by reversible 
expiratory airfl ow limitation, airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR), and airway 
infl ammation [ 1 ]. Asthma affects 5–10 % of the population in the United States and 
other developed countries, resulting in 300 million people worldwide having this 
disease [ 1 ]. A  sex disparity  , which changes with age, exists in asthma (Fig.  4.1 ) [ 2 ]. 
Before the age of 12, boys have an increased prevalence of asthma compared to girls 
[ 3 ], with approximately 11.9 % of boys having asthma compared to 7.5 % of girls 
having asthma [ 4 ]. The prevalence of asthma in adolescent  girls   increases at puberty, 
and as adults, 9.6 % of women have asthma compared to 6.3 % of men [ 4 ,  5 ]. This 
sex disparity in asthma is maintained until women approach menopause, when the 
prevalence in asthma declines [ 6 ].

   Women with asthma also have increased asthma-related  mortality and morbidity  , 
more severe asthma phenotypes, less responsiveness to corticosteroid medications, 
and more fl uctuations in asthma symptoms, corresponding to the menstrual cycle, 
compared to men with asthma [ 5 ,  7 ,  8 ]. As children, boys are twice as likely as girls 

  Fig. 4.1    Prevalence of 
asthma in females and 
males at various  ages  . 
 Graph   is adapted from 
Carey, M. et al. [ 2 ]       
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to be hospitalized for an asthma  exacerbation   (as reviewed in [ 9 ]). After the age of 
15, however, girls and women are three times more likely than boys and men to be 
hospitalized for an asthma-related event [ 10 – 12 ]. The sex differences in hospitaliza-
tions of adult men and women with asthma are independent of  controller medication   
use or length of time before seeking medical attention [ 9 ].  Combined, these data 
suggest that asthma prevalence and the severity of asthma symptoms and exacerba-
tions of asthma are increased in women compared to men. In this chapter, we will 
discuss the fi ndings from epidemiological, clinical, and molecular studies exploring 
the role of sex hormones and asthma.  

    Classifi cations Systems for Patients with Asthma 

 Asthma is a heterogeneous disease with many different  phenotypes   responsiveness 
to current therapies, and triggers for exacerbations [ 13 ]. Patients with asthma were 
classifi ed as  extrinsic (allergic) and intrinsic (nonallergic)   based on clinical symp-
toms, IgE serum levels, atopy status, and age of onset [ 14 ]. Using this classifi cation 
system, women had an increased prevalence in both allergic and nonallergic asthma 
compared to men. However, other phenotypic variables, such as forced expiratory 
volume in one second (FEV 1 ) pre- and post-bronchodilator, blood and sputum 
eosinophil and neutrophil counts, responsiveness to corticosteroids, age of onset, 
and asthma triggers, were not included when categorizing patients [ 14 ]. Not 
accounting for multiple variables resulted in patients with varying clinical symp-
toms, pathophysiology, and molecular markers being classifi ed as having either 
allergic or nonallergic asthma. This categorization system created diffi culty in 
determining the appropriate clinical trial populations for therapeutics targeting a 
specifi c mechanism for  airway infl ammation  . 

 Recently a more  sophisticated systems biology approach   utilizing cluster model-
ing classifi cation systems was used to categorize patients with asthma.  Cluster anal-
ysis      uses algorithms and a predefi ned set of asthma variables from patients with 
asthma and healthy controls to defi ne asthma phenotypes [ 15 – 19 ]. Common 
  variables   used in these studies are shown in Table  4.1 , and several groups have 
reported a female dominance in the clusters listed below [ 15 – 19 ]:

     1.    Early-onset atopic asthma   
   2.    Later onset atopic asthma   
   3.    Later onset asthma in obese individuals   
   4.    More severe asthma with increased sputum neutrophils and decreased lung 

function    

  As denoted in the list above,  cluster analysis   statistical approaches have catego-
rized women-dominated asthma phenotypes spread across the asthma spectrum; 
from early-onset mild, intermittent asthma to late-onset, severe asthma. To better 
understand these cellular and molecular variables used in cluster analysis studies, 
we will fi rst review the basic  immune mechanisms and cell types   involved in asthma 
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and then discuss fi ndings from the literature. Defi ning the mechanisms and properly 
phenotyping patients will target patient populations that may benefi t from various 
therapeutics when conducting clinical trials and designing treatment regiments.  

    Host Immune Responses in Asthma 

 Sir William Osler described asthma in the 1892 edition of Principles and Practice of 
Medicine as a disease with a  genetic component  , originating early in life that 
resulted in spasms of the bronchial muscles, swelling of bronchial mucous mem-
brane, infl ammation in bronchioles, and various circumstances that induced symp-
toms [ 20 ]. Approximately 70–80 % of patients with asthma are sensitized to 
allergens, pollen, dust mites, cockroach antigen, mold, etc., and asthma  symptoms 
and exacerbations   are increased with exposure to these allergens in these patients. 
However, other  environmental stimuli  , including viral infections, cigarette smoke, 
and air pollution, also may result in asthma symptoms through different innate and 
adaptive immune  responses  .  In this chapter, we will primarily discuss fi ndings 
focused on the role of sex hormones in allergic asthma immune   pathways    (as shown 
in  Fig.  4.2  ), but we will also introduce alternative, nonallergic immune pathways 
involved with asthma pathogenesis .

   The allergic airway immune response is characterized by increased CD4+ Th2 
cells, eosinophils, mast cells, and basophils in the airway.  Airway epithelial cells   are 
the fi rst point of contact for airway allergens, and airway epithelial cells are impor-
tant for regulating  antigen-presenting cells (APCs)        . APCs, including dendritic cells 
(DCs), alveolar macrophages (AMΦ), and B lymphocytes, engulf antigens and pro-
cess them for presentation to the T cells, initiating the adaptive immune response 
[ 21 ,  22 ]. Antigens processed by APCs, through the endocytic pathway, are pre-
sented by major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II molecules to CD4+ T 
lymphocytes.  Naïve CD4+ T lymphocytes   are activated when two events occur: (1) 
the antigen/MHC class II complex on the APC engages the T cell receptor, and (2) 
co-stimulation molecules, such as CD80 or CD86, on the APC bind to co- stimulation 

  T abl e 4.1     Variables   used in 
cluster analysis studies for 
asthma [ 15 – 19 ]  

 Age of onset 
 Gender 
 BMI 
 Lung function testing 
 Allergies 
 Serum IgE levels 
 Sputum eosinophil and neutrophil counts 
 Medication use 
 Asthma symptom score questionnaires 
 Use of health care for asthma symptoms 
 Hospitalization for asthma 
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molecules, such as CD28, on the CD4+ T cells.  DCs   are the most potent APCs in 
activating naïve T cells [ 23 ,  24 ], and DCs also secrete chemokines that attract CD4+ 
Th2 differentiated cells and eosinophils to the lung [ 25 ]. 

 Many cell types are involved in the allergic response, but the key cell types in 
initiating and amplifying the allergen-induced infl ammatory cascade are the antigen- 
presenting DC and T helper 2 (Th2) lymphocytes. Th2  lymphocytes   are CD4+ T cells 
that are differentiated from activated naïve T cells. Initiation of Th2 cell differentia-
tion is not completely understood, but interleukin-4 (IL-4) is also required for Th2 
cell differentiation [ 26 ,  27 ]. Th2 cells, as well as mast cells and basophils, secrete 
IL-4, and IL-4 is required for B lymphocytes to isotype switch antibody production to 
IgE [ 26 ,  27 ]. Th2 cells additionally produce a variety of other  pro- allergic infl amma-
tory cytokines   such as IL-5, IL-9, IL-10, and IL-13. IL-5 is an important eosinophil 
regulatory factor and increases eosinophil maturation and proliferation [ 28 ]. IL-13 is 
a central mediator in AHR and also induces mucus hypersecretion from goblet 
(mucous) cells in the  airway   [ 27 – 29 ]. IL-9 is important for mast cell growth, T cell 
proliferation, IgE secretion from B cells, and mucus hypersecretion from goblet cells 
[ 30 ]. IL-10 is an anti-infl ammatory cytokine that is secreted by Th2 cells as well as 
other cells, including T regulatory cells and Th17 cells. In summary, IL-4, IL-5, IL-9, 
and IL-13 are important for establishing the allergic airway response, and IL-10 is an 
important anti-infl ammatory cytokine in the airway allergen immune response. 

 The allergic response to an aerosolized allergen is also characterized by antigen- 
specifi c immunoglobulin E ( IgE)         production by B lymphocytes whereupon IgE can 
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bind to the high-affi nity IgE receptor, FcεR1, on tissue mast cells and peripheral 
blood basophils.  Antigen cross-linking   of the antigen-specifi c IgE/FcεR1 complex 
ignites degranulation of the mast cells and basophils, causing release of  soluble 
mediators  , such as histamine and tryptase [ 13 ,  31 ]. Other mediators, including pros-
taglandins and leukotrienes, are also released in response to an allergen [ 32 ,  33 ]. 
Release of these mediators causes vasodilation and recruitment of infl ammatory cells 
into the airway, including eosinophils and lymphocytes. Therefore, antigen cross-
linking to FcεR1 is an important component of the immune response to allergens. 

 Recently a new cell type,  group 2 innate lymphoid cells (ILC2)        , was described to 
be residing in the lung in small numbers and be important in airway immune 
responses. ILC2 are activated by IL-33, IL-25, and thymic stromal lymphopoietin 
(TSLP) which are secreted from airway epithelial cells and other immune cells, in 
response to allergens and other stimuli, such as infections with fungi, helminthes, 
and viruses [ 34 – 36 ]. ILC2 lack lineage markers for T cells, B cells, DCs, and mac-
rophages [ 34 ,  37 ]. ILC2 express CD25 (IL-2Rα) and CD127 (IL-7Rα) as well as 
receptors for the ILC2 activating cytokines IL-25, IL-33, and/or TSLP [ 34 ,  36 ,  37 ]. 
Once activated, ILC2 quickly secrete large amounts of IL-13 and IL-5 compared to 
Th2 cells [ 37 ]. Therefore, while ILC2 are rare within the lung, ILC cytokine expres-
sion increases eosinophil infi ltration into the lung and mucus production. 
 Collectively, the immune response to   aerosolized allergens    causes an increase in air-
way infl ammation, airway mucus hypersecretion by goblet cells (predominantly 
through IL-13), and increased airway smooth muscle constriction . 

 Understanding the basic immune pathways in allergic asthma is a fi rst step in 
determining the role of  sex hormones   on asthma. Another important step is deter-
mining the expression of estrogen receptors (ERs), progesterone receptors (PRs), 
and androgen receptors (ARs) on immune cells. Nuclear ERs, PRs, and ARs are 
readily expressed in infl ammatory cells involved with asthma (as reviewed in [ 38 ]). 
Membrane-bound ERs are not found on T cells or cells of hematopoietic origin, but 
membrane-bound ERs are found on other cell types [ 38 ].  Since sex hormone recep-
tors are found on many different immune cells, sex hormones may affect several 
steps in allergic airway disease, including antigen uptake, antigen processing and 
presentation, adaptive immune effector function, antibody isotype switching to IgE, 
and mast cell degranulation. Throughout this chapter we will discuss the role of sex 
hormones in the allergic immune response .  

    Changes in Sex Hormones during Puberty, Pregnancy, 
and Menopause Adversely Affect a Subset of Women 
with Asthma 

 As demonstrated in Fig.  4.1  the prevalence of asthma increases about the age of 
menarche, suggesting a role for sex hormones in asthma prevalence. Salam and 
 colleagues reported girls who reached menarche prior to age 12 had a 2.08 higher 
risk for asthma compared to girls who reached menarche at age 12 or later [ 39 ]. 
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These data suggest that ovarian hormones increase the risk for development of 
asthma. In the following subsections, we will discuss how various stages in  life and 
fl uctuations   of hormones affect asthma prevalence and severity. 

    Pre- and Perimenstrual Asthma Symptoms 

 Twenty to thirty-fi ve percent of women with asthma have pre- or perimenstrual 
worsening of asthma, but asthma exacerbations were independent of cyclic hor-
monal changes [ 40 – 44 ].  Estrogen and progesterone concentrations   oscillate 
throughout with menstrual cycle, and these fl uctuations in hormonal concentrations 
are thought to be potentially linked to changes in asthma symptoms. As shown in 
Fig.  4.3 , estrogen concentrations peak on day 13 of a 28-day menstrual cycle, just 
prior to ovulation, and progesterone concentrations peak at days 22–24, four to six 
days prior to menses. Asthma symptoms are increased in the premenstrual phase of 
the cycle (days 25–28) when both estrogen and progesterone concentrations are low 
(Fig.  4.3 ). Clinical studies tracking asthma symptoms  and peak expiratory fl ow 
rates   in women through at least two menstrual cycles found increased symptoms 
and decreased peak fl ow rates in the morning during the premenstrual and perimen-
strual phases of the cycle compared to other phases of the cycle [ 40 ,  43 ]. Women 
with premenstrual asthma symptoms had increased  fractional exhaled nitric oxide 
(FeNO)        , a noninvasive measure of epithelial induced nitric oxide that correlates 
with eosinophilic infl ammation [ 45 ], and eosinophils in the sputum in the premen-
strual phase compared to the seventh day of their cycle [ 46 ]. However, no difference 
in the phase of the menstrual cycle of women requiring emergency department 

  Fig. 4.3    Flucuations in estrogen and progesterone serum  concentrations   through a 28-day men-
strual cycle. Estrogen and progesterone serum concentrations vary throughout the menstrual cycle       
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visits for asthma symptoms was reported [ 44 ].  Combined, these studies suggest a 
subset of women with asthma have increased premenstrual asthma symptoms and 
decreased peak expiratory fl ow rates, but no change in asthma exacerbations 
during premenstrual phase of their cycle .

   Use of certain  hormonal birth controls pills   reduced the fl uctuations of hormone 
levels and could potentially reduce pre- and perimenstrual asthma symptoms in 
women with asthma. 

 However, only a few studies, with small patient sizes, have been conducted to 
determine the effect of hormonal birth control medications on asthma symptoms 
through the menstrual cycle. One study followed 18 women with asthma through 
two menstrual cycles. Women not taking  oral contraceptives   ( n  = 9) had increased 
AHR to adenosine monophosphate during the luteal phase and reduced diurnal peak 
expiratory fl ow rates. However, women taking oral contraceptives medications 
( n  = 9) did not have a signifi cant increase in AHR to adenosine monophosphate or 
signifi cant changes in morning and afternoon peak fl ow rates [ 47 ]. Another study 
followed 28 women with asthma for 12 weeks (2–4 menstrual cycles) and found no 
difference in asthma symptoms in women taking oral contraceptives versus women 
not taking oral contraceptives [ 48 ]. Therefore, additional studies, with larger patient 
populations that stratify different types of hormonal birth control medications, are 
needed to fully delineate if asthma symptoms are reduced in women taking hor-
monal contraceptives.  

    Pregnancy and  Asthma   

 Asthma is a common chronic condition present during pregnancy with a 3.7–8.4 % 
prevalence among pregnant women [ 49 ]. Variations in asthma symptoms and 
asthma control during pregnancy are common. Two studies from the late 1980s 
reported that in pregnant women with asthma approximately one-third had decreased 
asthma symptoms, one-third had increased asthma symptoms, and one-third had no 
change in asthma symptoms [ 50 ,  51 ]. Since that time, there has been little improve-
ment on predicting if asthma symptoms will increase, decrease, or remain the same 
in pregnant women. Researchers have shown that compared to women with mild 
asthma phenotypes, women with severe asthma were more likely to experience 
increased asthma symptoms later in the pregnancy, in the second and third trimes-
ters [ 52 ]. Pregnant women with asthma were also more susceptible to respiratory 
viral infections, including rhinovirus and infl uenza, and viral infections increase 
asthma exacerbations [ 53 ,  54 ]. Variations in asthma symptoms and control in preg-
nant women are not fully understood, but are likely related to various phenotypes of 
asthma, hormonal changes during pregnancy, and adherence to asthma medications. 
Many pregnant women with asthma decide, either individually or as advised by 
their medical provider, to reduce or stop asthma medications to prevent adverse side 
effects on the fetus. However, National  Heart  , Lung, and Blood Institute and the 
Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) guidelines indicate that pregnant women 
should maintain their current regimen of asthma medications, including inhaled 
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corticosteroids, long-acting beta agonist, leukotriene modifi ers, theophylline, and 
oral corticosteroids [ 55 ,  56 ]. Use of asthma medications during pregnancy was not 
associated with fetal abnormalities [ 57 ], and maintaining asthma control during 
pregnancy is important. More severe asthma, poorly controlled asthma, and asthma 
exacerbations during pregnancy are associated with increased risk for development 
of preeclampsia and gestational diabetes in the mother and preterm birth, low birth 
weight, and perinatal mortality for the baby [ 55 ,  57 ,  58 ].  

    Menopause and  Asthma   

 As described above, ovarian hormones are associated with asthma. Therefore, one 
would predict that the decline in circulating ovarian hormones that occurs with 
menopause leads to decreased asthma in women. However, studies in menopausal 
women report variable fi ndings, with asthma symptoms increasing, decreasing, or 
remaining the same when compared to premenopausal women or postmenopausal 
women on hormone replacement therapy (HRT) (as reviewed in [ 59 ]). The US 
Nurses’ Health Study was a prospective study which followed 41,202 premeno-
pausal women and 23,035 postmenopausal women from 1980 until 1990 [ 6 ]. 
Women were reclassifi ed as pre- or postmenopausal every 2 years based on ques-
tionnaire responses. At the end of the study, 582,135 person-years were documented 
with 726 new cases of asthma. The US Nurses’ Health Study determined that post-
menopausal women who never used HRT had a signifi cant decrease in the risk of 
developing asthma compared to premenopausal women [ 6 ]. Further, postmeno-
pausal women who used HRT had an increased age-adjusted risk for asthma com-
pared to postmenopausal women who never used HRT [ 6 ]. The European 
Community Respiratory Healthy Surveys (ECRHS I) also conducted a study and 
reported no difference in self-reported asthma between premenopausal and post-
menopausal women not taking HRT [ 60 ]. However, the ECRHSII cross-sectional 
study reported increased asthma symptoms in women during the menopause transi-
tion (amenorrhea for 6+ months) compared to premenopausal women [ 61 ]. Further, 
the ECRHSII study reported increased asthma severity in women diagnosed with 
asthma during or after menopause [ 62 ].  Combined, these studies suggest meno-
pause and HRT are involved in asthma pathogenesis, but the mechanisms are not 
completely understood. Co-variables, including BMI, genetic factors, estrogen   pro-
duction    from adipose tissue, and insulin sensitivity, need to also be considered in 
future study design . 

    Summary 

 Changes in circulating sex hormones occur throughout life for women and therefore 
it is challenging to design clinical studies that determine the roles of sex hormones 
in asthma pathogenesis. Further complicating clinical trials is sex hormones regu-
late AHR, airway infl ammation, and metabolism, important aspects in asthma 
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pathogenesis. Therefore to defi ne the mechanisms by which sex hormones regulate 
asthma pathogenesis researchers use asthma-like rodent (mainly mouse) models. 
We will discuss animal models of asthma in the next section.    

    Sex Hormones in Mouse Models of  Asthma   

 Animal models which mimic asthma with increased airway infl ammation, AHR, 
and mucus hypersecretion are vital for determining the mechanisms associated with 
asthma pathogenesis. Mouse models are used most readily due to reagent availabil-
ity, knockout strains of mice, and genetically similar immune systems within inbred 
mouse strains. Sex differences and the role of sex hormones in  mouse models   of 
asthma have variable fi ndings based on mouse strain, protocol used for inducing 
allergic airway infl ammation, and endpoints analyzed. The subsections below 
describe the different fi ndings in mice with regard to sex hormones at baseline (prior 
to inducing infl ammation), during allergic airway infl ammation, and during nonal-
lergic airway infl ammation. 

    Baseline AHR and Airway Physiology in Female and Male Mice 

 At baseline naïve mice have very few lymphocytes, neutrophils, and eosinophils in 
the  bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL)         fl uid [ 63 ], and there is no sexual dimorphism in 
the percentages of baseline leukocytes in naïve mice [ 64 ]. However, baseline AHR 
is increased in male mice compared to female mice in both the BALB/c and 
C57BL/6 strains of mice [ 64 ]. ER-α-defi cient mice (ER-α KO) have increased AHR 
compared to WT female mice [ 65 ,  66 ], and using an estrogen antagonist increased 
AHR compared to vehicle control [ 67 ]. Conversely, administering 17β-estradiol to 
male mice decreased AHR compared to vehicle control [ 67 ]. 

 Researchers speculated that the increased AHR in male mice is due to male mice 
having decreased numbers of alveoli and decreased alveolar surface area compared 
to female mice [ 68 ]. To test this hypothesis, female mice were ovariectomized just 
after weaning (approximately 21 days) and similar alveolar structures were seen in 
ovariectomized female and male mice, suggesting sex hormones were important in 
the development of  alveoli   [ 68 ,  69 ]. Additional studies in  ER-α and ER-β KO mice   
showed ER-α and ER-β signaling is required for fully developing alveolar structures 
in female mice, and that ER-β KO mice have decreased elastic recoil compared to 
WT female mice [ 69 ]. Increased numbers of alveoli and alveolar surface area may 
be responsible for the observed sex difference in AHR, and normalization for lung 
volume and size in a statistical model resulted in no difference in AHR between 
males and females. 

 Other factors including variations in  vagal nerve-mediated pathways and smooth 
muscle contractility   may also contribute to sex differences in AHR after stimulation. 
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Vagal nerve-mediated pathways are increased in response to methacholine and car-
bachol, chemicals known to increase smooth muscle contractility, in male mice 
compared to female mice [ 70 ].  Gonadectomized male mice   also had similar vagal 
nerve responses as intact female mice, and restoring androgens to gonadectomized 
male mice increased the vagal nerve response and AHR to methacholine [ 70 ], sug-
gesting androgens increased the vagal nerve response. However, no difference in 
ex vivo smooth muscle contractility assays to  carbachol   was reported in tracheal 
rings from male and female mice. Further, ER-α KO mice and WT female mice had 
similar smooth muscle contractility to carbachol [ 70 ].  Combined, these results sug-
gest sex hormones affect baseline AHR in mice independent of smooth muscle 
constriction . 

 Dryness of the  throat and vaginal dryness   are symptoms reported by women dur-
ing menopause. These symptoms suggest that sex hormones may affect mucous cell 
metaplasia and mucus production in the airway and the reproductive system. 
Therefore, researchers became interested in the role of estrogen and progesterone 
on mucus production in the nasal and airway epithelial  cells  . In 1975, Helmi and 
colleagues administered 10 μg/day ethynyl estradiol, a downstream hormone of the 
17β-estradiol, to guinea pigs and measured mucous cell hyperplasia and metaplasia 
in nasal epithelial cells by histochemical staining.  Guinea pigs   administered ethynyl 
estradiol had increased mucous cell hyperplasia and metaplasia compared to 
vehicle- treated animals [ 71 ]. In vitro studies in human airway or nasal epithelial 
cells also showed that estrogen or progesterone increased mucus production and the 
expression of the mucus proteins, Muc5AC and Muc5B, compared to vehicle- 
treated cells [ 72 ,  73 ]. In summary, sex hormones regulate baseline airway respon-
siveness to methacholine as well as mucus production. Acknowledging baseline 
differences is vital for experiment design and interpretation of data as normalizing 
experimental results to percent baseline may not provide the most accurate interpre-
tation of data.  

    Establishment of Allergic Airway Infl ammation in Mice 

 During ongoing allergic airway infl ammation the role of sex hormones varies based 
on the protocol used to induce allergic airway infl ammation and the endpoint mea-
sured. The results discussed in the paragraphs below are summarized in Table  4.2 . 
Two widely used  models   of allergic airway infl ammation are: (1) ovalbumin (OVA) 
sensitization followed by OVA challenge and (2) exposure to house dust mite 
(HDM) antigen. Both these models increase airway infl ammation, AHR, and mucus 
hypersecretion through a CD4+ Th2 cell-mediated mechanism. Female mice under-
going the OVA sensitized and challenged protocol or the HDM  protocols   had 
increased eosinophilic infi ltration and IgE serum levels compared to male mice 
undergoing the same protocol [ 74 – 76 ]. Female mice with OVA-induced allergic 
airway infl ammation also had signifi cantly increased lung IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 
protein expression, mucous cell metaplasia, and airway remodeling compared to 
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male mice [ 74 – 76 ]. Further, castration of male  mice   prior to OVA sensitization and 
challenge increased eosinophils and lymphocytes in the BAL fl uid, mucous cell 
metaplasia, and airway infl ammation compared to sham-operated mice [ 75 ]. 
However, an ovariectomy prior to OVA sensitization decreased OVA-induced air-
way infl ammation and AHR compared to intact female BALB/c mice [ 77 ].  These 
results suggest that ovarian sex hormones increased, while testosterone decreased, 
allergic airway infl ammation, AHR, and mucous cell metaplasia .

   However, Carey and colleagues induced OVA-specifi c allergic airway infl amma-
tion with sensitization and challenge in WT, ER-α KO, and ER-β KO female 
C57BL/6 mice [ 66 ]. ER-α KO mice had a signifi cant increase in  AHR   compared to 
WT and ER-β KO mice [ 66 ]. One potential explanation is AHR varies in different 
strains of mice, with C57BL/6 mice having decreased AHR compared to BALB/c 
mice [ 78 ]. Therefore, when interpreting these results, strain variations in AHR, 
allergic airway infl ammation, and mucus production should be considered. 

 While  OVA and HDM   are two commonly used models for allergic airway infl am-
mation, exposures to other stimuli, including tobacco smoke, also exacerbate aller-
gic asthma symptoms. Seymour and colleagues determined the role of sex and 
progesterone in OVA-sensitized and challenged mice exposed to tobacco smoke 
from birth. Similar to the studies discussed previously, OVA-sensitized and chal-
lenged female mice in ambient air since birth had increased serum IgE levels, 
increased eosinophils, and increased IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 protein expression in the 
lung compared to OVA-sensitized and challenged male mice in ambient air since 
birth [ 79 ]. Exposure to tobacco smoke since birth followed by OVA sensitization 
and challenge starting at 6 weeks of age increased OVA-specifi c IgE serum levels 

   Table 4.2    Summary of results for the role of sex hormones in mouse  models   of allergic airway 
infl ammation   

 Protocol 
 Dominance by 
gender  Endpoints with increase  References 

 OVA sensitization and 
challenge 

 F>M  Infi ltration of lymphocytes and 
eosinophils 

 [ 74 – 76 ] 

 IL-13 
 Mucus 
 Airway remodeling 
 Serum IgE 

 OVA sensitization and 
challenge 

 Castrated M>M  Infi ltration of lymphocytes and 
eosinophils 

 [ 75 ] 

 IL-13 
 OVA sensitization and 
challenge 

 F > ovariex F  Airway infl ammation  [ 77 ] 
 AHR 

 HDM  F>M  Serum IgE  [ 74 ] 
 IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 lung 
production 

 OVA sensitization and 
challenge 

 ER-α KO > WT, 
ER-β KO 

 AHR  [ 66 ] 

   Admin  administered,  F  female,  M  male,  ovariex  ovariectomized,  veh  vehicle  
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compared to OVA sensitization and challenge in female mice only.  Cytokine expres-
sion   of IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 was signifi cantly increased in male mice administered 
tobacco smoke followed by the OVA protocol compared to male mice in ambient 
airway undergoing the OVA protocol. Combined these data suggest gender differ-
ences exist in the allergic infl ammatory response with ambient air or being exposed 
to tobacco smoke at birth. These data are very important for girls and boys exposed 
to secondhand smoke from birth who develop allergic airway infl ammation. 

  Serum IgE levels   were also increased in female mice compared to male mice 
after allergic sensitization and challenge [ 80 ]. Mast cells numbers in the uterine tis-
sue of mice also fl uctuate with the estrus cycle and estrogen and progesterone have 
been shown to cause  mast cell degranulation   [ 81 ]. Based on these fi ndings, sex 
hormones were speculated to regulate mast cells during allergic airway infl amma-
tion. Estrogen treatment of bone marrow-derived mast cells increased degranula-
tion, and this was inhibited in mast cells from ER-α KO mice. Further, in a human 
mast cell line (HMC-1), incubation with 17β-estradiol or progesterone signifi cantly 
increased synthesis of β-tryptase, a serine proteinase found in the secretory granules 
of mast cells [ 81 ]. Combined these data suggest that sex hormones may be impor-
tant for mast cell differentiation and degranulation and provide a piece to the puzzle 
of increased asthma prevalence and severity in women compared to men. 

 Sexual dimorphism exists in allergic asthma, but the mechanisms are not fully 
defi ned. Further research in mouse models and patients with allergic asthma is 
needed to determine the roles of sex hormones at the various steps in the immune 
response during allergic infl ammation. Utilizing  gonadectomized mice   with restored 
sex hormones prior to initiation of allergic airway infl ammation will aid in deter-
mining the mechanisms associated with the sex differences observed in asthma 
throughout life.   

    Other Triggers of Asthma and the Role of Sex Hormones 
on  Immune Cells      

 Viral infections, environmental stimuli, obesity, stress, and exposure to toxins are 
additional stimuli that cause asthma exacerbation. Viral infections are the most fre-
quent cause of asthma exacerbations, and therefore determining the role of sex hor-
mones on viral-induced airway infl ammation, AHR, and mucus production is 
important and remains largely unknown. Recent fi ndings in either female mice or 
male mice showed increased IL-13 and IL-5 protein expression from ILC2 in 
response to infl uenza A or  Alternaria alternata , a fungus known to cause airway 
infl ammation [ 82 ]. Further, IL-17A protein expression from γδ T cells, Th17 cells, 
and ILC3 cells is reported to be increased in response to fungal or viral infections 
[ 83 ,  84 ]. Future experiments, incorporating mice of both sexes, gonadectomized 
mice, and mice defi cient in estrogen signaling, are required to determine the role of 
sex hormones on ILC2, ILC3, γδ T cell, and Th17 cell cytokine expression and 
increased AHR, airway infl ammation, and mucus production in mouse models.  
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    Summary of Sex Hormones and Asthma 

 A gender disparity exists in asthma, and at puberty the prevalence of asthma 
increases in females compared to males. It is a very complicated, high-regulated 
process. Epidemiologic and clinical studies vary on the role of estrogen and proges-
terone in increasing asthma symptoms and severity, but the literature suggests that 
ovarian hormones increase asthma prevalence, symptoms, and severity. Accounting 
for sex differences in mouse models of asthma is the fi rst step for determining the 
role of sex hormones in immune mechanisms associated with asthma. Further, 
designing clinical trials to include patients with various phenotypes of asthma, at 
the correct sex ratio, is important for determining if a therapeutic will work and if 
differential responses in asthma symptoms will be seen in women and men.     
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    Abstract     Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is a devastating disease of the 
pulmonary vasculature resulting in right ventricular failure and death. PAH may 
occur as a primary disease or in association with a diverse range of diseases. While 
a skewed gender ratio with signifi cantly more females diagnosed than males is com-
mon in PAH, other forms of PH more broadly do not have a pronounced sexual 
dimorphism. While more females are diagnosed with PAH, recent epidemiologic 
data suggest that survival among females is better than males, especially compared 
to older male patients. The mechanisms of the sex-related variations in phenotype 
are incompletely understood, but likely involve variation in response to parent com-
pound sex hormones and their metabolites.  

        Introduction 

 Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a progressive and devastating disease resulting in 
extreme elevation of pulmonary arterial pressure and subsequent right ventricular 
strain. Among its prominent subtypes is pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), 
which is characterized by pulmonary  vascular remodeling   of the distal pulmonary 
vasculature, ultimately leading to destruction and loss of the smallest pulmonary 
arteries [ 1 ]. Clinically, PAH results in reduced pulmonary arterial blood fl ow, 
increased pulmonary vascular resistance, and ultimately failure of the right heart 
[ 2 ]. PAH may occur as a primary disease or in association with a diverse range of 
 diseases   such as congenital heart disease, connective tissue disease (e.g., 
Scleroderma), and portal hypertension [ 3 ]. While a  skewed gender ratio   with 
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signifi cantly more females diagnosed than males is common in PAH, other forms of 
PH more broadly do not have a pronounced sexual dimorphism [ 4 – 6 ]. Intriguingly, 
while more females are diagnosed with PAH, recent  epidemiologic data   from France 
and North America suggest that survival among females is better than males, espe-
cially compared to older male patients [ 7 – 9 ]. 

 The apparent discrepancy between incidence and survival is one of several compo-
nents of a prominent “ estrogen paradox  ”    in the PAH fi eld [ 10 ]. While the term “estro-
gen paradox” could more broadly be designated a “ sex paradox,”   its essence lies in 
several features, most  prominent  : (a) discrepancy between incidence and survival in 
human PAH according to sex; (b) the fact that the majority of animal models of PH 
suggest that female animals are less susceptible to develop PH for a variety of reasons 
including the fact that molecularly estrogens are antiproliferative and anti-infl amma-
tory and also have physiologic effects consistent with improved right ventricular func-
tion and pulmonary vascular relaxation; and (c) many of the known molecular and 
physiologic effects of estrogens should be protective for the pulmonary vasculature. 

 Understanding the mechanistic details behind the “ sex paradox”   in PAH is cru-
cial for many reasons, including not only improving clinical care but also due to the 
current  National Institutes of Health (NIH)      focus upon sex and gender equity in 
studies (NIH Press Release: September 23, 2014). Hopefully, in-depth understand-
ing of the role of sex and sex hormones in PAH will stimulate  novel therapeutic 
approaches   to treat this devastating disease. This chapter briefl y discusses the inter-
section of human, in vitro, and animal studies of pulmonary arterial hypertension 
and highlights the confl icting data concerning the “ estrogen paradox”   in PAH [ 10 –
 13 ]. To comply with preferred national nomenclature, “sex” will be used to repre-
sent the status of “male” and “female” in lieu of the term “gender” [ 14 ].  

    Sex and the Epidemiology of PAH: Prevalent Cases Skew 
toward Females 

 PAH has been known as a  female predominant disease   for at least 65 years. Dresdale 
and colleagues initiated the modern  medical descriptions   of PAH (then known as 
primary pulmonary hypertension,  PPH     ) in the 1950s as a disease seen more among 
females [ 15 ,  16 ]. Consistent with those reports, the NIH supported a Registry Study 
in the 1980s which supported the belief that PPH cases are more likely to be females 
[ 17 ]. While it is an accepted phenomenon, the true prevalence and incidence of PAH 
according to sex remains incompletely elucidated although many efforts to explore 
this further have been recently published or are under way [ 18 ]. It is important to 
recognize that most published studies to date have predominantly evaluated preva-
lent cases; this can inject bias because if sex-related effects infl uence survival, inci-
dence and prevalence may not be equal. 

 Several recently published studies have contributed to our understanding of this 
issue, however, in larger populations. In North America, the  Registry to Evaluate 
Early and Long-term PAH Disease Management (REVEAL)   database   studied over 
2000 subjects in a large registry to describe clinical characteristics of PAH patients. 
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While designed to enroll prevalent and/or incident patients in the United States with 
WHO Group 1 PAH, the registry was biased toward prevalent cases due to overall 
rarity of PAH [ 19 ]. We learned from the REVEAL study that among prevalent cases 
of PAH (Group1 PH), the percentage of females is extremely high [ 7 ,  20 ]. 
Specifi cally, 79.5 % of the adult PAH patients were female in the initial reports, 
with the female-to-male ratio among IPAH patients 4.1:1. The NIH Registry had 
reported 1.7:1 in 1987, although this was a pre-therapy era with shorter survival 
than the current era [ 17 ]. As discussed below, survivor bias may skew prevalent case 
assessments. 

 In addition to PAH as a whole, the  REVEAL   Registry also demonstrated that in 
general the female predominance of prevalent cases is found across nearly all PAH 
subtypes (Table  5.1 ). But intriguingly, while females were more prevalent, REVEAL 
suggested that older males live shorter after diagnosis compared to younger males 
and to females [ 7 ]. As discussed next, data from France do not specifi cally replicate 
this fi nding, but do support the concept that males survive shorter after  diagnosis   
than females.

   In the early 2000s, French investigators enrolled 674 cases of PAH from 17 uni-
versity hospitals across France over a 12-month period. They found a higher propor-
tion of females among prevalent cases (67.1 % of prevalent cases) [ 6 ]. But, among 
new diagnoses (incident cases;  n  = 121) of PAH, the percentage of females was 
lower, at 57.0 % within that cohort ( n  = 121). While not a dramatic difference, the 
discrepancy in female predominance between incident and prevalent cases does 
suggest a survival benefi t to being female over male consistent with the REVEAL 
data. Furthermore, in a follow-up study in France, those same investigators showed 
that heritable PAH (HPAH), idiopathic PAH (IPAH), and anorexigen-associated 
PAH all had improved survival for females compared to males [ 8 ,  9 ]. 

 While the differences in survival according to sex remain unclear, it is known that 
survival in PAH is strongly infl uenced by the response and performance of the right 
ventricle to load stress [ 21 ]. While sex and sex hormone levels have been extensively 
studied in left heart failure, the role of sex hormones in right ventricular (RV) func-
tion irrespective of disease status is relatively understudied. Recently, some clues 
have emerged from the work of investigators of the  Multi-Ethnic Study of 

   Table 5.1    Data from the REVEAL study: comparison of gender ratios observed in PAH patients 
with different types of WHO Group 1 PAH [ 20 ]   

 Type of Group 1 PAH 
 Number of patients 
(% female)  Ratio of females:males 

 All patients with Group 1 PAH  2525 (79.5 %)  3.9:1 
 IPAH  1166 (80.3 %)  4.1:1 
 Drugs/Toxins-PAH  134 (84.3 %)  5.4:1 
 CHD-PAH  250 (73.6 %)  2.8:1 
 CTD-PAH  639 (90.1)  9.1:1 

  Adapted from Badesch et al. Chest 2010;137;376–387 

  IPAH  idiopathic PAH,  CHD  congenital heart disease,  CTD  connective tissue disease  
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Atherosclerosis (MESA)      program.  MESA   is a multicenter prospective cohort study 
designed to investigate subclinical cardiovascular disease in White, African- 
American, Hispanic, and Chinese subjects [ 22 ]. While the MESA study is not spe-
cifi c to PAH (and in fact is a study of reportedly healthy subjects), its fi ndings in 
postmenopausal women suggested that higher levels of circulating estradiol (one of 
the main “parent compound” estrogens) are associated with higher  RV systolic func-
tion  . In both healthy postmenopausal women and men, levels of androgens (testoster-
one and dehydroepiandrosterone) are associated with higher RV mass and larger RV 
volumes [ 23 ]. Among PAH patients, females had a higher RV ejection fraction at the 
time of diagnosis than male patients [ 24 ]. Thus, there is growing data to suggest that 
female sex may negatively infl uence pulmonary vascular disease pathogenesis, but 
positively infl uence right heart adaptation to the stress of pulmonary hypertension.

       The Association Between  Sex Hormones and Human PAH   

 The long-standing understanding that PAH is a disease infl uenced by sex suggests 
that factors related to genetic differences between the sexes (e.g., chromosomal dif-
ferences, XX and XY) and/or hormonal variations contribute to  disease   pathogen-
esis and perhaps progression. There is a growing body of investigation exploring 
these possibilities. 

  Genetic Differences Related to the Sex Chromosomes     To date, few studies have 
investigated sex chromosomal differences in  humans  . The X and Y chromosomes 
are vital contributors of genetic data to the human and other genomes. The X chro-
mosome contributes about 155 million base pairs of DNA, representing approxi-
mately 5 % of the total DNA in cells. The Y chromosome contributes about 59 
million base pairs of  DNA  , representing approximately 2 % of the total DNA in 
cells. Most genome-wide association studies have underinvestigated the contribu-
tion of sex chromosomes in all disease states due to the challenge of integrating the 
sex chromosomes using  bioinformatics  . There is a line of investigation suggestive 
that the presence of the Y chromosome is protective in hypoxia-associated mice 
models of PH, suggesting that genetic factors on the Y chromosome are relevant 
(ATS 2015 Conference: Am J Respir Crit Care Med 191;2015:A4100), which is an 
intriguing hypothesis.  

  Differences with Regard to Sex Hormones     Unlike the sex chromosomes, which 
hopefully will prompt increased interest over time, there has been tremendous 
research interest in the  sex hormones   in the past decade. Traditionally, female sex 
hormones, in particular  estrogens     , have been perceived as protective of pulmonary 
vascular reactivity, infl ammation, and remodeling. This has largely derived from 
 animal model   work on the disease over the past 30 years. In humans, it is notable 
that even for diseases with a global female predominance irrespective of PAH (e.g., 
connective tissue disease), the predominance of females among the subset of sub-
jects with PAH is substantial. For example, the REVEAL study found that among 
PAH patients with connective tissue disease, nine females were represented for 
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every one male [ 20 ]. Interestingly, unlike other forms of PAH, connective tissue 
disease-associated PAH is more often associated with older diagnosis, in particular 
 postmenopausal women   [ 20 ,  25 ]. The relationship between this fi nding and meno-
pausal status could suggest that hormones are protective in connective tissue disease 
patients. In support of the  hypothesis   that female sex hormones are protective, a 
retrospective study of 61 scleroderma patients without echocardiographic evidence 
of pulmonary hypertension at the time of menopause demonstrated the development 
of PAH in the subsequent postmenopausal years among 20 patients was 0 % (mean 
duration of follow-up was 7.2 ± 3.5 years) for those using hormone replacement 
therapy; in contrast, 8 out of 41 patients (19.5 %) developed PAH after a similar 
period of time postmenopause (7.5 ± 3.9 years) but without any hormone replace-
ment therapy [ 26 ]. This single study does suggest an association between  hormone 
replacement therapy   and protection among those with connective tissue disease, but 
certainly the topic requires further study. 

 There is more data to suggest that sex hormones, in particular estrogens, contrib-
ute in a detrimental manner to PAH. First, idiopathic and heritable PAH forms, as 
well as anorexigen-associated, are clinically known to manifest during or soon after 
pregnancy, and pharmacologic exposure to estrogens has been described in PAH 
patients although not systematically studied to date [ 27 – 30 ]. Most PAH  clinicians   
caution patients to avoid pregnancy, in part due to the signifi cant changes to blood 
volume and circulation. In addition, while the ramifi cations are unknown, there are 
signifi cant increases in  estrogens and progestins   during pregnancy related to placen-
tal production [ 2 ]. Among female patients with portopulmonary PAH, genetic varia-
tions in estrogen signaling, as well as enhanced plasma estradiol levels, are 
associated with PAH [ 31 ]. Similarly, genetic variations in estrogen metabolism, as 
well as estrogen metabolite levels, are associated with heritable PAH in females due 
to mutations in  bone morphogenetic protein receptor type 2 ( BMPR2 )  ; recently, 
males with   BMPR2    gene mutations had similar irregularities in estrogen metabo-
lites [ 32 ,  33 ]. 

 From a broad epidemiologic perspective, there is a paucity of data concerning 
sex hormone exposures and PAH. However, a recent  epidemiologic study   sought to 
address this defi ciency, using 88 patients attending the Eighth International 
Pulmonary Hypertension Association Conference. While lacking a control group 
for comparison, this study used sex hormone exposure questionnaires and found 
that 81 % of women with PAH reported prior use of any hormone therapy, with 70 
% reporting exogenous hormone use for greater than 10  years  . This supported an 
association of PAH with estrogen-containing compounds [ 34 ].   

    The  Pulmonary Vasculature  : Effects of Sex Hormones 

 Estrogens, progestins, and androgens have multiple effects on the pulmonary vas-
culature. Overall, it is diffi cult to label any one  sex hormone   as “detrimental” or 
“protective.” On the contrary, the cell type, situation, and duration are likely highly 
important but still explain only a proportion of the variability. While this may not be 
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the case for all forms of PH, for the PAH condition estrogens may be acutely protec-
tive but detrimental on a chronic basis. The  data concerning   other sex  hormones is 
even more insuffi ciently elucidated. 

 Acutely,  estrogens   are likely protective for the pulmonary vasculature.  Smooth 
muscle cell activation   by estradiol results in vasodilation and attenuation of the 
vasoconstrictor response caused by various stimuli, including  hypoxia  . In the physi-
ologic state, variations in estrogen levels (for example, as occurs in menstruating 
females) are associated with the degree of pulmonary artery vasoconstriction in 
response to  hypoxia—hypoxic vasoconstriction      is reduced with exposure to 
increased circulating estrogen levels [ 35 ]. While the precise mechanism may be 
multifactorial, estradiol appears to stimulate the release of compounds known to 
promote pulmonary artery relaxation, including  prostacyclin and nitric oxide (NO)   
acutely [ 11 ]. 

 While estrogens exert their effects by a multitude of manners, the  canonical path-
ways   of estradiol-induced vasorelaxation occur via binding to one of two estrogen 
receptors: ERα and ERβ [ 36 ,  37 ]. This has been shown largely via animal model 
work, such as in the  Sprague–Dawley rat model     . In this system, the acute vasodila-
tory effects of estradiol occur via acute ligand binding by estradiol to both estrogen 
receptor α (ERα) and estrogen receptor β (ERβ). In this model system, direct bind-
ing of both ERα and ERβ mediated arterial vasorelaxation [ 38 ]. But in addition to 
 ERα and ERβ  , growing data suggest that estrogens can both directly bind to DNA 
to infl uence transcription and non-genomically signal via the  g-coupled protein 
receptor   GPR30. GPR30-mediated signaling promotes vascular relaxation [ 39 ]. 

 Despite the evidence that estrogens, or at least estradiol, acutely relax the pulmo-
nary vasculature, there is concern that on a chronic basis they may be detrimental. 
In particular, estradiol promotes inappropriate pulmonary vascular proliferation and 
cell damage on a chronic basis in vitro. Much of this work has evolved from the sex 
hormone cancer literature, although there is growing evidence using  lung vascular 
cells  . For example, estradiol is a potent mitogen which promotes proliferation of 
pulmonary vascular smooth muscle cells and other cell types; estrogen antagonism 
by the drug tamoxifen blocks this effect [ 40 ]. In addition, estradiol may directly 
modify angiogenesis in a number of ways, including the alteration of endothelial 
cell migration and function via GPR30.  Angiogenesis   characterizes severe PAH in 
 humans   and this could be a feature accentuated by estrogens. 

 While much of the focus of sex hormones in  PAH   has centered upon estrogens, 
androgens likely modify pulmonary vascular cell function and growth, as well. Both 
testosterone and  dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA)         appear protective via induction 
of vasodilatation in studies of pulmonary vascular smooth muscle cells via acute 
antagonism of calcium signaling with augmentation of potassium channel-mediated 
relaxation in male and female cells [ 41 ,  42 ]. In the setting of hypoxia, DHEA pro-
tects human pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells via reduction of hypoxia- 
inducible factor 1α, which is a vasoconstrictive agent in the pulmonary vasculature, 
suggesting a protective infl uence. Intriguingly, DHEA inhibits Src/STAT3 activa-
tion in the pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells of patients with PAH; while results 
of this activation are incompletely elucidated, upregulation of both  BMPR2  and 
miR-204 expression occurs and is relevant to pulmonary vascular homeostasis [ 43 ]. 
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Overall, however,  animal model data   concerning the infl uence of androgens on the 
pulmonary hypertensive phenotype are mixed; for example, while male rodents are 
often more susceptible to most forms of experimental pulmonary hypertension, 
treatment with DHEA may be protective. As a result, a fi rm conclusion regarding 
the  infl uence   of androgens is diffi cult to provide at this time, pending additional 
animal studies which are currently under way [ 44 ].  

    Beyond Parent Compound Sex Hormones: Metabolites 

 While parent compound sex hormones likely play a role in  pulmonary vascular 
homeostasis   in health and disease, their metabolites likely contribute as well. The 
 biology   around the role of metabolites is even more incomplete, but of growing 
interest. Sex hormone metabolites likely mediate  estrogenic and antiestrogenic 
effects   on the pulmonary vasculature. In fact,  inherent and iatrogenic variations   in 
metabolism may account for the apparent contradictory infl uences of estrogens 
noted above. For example, while it appears that most parent compound estrogens 
(e.g., estradiol) are pro-proliferative on a chronic basis, not all estrogen metabolites 
share this impact. Depending on the estrogen  metabolite  , one can see disparate 
effects, and there may be variations according to cell type as with estradiol. The 
specifi cs of these differences have yet to be fully elucidated for parent compound 
sex hormones or their metabolites. 

 While  androgens   can be converted to estrogens, the metabolism of sex hormones 
is a complex process, largely mediated via the cytochrome P450 (CYP) family of 
enzymes both systemically and at a local level within the pulmonary vascula-
ture (Fig.  5.1 ) [ 45 ,  46 ]. CYP1B1, for example, which oxidizes estradiol and estrone, 
is highly expressed in the lung and other organs [ 46 ]. Oxidation of  estrogens   also 
occurs by hydroxylation at the C-2, C-4, and C-16 position by CYP450 enzymes, 
followed by additional  enzymatic reactions   [ 47 ,  48 ]. It appears that “2-estrogens” 
are antimitogenic, while “ 16-estrogens  ” stimulate cellular proliferation by constitu-
tively activating the estrogen receptors and this has been demonstrated in the pul-
monary vasculature [ 46 ]. “16-estrogens” may also damage the genome directly via 
the formation of unstable DNA adducts [ 49 ,  50 ]. As a result, individuals who pro-
duce a higher ratio of “16-estrogens” compared to other estrogen metabolites may 
be at increased risk of diseases that result from both the  mitogenic and genotoxic 
effects   of estrogens [ 51 – 56 ]. 

 Interest in the role of  estrogens   in PAH was redirected in the early 2000s due to 
the discovery by West et al. that   CYP1B1  expression   associates with PAH among 
 BMPR2  mutation carriers. In fact, quantitative measures of  CYP1B1  expression 
showed tenfold lower expression levels in female patients compared to healthy 
 BMPR2  mutation carriers [ 57 ]. White and colleagues subsequently found enhanced 
CYP1B1 expression in the lungs of PAH patients without mutation [ 46 ]. 

 As noted above, it was subsequently demonstrated that a specifi c urinary profi le 
of estrogen metabolites is associated with PAH among female   BMPR2  mutation   
carriers. Specifi cally, PAH patients had signifi cantly lower ratio of 2- hydroxyestrogens 
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(2-OHE 1/2 ): 16-α-hydroxyestrone (16-αOHE 1 ) compared to unaffected  BMPR2  
mutation carriers [ 32 ]. In addition, certain functional polymorphisms in  CYP1B1  
(a cytochrome P450 enzyme critical to estrogen metabolism) consistent with the 
urinary data are also associated with PAH in those subjects [ 32 ]. 

 The infl uence of estrogen metabolites to PAH remains an area of active investi-
gation. We and others believe that variations in estrogen metabolites infl uence the 
development of  PAH  , especially among those with an underlying disease risk. For 
example, estradiol and 16-αOHE 1  both downregulate BMPR2 expression in lym-
phocytes and lung vascular cells, which could amplify disease penetrance among 
  BMPR2  mutation   carriers and/or create a new risk factor among those without 
mutation [ 32 ,  58 ]. In animal model studies, Bmpr2 mutant mice develop PAH at a 
much higher level of penetrance upon exposure to 16-αOHE 1  [ 33 ]. While estrogens 
reduced infl ammatory cytokine expression acutely (a known benefi cial effect of 
estrogens), they also amplifi ed markers of  pulmonary vascular injury  . These 
included the alteration of genes related to thrombotic function, angiogenesis, planar 
polarity, and cellular metabolism [ 33 ]. Similarly, in a  serotonin transporter 
(SERT)      model   of pulmonary hypertension known to amplify penetrance with female 
sex (in hypoxia, female mice that overexpress the serotonin transporter (SERT; 
SERT+ mice) exhibit PAH and exaggerated hypoxia-induced PAH, while male 
SERT+ mice do not [ 59 ,  60 ]); antagonism of ERα improves serotonin-dependent 
pulmonary hypertension and increases BMPR2 expression. In addition,  ERα   was 
found to be highly expressed pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells derived from 
PAH patients and increased in vitro via serotonin [ 61 ]. 

 In contrast to the Bmpr2 and SERT murine data presented above, most animal 
models of pulmonary hypertension demonstrate a protective effect associated with 
female sex which appears to be mediated via parent compound estrogens, such as 
 estradiol     . The use of animal models to study pulmonary hypertension has been an 
area of controversy for many years. Admittedly, there is no perfect model and each 
animal model has advantages and drawbacks. 

 In most  rodent models  , including those which employ hypoxia and monocrota-
line, and swine models (e.g., hypoxia), exposure to the insult of interest causes 

  Fig. 5.1    Simplifi ed schematic of sex hormones and estrogen metabolism. Sulfated estrogens, and 
androgens, are converted to parent compound estrogens including estradiol.  Estradiol   is metabo-
lized by CYP450 enzyme activity into oxidized products, including those oxidized at the 2-, 4-, 
and 16-positions       
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pulmonary hypertension to a much greater degree in male animals than females. 
The reasons for this are presently unclear [ 62 – 65 ]. Further complicating this, 
Sprague–Dawley rats exposed to monocrotaline develop pulmonary hypertension, 
but this is prevented and reversed with estradiol [ 66 ,  67 ]; however,  ovariectomy   of 
females promoted a pulmonary hypertensive phenotype [ 68 ]. Of particular interest 
given the data noted above that ERα promotes PAH, the benefi cial effects of estro-
gen using the  monocrotaline model   appear to be mediated via ERβ specifi cally [ 66 ]. 
Further studies in additional animal models of PAH will be benefi cial to help eluci-
date the complicated role of all sex hormones in the pathogenesis of PAH and 
explain the discrepancy between observations in humans and these animal models 
on the salutary or negative effects of estrogens. 

 The study of  androgenic compounds  , such as DHEA, is a logical consideration 
for pursuit using both animal models and cell-based studies. However, this is an area 
in need of expanded research. Some experimental pulmonary hypertension studies 
using male rates exposed to hypoxia and/or monocrotaline have shown improve-
ment in the pulmonary hypertensive phenotype due to DHEA, and more studies are 
under way [ 43 ,  69 ,  70 ].  

    Conclusion 

 The female sex is associated with a higher incidence and prevalence of PAH in 
humans. The enhanced prevalence, and other recent fi ndings, suggests that the 
female RV may be better suited to handle pulmonary hypertension for longer. But, 
the causes for this remain elusive. While sex hormones are increasingly implicated 
in the causation of PAH, the precise mechanisms require further study. Ultimately, 
precise understanding may result in important progress in solving this devastating 
disease via the development of novel therapeutic targets and prevention measures.     
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    Chapter 6   
 Pulmonary Fibrosis                     

       Andrew     J.     Bryant         

        Introduction 

 Pulmonary fi brosis is a broad term that  describes   a decreased ability of the lung to 
function in gas exchange due to thickening of the distal airways secondary to accu-
mulation of extracellular matrix [ 1 ]. Unfortunately, patients often present with 
advanced illness, noting increasing shortness of breath and cough over a period of 
months to years. However, pulmonary fi brosis itself is a nonspecifi c term that can be 
associated with a number of underlying illnesses (such as connective tissue or auto-
immune diseases) or occupational/environmental exposures (such as tobacco 
smoke) [ 2 ]. Pulmonary fi brosis can also be  idiopathic  , which actually represents the 
most commonly diagnosed form of the disease. This form of illness is primarily 
associated with aging, as are most diseases involving fi brosis, with only rare patients 
diagnosed prior to age of 60 or 65 years [ 3 ]. Unfortunately, there are currently only 
a few therapies for the treatment of pulmonary fi brosis, none of which are disease- 
modifying agents specifi c to the lung [ 4 ]. 

 Not only does pulmonary fi brosis affect primarily the elderly population, it is 
also much more common in men than age-matched women. Currently, there is not 
enough literature detailing a cause of the gender bias—either a protective effect in 
women or a deleterious one in men—though the reason is most likely multifacto-
rial and complex. There are known different exposures in men versus women, 
some occupational (coal or silica dust versus wood-burning stove) and others rec-
reational (tobacco smoking). These differences are globally decreasing, as  gender 
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equality   has led to more women in traditionally male-dominated fi elds of work, in 
addition to an equalization of predominantly young women who experiment with 
smoking tobacco. 

 In addition to these exogenous exposures, there are a myriad of potential 
 endogenous risks   for pulmonary fi brosis in women. This not only includes the 
increased risk of autoimmune-mediated systemic illness in women (such as rheu-
matism or sclerosis), but also some independent and intriguing protective factors 
associated with female sex hormones. The purpose of this chapter is to explore 
the role that gender plays in the development of pulmonary fi brosis, through fi rst 
the host and then environment factors. The hope is that this will help in generat-
ing novel hypotheses for future study into this fi eld, which has little in the way 
of disease treatment.  

    Part I.  Host   

 Only a small amount of publications in the literature confer data regarding direct 
pathogenic effects of sex and gender on development of classically defi ned IPF. To 
this end, the fi rst section of this chapter will focus mainly on autoimmune and con-
nective tissue disease-associated interstitial lung disease. The next section will 
review potentially protective and deleterious factors that affect women with IPF. 

    Connective Tissue Disease (CTD)-Associated Interstitial Lung 
Disease (ILD) 

 CTD-associated ILD, a term that will be used interchangeably with collagen vas-
cular disease associated ILD, is a form of autoimmune-mediated damage to the 
lung  parenchyma  . The disease is characterized as  idiopathic interstitial pneumo-
nias  , with manifestations including nonspecifi c interstitial pneumonia (NSIP) or 
usual interstitial pneumonitis (UIP). It is commonly seen as a cause of morbidity 
and mortality complicating various autoimmune diseases, with prognosis depen-
dent on the degree of underlying lung disease [ 5 ,  6 ]. Lung disease is believed to 
result from lung injury induced by a chronic infl ammatory state, with resulting 
aberrant injury/repair mechanism [ 7 ]. Interestingly, in at least one study, patient 
with CTD-associated ILD had a worse clinical progression and outcome than a 
matched cohort of patients with IPF [ 8 ]. However, other studies suggest that CTD-
associated ILD, even those associated with UIP features, fares better than those 
patients with IPF [ 9 ,  10 ]. This trend holds true despite no difference in the rate of 
decline of lung function [ 11 ], though there is potential for bias secondary to 
increased early detection of lung disease among those patients with CTD, and a 
reliable response to  immunosuppressive therapy   [ 12 ]. 
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  Autoimmune disease   in general affects roughly 8 % of the general US population, 
of which nearly 80 % of patients are women [ 13 ]. In addition, women affl icted with 
autoimmune disease tend to have worse outcomes associated with illness, compared 
to male counterparts [ 14 ]. Given that the incidence of CTD increases correlating 
with women in the late teens and early-to-mid 40s, disease activity is thought to be 
associated with hormonal changes, menarche, and menopause, respectively. To this 
end, with increased lifetime “exposure” of menstruation—younger age at men-
arche—there is an increased risk of autoimmune disease. An excellent example is 
the twofold risk in development of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) in women 
with menarche occurring at less than 10 years (RR = 2.1, 95 % CI 1.4–3.2) [ 15 ]. The 
same phenomenon holds true for rheumatoid arthritis (RA), as well (RR = 1.6, 95 % 
CI 1.0–2.0) [ 16 ]. 

 The following sections will serve to review several autoimmune diseases with 
associated ILD, and the implications of the role of gender in disease pathogenesis, 
prognosis, and mortality. 

     Scleroderma   

 Systemic sclerosis (SSc)   , or scleroderma, is the most commonly associated  autoim-
mune disease with ILD  , predominantly affecting women between the ages of 30 and 
55 years of age [ 17 ]. Prevalence is estimated at between 50 and 300 cases per mil-
lion population, with approximately 90 % of patients showing some degree of 
symptomatic or asymptomatic ILD [ 18 ]. 

  Chest CT scan   typically reveals an NSIP pattern, with bilateral lower lobe 
ground-glass opacities noted most often. However, disease has been shown to prog-
ress to lower lobe fi brosis with traction bronchiectasis, though UIP is rarely noted 
on histology [ 19 ].  Survival after diagnosis   is typically 5–8 years, approximately 2–3 
times that of patients diagnosed with IPF [ 20 ]. 

 Multiple linkages have been postulated in the past linking SSc to a female predi-
lection. Interestingly, per the above section on occupational exposure, SSc has been 
shown to be associated  with vinyl chloride and silicon exposure  . This stems mainly 
from literature, since disproven, linking SSc with breast augmentation and implants 
[ 21 ]. The initial large cohort study examined and found a spurious link between 
breast implantation (primarily silicon-based augmentation) and SSc in over 80,000 
adult women of various ages. A  subsequent meta-analysis   showed no such associa-
tion with either silicon or saline breast implants [ 22 ]. 

 Another plausible biologic mechanism for female predominance of SSc involves 
the fi nding of fetal DNA in skin  lesions   of women diagnosed with the disease, sug-
gesting an antimaternal graft-versus-host disease (GVHD)-like phenomenon, 
directed against the Y-chromosome [ 23 ]. This is also believed to be a class II HLA 
incompatibility problem, inducing host response, primarily T-cell related [ 24 ,  25 ]. 

 Chimerism associated with SSc development in women is complicated by 
tobacco smoke exposure history in this patient population, with an increase in com-
plicating vascular and lung disease noted in women with SSc who continue to 
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smoke cigarettes [ 26 ]. Interestingly, the risk of lung disease is decreased among 
black versus Caucasian women, despite black females having an earlier age at diag-
nosis, again correlated to younger age of menarche [ 27 ]. 

 Women not only have a greater prevalence of lung disease associated with SSc, 
they also have worse complications compared to male counterparts. In one epide-
miologic study utilizing a US database, hospital rates for SSc were 4.5 times higher 
among women than men [ 28 ]. However, once hospitalized, the in-hospital mortal-
ity was 25 % less for women with degree of concomitant pulmonary fi brosis being 
the major predictor of poor or fatal outcome (OR 2.63, 95 % CI 1.98–3.49). The 
 hospital data mirror outpatient information  , which shows an increase in use of sick 
days or leaves of absence in women versus men with scleroderma and pulmonary 
fi brosis [ 29 ]. 

 Though relatively rare, there is an increased risk of  development   of  SSc- 
  associated ILD complicated by pulmonary hypertension in women versus men [ 30 ]. 
Happily though the overall incidence of ILD/SSc and pulmonary hypertension is 
decreasing [ 31 ].  

    Rheumatoid  Arthritis   

 RA is the most common of the  CTDs  , affecting nearly 1–2 % of the entire US popu-
lation [ 32 ]. Pulmonary fi brosis often complicates RA, one of the more common 
extra-articular disorders associated with the disease [ 33 ]. Though still relatively 
uncommon, ILD is one of the leading causes of mortality in RA, second only to 
heart disease. Unfortunately, the prevalence of fi brosis is not well distinguished 
with variation estimated between 1 % and 58 % of patients. This is mainly based 
upon the heterogeneous nature and variable quality of studies examining the disease 
[ 34 ], as well as variation in the defi nition based upon clinical or radiologic terms. 
However, the most recent literature would suggest that ILD associated with RA 
affl icts nearly half of all patients with RA [ 35 ]. 

 RA preferentially affects women in an approximate ratio of 3:1 (F:M) [ 36 ], and 
is one of several autoimmune diseases that is known to remit during pregnancy [ 37 ]. 
Women with RA tend to have worse disease activity than age-matched men [ 14 ]. 
Since RA tends to affect mainly premenopausal women, there is strong consider-
ation that disease activity is mediated heavily by sex hormones, noting that  male 
hormones (  androgens, such as testosterone) tend to have a predominantly anti- 
infl ammatory effect [ 38 ], and correlative studies have shown that men with decreased 
circulating levels of testosterone have increased severity of RA symptoms [ 39 ]. 
However, necessary studies documenting causality have not been performed, and 
thus there exists only a weak correlation between androgen expression and RA dis-
ease activity. 

 As noted above, a lower menarchal age and later menopause age have been asso-
ciated with increased development of RA (RR 1.6, 95 % CI 1.1–2.4) [ 16 ]. There 
exists inconsistent evidence showing a protective role of  oral contraceptive pill 
(OCP)   use against the development of RA or ILD associated with RA [ 40 ]. 
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 Limited and confl icting data show that, at least in one small Austrian study, men 
may actually have an increased risk of lung disease associated with RA (including 
 lung nodules and pleural based disease  ,  p  = 0.001) [ 41 ]. This fi nding may be infl u-
enced by inherent gender bias in recruitment of RA and control patients [ 42 ]. 
Regardless, women with RA and ILD have more favorable outcomes in both 
 morbidity (exercise tolerance) and mortality, compared to male counterparts [ 43 ]. 
A later study has reinforced the protective role of gender in RA-associated ILD, 
showing that female sex (HR 0.96) and a higher baseline diffusing capacity of the 
lung for carbon monoxide (DLCO, HR 0.96) were associated with better survival in 
the disease [ 8 ]. Indeed, women with  RA  -associated ILD uniformly have a better 
overall prognosis than age- and disease-matched men.  

    System Lupus  Erythematosus   

 SLE is a  chronic autoimmune disease that   most commonly affects young women in 
a ratio of 6–10:1 (F:M), and women of color more so than Caucasians [ 44 ,  45 ]. 
When initially described in the literature, pulmonary complications were felt to be 
a late complication of SLE [ 46 ]. However, since as early as 1941 increased reports 
of early waxing and waning bronchopneumonitis were also described [ 47 ]. In a 
more recent autopsy series, 18 % of 120 subjects with SLE were found to have evi-
dence of “interstitial pneumonitis” mixed with varying degrees of pleuritis and 
pleural effusion [ 48 ]. Radiographic features of ILD on  high-resolution CT (HRCT)   
can be found in as many as 1/3 of all comers with SLE, though the vast majority of 
these patients are asymptomatic [ 49 ]. Most common pathologic and radiologic fea-
tures of ILD associated with SLE are consistent with cellular or interstitial NSIP 
[ 50 ]. Concomitant diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension complicating parenchymal 
lung disease associated with SLE is wide ranging, though prevalent, affecting any-
where from 14 to 43 % of patients with SLE in the United States alone [ 51 ]. 

 The LUpus in MInorities, NAture versus nurture ( LUMINA)   cohort     —a well- 
known multiethnic cohort of US patients with  SLE  —was the fi rst to note that in a 
small sampling of men diagnosed with SLE, patients were found to have a trend 
toward worse disease progression at time of diagnosis, and a more rapid decline in 
functional capability after diagnosis, though the majority of affected patients had 
disability related to lupus nephritis (63.5 % versus 52.1 %,  p  = 0.085) [ 52 ,  53 ]. A 
similar cohort, The Grupo Latinoamericano de Estudio del Lupus ( GLADEL        ), a 
1997-initiated multinational prospective cohort of Latin American lupus centers, 
showed males had a higher rate of pulmonary disease (56.1 % vs 41.4 %,  p  = 0.002), 
though the population of men was small, 123 of 1214 patients [ 54 ]. A fi nal cohort 
from Greece showed—again—worse disease at the time of diagnosis in men, though 
this group did not demonstrate major organ difference effects between genders, 
except for renal disease [ 55 ]. 

 As in other autoimmune diseases, the molecular mechanism for lupus-associated 
ILD is not well worked out; however, sex hormones are probably at least partly 
responsible, through hormone regulation and effects on cytokine and chemokine 
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production [ 56 ]. For example, estrogen signals primarily through estrogen receptor 
(ER) α and β. Genetic  defi ciency   of ERα in murine models of lupus results in a 
decrease in disease activity, and prolonged survival, while ERβ defi ciency has no 
such effect [ 57 ]. ERα expression is most dense in immune cells, especially antigen- 
presenting cells ( APCs        ), which may provide some clue in the autoimmune toler-
ance, or lack thereof, displayed in patients with SLE. In this same vein, further 
studies have shown that sex hormone estrogen and prolactin are both capable of 
stimulating autoreactive B cells in blood from patients with SLE [ 58 ].  

    Sjogren’s 

 Sjogren’s similarly has a plausible, if not vague, connection to gender bias in devel-
opment of underlying disease and associated ILD.  Sjogren’s syndrome   is character-
ized by autoimmune attack on secreting organs, affecting such processes as 
lacrimation and salivation, resulting in sicca symptoms such as dry mouth and cor-
neal ulceration. It also breeds a characteristic mixed with  alveolar and interstitial 
infi ltrative lung disease   on radiography [ 59 ], with histopathologic examination 
revealing fi ndings consistent with NSIP or lymphocytic interstitial pneumonia 
(LIP), though there is frequently overlap with a UIP pattern [ 60 ]. 

 There is little literature on the  epidemiology,   and none on the specifi c mecha-
nism, of Sjogren’s-associated ILD. The largest, most well done, study to date exam-
ined 18 patients retrospectively identifi ed over a 13-year period at one institution 
(1992–2004) [ 61 ]. The cohort had a median age of 62 years, 83 % of whom were 
women, and found that those patients with UIP pattern complicating Sjogren’s 
tended to have a more rapid progression of lung disease, and decreased survival, 
upon diagnosis. Another study examining salivary gland biopsy in patients with 
ILD showed that in 54 % of women examined, there was evidence of Sjogren’s-like 
disease, with “occult” ILD diagnosed by routine CT scanning [ 62 ]. Further studies 
are needed to both characterize patients with illness as well as animal models to aid 
in defi ning  molecular mechanisms   for disease development and  progression  .  

   Dermatomyositis/ Polymyositis   

 As the entities name describe, dermatomyositis/polymyositis (DM/PM) are two 
closely related autoimmune diseases affecting  muscle and soft tissues  . DM/
PM-associated ILD was fi rst described by Mills and Matthews in 1956 [ 63 ], though 
it was not until 1974 that a study revealed epidemiologic associations with the ill-
nesses. In this case series, DM/PM-associated ILD was described as affecting males 
and females equally, across a wide age gap (30–70 years of age). Upon histopatho-
logic examination, most cases were shown to be consistent with “IPF,” though the 
case defi nition was different from today’s description of UIP [ 64 ]. A more recent 
case series, from the Mayo Clinic group, showed an even distribution of a more 
modern description of lung histopathology, ranging from organizing pneumonia, to 
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UIP, and diffuse alveolar damage (DAD) with hyaline membrane deposition [ 65 ]. 
The latter diagnosis was associated with a uniformly poor prognosis. This trend was 
found in a 2002 French study, which showed both a  Hammon-Rich-like pattern and 
UIP   heralded a worse prognosis in patients with DM/PM, requiring more aggressive 
therapy (e.g., immunosuppression) of the underlying disease [ 66 ]. A presentation 
associated with an NSIP pattern was found to respond well to immunosuppressive 
therapy in a separate Japanese study, where 11 out of 14 of these patients were 
female and had a moderate to severe impairment in pulmonary function testing [ 67 ]. 

 Further evidence of a gender disparity in disease progression was shown by 
another Japanese group that studied the frequency of ILD (defi ned as “ interstitial 
pneumonitis  ”) complicating DM/PM in 53 adult patients from 1976 to 1993 [ 68 ]. In 
this cohort of patients, interstitial pneumonitis was found to complicate the course 
of illness in DM/PM predominantly in female patients (54.5 % versus 20 % men), 
though this may have been biased by a larger amount of women having imaging 
performed for evaluation of cancer in patients with DM. 

 Though a mechanism of disease is unknown, there is a gender pattern in differ-
ences of  HLA-DRB1 allele   that appears to infl uence the risk of development of ILD 
in patients with DM/PM [ 69 ]. This same genetic link may account for the difference 
in prognosis between men and women with DM/PM, whereupon women tend to 
have greater survival than age-matched male counterparts. This phenomenon has 
been demonstrated in a 2014 Italian study that reported a hazard ratio of 2.4 (95 % 
CI 1.0–5.6) [ 70 ]. These data shed light on an observed trend that men—especially 
men with  DM/PM  -associated ILD—tend to have worse morbidity and mortality 
than  age- matched women with disease [ 71 ].  

   Mixed Connective Tissue  Disease   

 Mixed CTD ( MCTD  ; also known as  Sharp’s syndrome     ) is an overlapping CTD that 
shares elements with SLE, systemic sclerosis, RA, and polymyositis, with charac-
teristically high levels of anti-U1RNP autoantibodies being pathognomonic for the 
disease [ 72 ,  73 ]. Pulmonary involvement is common in MCTD, affecting as many 
as 67 % of patients with ILD in one study, though not all patients were symptomatic 
with lung disease detected by HRCT screening [ 74 ]. There is some evidence that 
 intensive immunosuppressive treatment   for MCTD may also treat underlying pul-
monary fi brosis, and associated pulmonary hypertension, though most disease 
appears to be both insidious and progressive without response to treatment [ 75 ]. 

 There is little evidence with MCTD-associated ILD displaying a link between 
gender and disease presence or severity; however, one cohort study following 
patients at the University of Michigan found a majority female population with 
MCTD and ILD [ 76 ]. The same study found that ILD prevalence was greater in 
patients with a signifi cant smoking history. Histopathology was most consistent 
with either UIP or emphysema pattern. Again, there was a greater treatment effect 
demonstrated in the MCTD-associated ILD group; however, overall prognosis was 
similar if not slightly worse than matched IPF controls.
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    List of Connective Tissue Disease (CTD)-associated Interstitial Lung Disease (ILD)  with 
gender ratio and special features     

 Autoimmune disease 
 Female:Male 
ratio  Special features 

 Scleroderma  5:1  Computed tomography (CT) fi ndings include 
nonspecifi c interstitial pattern (NSIP) bilateral 
ground-glass opacities (GGOs), with rare progression 
to usual Survival after diagnosis = 6–8 years 

 Rheumatoid Arthritis 
(RA) 

 3:1  Women with RA-associated ILD have improved 
survival with less functional decline than age- 
matched men with disease 

 Systemic Lupus 
Erythematosus (SLE) 

 9:1  CT fi ndings are typically cellular or interstitial NSIP 
pattern, with parenchymal disease complicated by 
pulmonary hypertension (PH) in approximately 40 % 
of cases 

 Sjögren’s Syndrome  6–10:1  Mixed alveolar and infi ltrative interstitial lung 
disease consistent with NSIP or lymphocytic 
interstitial pneumonia (LIP), with frequent UIP 
pattern overlap that is associated with decreased 
 survival   

 Dermatomyositis/
Polymyositis (DM/PM) 

 2:1  Organizing pneumonia, UIP, and diffuse alveolar 
damage (DAD) pattern with hyaline membrane 
deposition; women have decreased mortality 
compared to men with disease 

 Mixed CTD  2–3:1  Pulmonary involvement is common and 
predominantly UIP or emphysematous on CT scan, 
with slightly better prognosis than idiopathic 
pulmonary fi brosis ( IPF  ) 

      Autoimmune  Disease   

 Given the role of both  exogenous and endogenous hormone fl uctuations   (from oral 
contraceptive pills (OCP) or pregnancy, for example) in autoimmune disease in 
women, it is worth briefl y reviewing some of the specifi c effects that female sex 
hormones have on autoimmune regulation. There are multiple potential pragmatic 
benefi ts of hormone supplementation in women with CTD, including the impor-
tance of pregnancy planning [ 77 ,  78 ], and decreased bone loss in patients using 
glucocorticoids chronically [ 79 ]. However, the effect of sex hormones on disease 
activity continues to be debated. 

 For example, in one single-blind, non-placebo-controlled, randomized clinical 
trial, disease activity was compared in 162 patients who received either OCPs or an 
intrauterine device (IUD)    for prophylaxis. There was no signifi cant difference in 
disease activity noted, though patients with high disease activity and history of 
thrombosis were excluded [ 80 ]. Similar results were noted in a larger double-blind 
randomized controlled trial [ 81 ,  82 ]. This is compared to an older study that showed 
high fl are rates (43 %) in OCP using groups compared to non-OCP using patients, 
though this was a retrospective cohort study [ 82 ]. This large UK study examining a 
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cohort of female nurses reported increased incidence of autoimmune disease in  hor-
mone replacement users  , though subsequent studies have not confi rmed this trend 
[ 83 ]. One study elaborated on a potential biologic mechanism for protection, show-
ing that endothelial infl ammation is decreased in patients using hormone replace-
ment therapy [ 84 ]. Pregnancy can likewise lead to improvement in some types of 
CTD, such as RA, in as many as 75 % of patients [ 85 ]. However, unfortunately 
disease relapse occurs in approximately 90 % of patients within 3 months of child 
delivery [ 86 ].   

    Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis    

 IPF is the most common and severe form of  idiopathic interstitial pneumonia.   It is 
relentlessly progressive, leading to respiratory death within 2–5 years of diagnosis 
[ 87 ]. While historically there is some evidence that women have better improve-
ment in response to steroid therapy, and thus a better overall prognosis, these older 
studies did not exclude ILD secondary to CTD, as described in the previous sections 
[ 88 ,  89 ]. Currently, there is agreement that IPF affects mainly an elderly male popu-
lation [ 90 ], with more recent studies specifi cally excluding those patients with CTD 
or occult environmental exposure history, with special attention paid to young 
patients and women [ 91 ]. 

 IPF is currently diagnosed predominantly with the use of high-resolution com-
puted tomography ( HRCT  ). Imaging typically reveals basilar predominant traction 
bronchiectasis, thickened interlobular septae, and subpleural honeycombing [ 2 ,  92 ]. 
However, if imaging is inconsistent with a diagnosis of IPF, conditions continue to 
exist where a patient requires surgical lung biopsy for defi nitive diagnosis, with 
histopathological examination revealing a UIP pattern [ 93 ,  94 ]. UIP in  this   setting 
is defi ned as microscopic honeycombing, fi broblastic foci, and a variegated pattern 
of chronic interstitial fi brosis, though this pattern can be seen in other diseases, as 
previously mentioned [ 95 ]. 

 The current literature regarding mechanism of  disease pathogenesis   is clouded 
despite a fl urry of recent activity on the subject. Especially as relates to gender pre-
dilection, there is little fi rm evidence regarding the mechanism of fi brosis in IPF; 
however, several theories do prevail. In this section, these ideas will be summarized, 
with emphasis fi nally on the role of sex hormones themselves in disease progression 
and severity. 

   Genetic Regulation 

 Familial forms of IPF do exist [ 96 ], though they are estimated to account for only 
approximately 5 % of overall cases of IPF. There are currently three main areas of 
IPF research that elucidate the genetic regulation of disease: [ 1 ] alteration in surfac-
tant protein production, either SFTPC [ 97 ] or SFTPA2 ( [ 98 ], [ 2 ]); telomerase 
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mutations (TERT and TERC), the most common cause of familial IPF [ 99 ,  100 ]; 
and, fi nally, [ 3 ] mutations in the promoter region of MUC5B, identifi ed recently as 
playing a role in IPF development in both familial and sporadic IPF, with the associ-
ated single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) of MUC5B being found in 38 % of all 
IPF patients studied [ 101 ]. 

    Surfactant Proteins      

 During lung development, it is known that the female fetal lung develops surfactant 
protein (SFTP) at an earlier time than the male lung, due to lack of androgen medi-
ated decrease in SFTP [ 102 ]. The mechanism of this is believed due to chronic 
androgen exposure leading to an EGF-R mediated increase in TGF-β and subse-
quent decrease in SFTPB and SFTPC expression in type II alveolar epithelial cells 
(AECs) [ 103 ]. This phenomenon negatively regulates type II AEC maturation, with 
reverse cell reprogramming to a more immature cellular state [ 104 ]. Interestingly, 
an increase in production of SFTPA in those patients diagnosed with IPF portends a 
poor prognosis, with rapid decline in lung function, but this phenomenon is not 
recognized as being gender-specifi c [ 105 ].  

   Telomeres 

 Though several studies have examined the role of  telomerase (TERT/TERC) muta-
tion      and subsequent telomere shortening in association with development of IPF, 
these studies have been for the most part sex matched and controlled, therefore 
rendering them diffi cult to glean information from regarding differences between 
men and women [ 106 ,  107 ]. Only one study has examined the role of sex hormones 
acting on the TERT gene [ 108 ]. This group began by noting that androgen therapy 
is often helpful in patients with disease of telomere dysfunction, such as dyskerato-
sis congenita. In this study, increased exposure of human cells from patients with 
telomerase dysfunction to estradiol correlated with increased telomerase activity 
and increased TERT mRNA production. Tamoxifen, an antagonist, caused the 
opposite effect, abolished by blocking signaling of estrogen receptor (ER)-A. It 
would thus be interesting to examine the fi nding in tissue provided by patients with 
IPF secondary to telomerase dysfunction, or even those with sporadic  IPF     .  

    MUC   

 Despite literature on correlation between MUC promoter regions and presence of 
IPF, little data exists on delineating the role of sex hormones in MUC-production or 
pathogenesis. The most relevant study examined decreased production of MUC2 in 
the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, showing a decreased response to GI injury in male 
versus female mice [ 109 ]. Whether this decrease, or alteration in function, exists in 
response to chronic lung injury, is unknown.   
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    Alveolar Epithelium   

 In addition to heritable contributions to development of IPF, another prevailing the-
ory regarding pathogenesis involves the type II AEC response to repetitive injury 
[ 110 ]. There are multiple hypotheses that lend credence to this line of thought. 

    Unfolded Protein Response (UPR)/  Endoplasmic Reticulum ( ER  )- Stress      

 While a detailed description is beyond the scope of this chapter, in short the UPR 
is a method by which the cell has developed to handle misfolded proteins, either 
from genetic mutations (such as a change in SFTP), or viral infection [ 111 ]. It is 
an adaptive response to cell injury of most any type that halts production, or aug-
ments, of proteins to facilitate proper folding and functioning, with the aid of 
cellular chaperoning. An accumulation of misfolded proteins leads to the phe-
nomenon of ER-stress, and apoptosis [ 112 ]. In IPF, increased ER-stress has been 
shown to be integral to fi brotic remodeling in type II AECs. Using mice with 
mutated, and misfolded, SFTPC in type II AECs, mice were given a “second hit” 
with intratracheal bleomycin, exposing the vulnerable epithelium to fi brotic 
 remodeling   [ 113 ]. 

 No current literature is available that links  UPR   or ER-stress to gender-related 
development or progression of IPF, however a few studies are suggestive of a 
link. The fi rst study showed that female mice were protected against develop-
ment of insulin-resistance in infl ammatory-cell associated obesity [ 114 ]. Though 
not mediated directly by ER-stress, the authors did show a decrease in UPR 
marker Gp78, suggesting that female sex was protective against progression of 
the UPR. In a similar fashion, dextrose-induced ER-stress and superoxide pro-
duction was shown to be attenuated in vascular endothelial cells exposed to 
increased levels of estradiol [ 115 ]. These studies are provocative for pathogenic 
mechanisms and potential therapies, as detailed in the fi nal section of the 
 chapter        .  

   Epithelial-Mesenchymal  Transition   

 Since  AEC hypertrophy and phenotypic alteration   to a “fi broblast-like” state is an 
important phenomenon believed to be involved in development of UIP and IPF 
[ 116 ], a large amount of literature has focused on the crosstalk between epithelial 
and mesenchymal cells, and the hotly debated topic of EMT [ 117 ]. Little has been 
studied in the way of EMT related to IPF and gender, however the cancer literature 
provides several potential provocative avenues for future research. 

 An example is the role of estrogen  receptors   in EMT. ER-β has been shown to be 
protective against tumor cells with EMT features (down-regulation of E-cadherin 
and nuclear β-catenin activation) [ 118 ]. The picture quickly becomes complicated 
though, with competing literature demonstrating that proliferation of tumor cells 
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producing ER-α is correlated with an increase in mesenchymal markers [ 119 ]. This 
may, in part, explain why functional studies have shown worse outcome associated 
with  EMT   in females versus males. One example is a study examining podocyte 
injury in rats via EMT-related fi brogenesis – female rats displayed increase injury 
and nephrosis, compared to control males [ 120 ].  

    Innate Immunity      

 The interaction between alveolar macrophages and AECs in coordinating fi broblast 
recruitment and activation is an active area of research in the fi eld of pulmonary 
fi brosis. Innate immune cell marker CCL2 has been implicated in the development 
of IPF, via an alteration of macrophage polarization to a pro-infl ammatory pheno-
type [ 121 ]. Similarly, macrophage major mediator LPA and receptor LPAR1 have 
been shown to be necessary for the development of pulmonary fi brosis in animal 
models [ 122 ]. 

 Extrapolating data again from infl ammation-mediated obesity research, increased 
levels of macrophage activation marker MCP-1 were found in male versus female 
patients, resulting in increased pancreatic islet cell destruction and fi brosis, and sub-
sequent insulin resistance [ 123 ]. A similar phenomenon may be protect female ver-
sus male patients with pulmonary fi brosis, thought more studies are needed to 
explore this hypothesis  fully     .  

    Integrin      

 The physiologic process that accompanies and coordinates wound repair is known 
to be deranged in fi broblasts isolated from patients with IPF. Normally cell-to-cell 
communicating proteins, called integrins, coordinate repair through interaction with 
the extracellular matrix (ECM) and effecter infl ammatory cells such as circulating 
monocytes [ 124 ]. However, this feedback mechanism that prevents aberrant wound 
repair is often turned off in IPF patient samples [ 125 ]. 

 Again, while no literature exists on alteration in integrin signaling and gender 
together infl uencing the development of pulmonary fi brosis, an association can be 
extrapolated from existing data. For example, one study has previously demon-
strated increased integrin receptor signaling on circulating antigen presenting cells 
(APCs) after injury in men versus women [ 126 ]. Somewhat contradicting this con-
cept is the fi nding that downstream pro-fi brotic mediators have been found to result 
in worsened lung fi brosis in estradiol-supplemented rats, in a bleomycin-model of 
pulmonary fi brosis [ 127 ]. Specifi cally, these investigators found increased tran-
scriptional levels of procollagen I and TGF-β1—these levels were subsequently 
decreased after ovariectomy in similarly treated rats. However, other similar studies 
have drawn the polar opposite conclusion [ 128 ], suggesting that the true link is 
more complicated than appears and requires further  study     .   
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   MicroRNA (miRNA)    

 Exciting new research in the fi eld of pulmonary fi brosis has focused on the role of 
 “noncoding”   or miRNA. This product can change the biologic response of a cell 
through regulation of mRNA transcription and translation via the RNA interference 
pathway [ 129 ]. Inhibition of several miRNAs (let-7d [ 130 ], miR21 [ 131 ], miR200 
[ 132 ], and miR17~92 [ 133 ]) has been shown to decrease the profi brotic phenotype 
of fi broblasts from patients with IPF, as well as in the murine bleomycin model of 
pulmonary fi brosis. 

 Interestingly, maternally imprinted miR154 has been shown to be upregulated in 
pulmonary fi brosis, thought to suggest a reversion to the fetal lung phenotype, a 
common theme in the IPF literature [ 134 ]. While, again, almost no studies have 
explicitly studied the role of miRNA in gender related to IPF  pathogenesis  , there is 
a small body of literature that links gender and  miRNA   regulation. One such study 
showed that in addition to noncoding RNA regulation by age, gender was shown to 
infl uence a number of miRNA, both production and activity, in human platelets. 
While there was no immediate or specifi c therapy offered by the report, it does 
stress the importance of sex consideration in future studies that examine microRNA 
and the link to IPF [ 135 ].  

    Epigenetics      

 Noncoding RNA can be placed in a larger category of epigenetic marks that repre-
sent heritable changes that have no effect on sequence of DNA, yet play a crucial 
role in genetic expression, infl uenced by aging, diet, and—importantly—environ-
ment. Other examples of epigenetic regulation include DNA methylation (hyper- or 
hypo-) and modifi cation of histone tails [ 136 ]. 

 The regulatory nature of epigenetic phenomenon in IPF is relatively novel. A 
recently published early DNA methylation study convincingly displays evidence 
that large numbers of CpG motifs (targets for methylation) are differentially meth-
ylated in lung samples from patients with IPF versus normal controls [ 137 ,  138 ]. 
Increased physical activity in women has been linked to a decrease in hypomethyl-
ation of several anti-infl ammatory genes, resulting in increased suppression of the 
resulting baseline infl ammatory milieu [ 139 ]. This applies mainly to the concept of 
aging, of which fi brosis is often an accompanying  complication     .  

    Sex Hormones   

 Despite strong epidemiological evidence of gender trends in the prevalence of IPF, 
showing a male predilection and a worse overall prognosis of those men versus age- 
matched women, there is little data regarding the role of traditional sex hormones in 
 IPF development of progression  . One study, in particular, examines the sex-specifi c 
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genetic expression patterns by disease severity in ex vivo lung tissue samples [ 140 ]. 
There was no change in typical sex hormones, androgens and associated estrogens 
or progresterone. Only two genes, CH3L1 and MMP7, showed an interaction 
between sex and IPF severity, with men having worse prognosis associated with 
up- regulation of these two genes. Interestingly, MMP7 is known to be involved in 
ECM degradation and wound healing, providing a plausible link to other proposed 
mechanisms of IPF development, discussed previously [ 141 ]. 

 Finally, one other study examined the role of  dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA)   
as a potential mechanism in the development of IPF [ 142 ]. DHEA is an endogenous 
steroid hormone that functions as a biologic intermediate for several androgens and 
estrogen sex hormones. The study showed that DHEA supplementation caused a 
decrease in TGF-β1-induced collagen production, as well as fi broblast to myofi bro-
blast differentiation. Thus, DHEA supplementation, facilitating an increase in pre-
dominantly estrogen intermediate sex hormones had an inverse relationship to 
profi brotic mediators and pulmonary fi brosis. Given the importance of sex hor-
mones to other lung diseases, especially pulmonary hypertension, this fi nding would 
appear to be a reasonable base for further exploration, defi ning the link between IPF 
and gender, protective or  othe   rwise  .    

    Part II. Environment 

     Tobacco Smoke   

   Epidemiology  of   Tobacco Use in Women 

 Thus, a large number of endogenous factors have a known and potentially enormous 
effect on the development of IPF in women, as well as men. However this is not the 
only infl uence on disease pathogenesis. For the remainder of this chapter, focus will 
be shifted from the effect of host factors in the development of IPF, to the infl uence 
of environment on disease pathogenesis. According to the most recent Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention survey collected in 2012, over 42 million people 
currently smoke tobacco-related products in the United States alone, accounting for 
greater than 18 % of adults greater than 18 years of age (  www.cdc.gov/tobacco    ). 
Though overall prevalence has decreased from 2005 (20.9 % of adults at that time), 
tobacco-related death is estimated to account for over 400,000 deaths per year, or 
more than one out of every fi ve recorded deaths (  http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/
index2014.html    ). While men continue to be more likely to smoke than women (20.5 
% versus 15.8 % of polled Americans), there is evidence that women are increasing 
their tobacco consumption worldwide, with an increase to 20 % of all women esti-
mated by 2025 (approximately 530 million women) (  http://www.cdc.gov/brfss/
annual_data/annual_2013.html    ). Most alarming is that despite inroads being made 
in anti-tobacco efforts in adolescent boys, there is a plateau seen in young women 
from 2005 to 2012, with evidence for increased use of cigarettes as casual smokers 
and an increased designation as a current daily smoker (18 % of girls versus 12 % 
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of boys) (  http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/nhsr.htm    ). This is evidenced by an 
increased use of smoking on at least 20 days of the month (8 %, versus 6 % of young 
men). This trend is especially sustained in women with low income, represented by 
a minority group, and those who have a lower level of  education  .  

   Tobacco Use  and IPF   

 Though the exact nature of the relationship between tobacco smoke and IPF is con-
troversial, cigarette use is a known and validated risk factor for development and 
progression of IPF, with a near linear relationship described between amount of 
lifetime tobacco smoke exposure and decreased survival after diagnosis of IPF 
[ 143 ]. This increase in mortality is especially true as related to the relatively novel 
recognized entity of combined pulmonary fi brosis and emphysema (CPFE), which 
has an even worse prognosis than that described with isolated interstitial lung dis-
ease (less than 20 % survival at 2 years), and a four to fi ve-fold increase in develop-
ing co-morbid pulmonary hypertension associated with chronic lung disease [ 144 ]. 
While the majority of patients with CPFE represented in the literature have been 
elderly men, there is an increasing incidence of women noted. 

 Familial and idiopathic IPF are  known   to have increased prevalence among ever- 
smokers, as evidenced by a study that showed an increase in disease development 
from 34.1 % to 67.3 % ( p  < 0.0001) with history of smoking [ 96 ]. However, it is 
worth noting that this estimate is at odds with data from an older study that showed 
better prognosis in patients diagnosed with IPF who were current smokers [ 145 ], 
though the article notes that the effect may have been infl uenced by smokers seek-
ing earlier medical care than non-smokers. The latter point was supported by another 
study that showed better survival in non-smokers, with a noted “healthy smoker 
effect” (selection and survival bias intrinsic to previous trials study designs) leading 
to appearance of improved survival in smokers [ 146 ]. 

 There exist biologically plausible mechanisms by which tobacco smoke may 
infl uence the development of IPF, strengthening the above correlations. The most 
thoroughly described mechanism involves cigarette-smoke induced oxidative stress 
that impairs the function of histone deacetylase (HDAC)-2 activity, contributing to 
post-translational modifi cation of infl ammatory gene regulators, leading to an 
increase in the chronic infl ammatory state, and eventual fi brosis [ 147 – 149 ]. This 
line of research, and thus dedicated therapeutics targeting the described pathways, 
are still in their infancy. Thus, tobacco cessation remains the most heavily recom-
mended treatment and prevention  strategy  .  

    Sociocultural Infl uence   on Tobacco Use 

 There exist many hurdles to tobacco cessation that are unique to women. A major 
concern documented since the latter days of the women’s liberation movement has 
been the increased use of tobacco amongst women [ 150 ]. A concern from the late 
1960s forward was that the appropriate equalization of rights between men and 
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women in the work place and beyond would have an untoward side effect of equal-
izing use of products such as alcohol and cigarettes [ 151 ]. Advertising companies 
recognized this trend early, utilizing magazine and television advertisements to 
equate cigarette smoking with social attractiveness and stressing the utility of smok-
ing to maintain low weight to female viewers [ 152 ]. This trend occurred in tandem 
with the pervasive thought that cigarette use represented a wholesome/healthy out-
door activity and was a status symbol representing increased free time and media 
exposure [ 153 ]. Television and print ads also began to successfully target house-
holds in a lower socioeconomic class, with an increase in tobacco use noted in such 
households since the early 1990s [ 154 ]. Such exposure focused on the notion of 
cigarette use for young women as liberating, sophisticated, attractive, glamorous 
and – importantly – slim [ 155 ]. However, there was also an elegant campaign 
directed at older women as well, focusing on the pleasurable aspects of cigarette 
use, stressing tobacco’s role in relaxation from day-to-day responsibilities and  bur-
dens   [ 156 ].  

    Biologic Infl uence   on Tobacco Use 

 Beyond sociologic infl uences on a woman’s hindrance to tobacco cessation, there 
exist biologic mechanisms that have been hypothesized to infl uence continued ciga-
rette use. In its simplest form, the menstrual cycle itself has been found to infl uence 
smoking behavior [ 157 ], with an association found between the luteal phase of 
menstruation and increased craving for tobacco, ultimately, cigarette use [ 158 ]. In 
previously published survey data, women described a greater relief of “negative 
feelings” associated with the intake of nicotine, though subsequent studies have 
shown this correlation to be weak or nonexistent [ 159 ]. However, at least one study 
demonstrated that progesterone treatment in the early follicular phase of the men-
strual cycle can attenuate cravings, and aid in tobacco cessation attempts [ 160 ]. 

 From a similar pharmacologic standpoint, estrogen has also been shown to have 
an effect on cigarette smoking behavior. Estrogen supplementation, either through 
an oral contraceptive pill or pregnancy, may act as a non-competitive nicotine recep-
tor antagonist leading to an alteration in nicotine pharmacokinetics, rendering a 
decrease in nicotine “effectiveness” and a need to smoke more cigarettes to achieve 
the same neuropsychological effects [ 161 – 163 ]. This phenomenon has been dem-
onstrated in a rat model of tobacco use, where the female animal was more likely to 
self-administer nicotine during the estrogen peak of the estrous cycle [ 164 ]. 

 The effect of progesterone and estrogen on addiction may partially explain why 
women require a shorter duration of exposure to nicotine in tobacco smoke in order 
to become addicted [ 165 ], though some of this effect may be due to susceptibility to 
external cues. The consideration of the effect of psychological disease similarly 
must be considered—patients with untreated depression and anxiety, of which 
women make up a majority, have increased use of tobacco products compared to 
treated control  patients   [ 166 ].   
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    Environmental Risk Factors 

    Occupational Exposure      

 While metal, silica, and wood dust are consistently identifi ed environmental risk 
factors for development of IPF in jobs historically conducted solely by men (ship-
building, car manufacturing and furniture building) [ 167 ,  168 ], women do have 
independent known exposures that contribute to development and progression of 
pulmonary fi brosis. For example, in one study, women who practiced the profession 
of hairdressing were noted to have an increased odds ratio of development of IPF 
(3.6, 95 % CI 0.9–13.9), presumably secondary to exposure to noxious inhalants 
[ 169 ]. In addition, rural work exposure to vegetable and animal dust is noted to be 
a risk factor for development of pulmonary fi brosis in women, greater than men 
[ 170 ]. Importantly, this domiciliary exposure also extends to wood fi re exposure, 
even in developed countries [ 171 ].  

    Biomass Fuel      

 The vast majority of wood, or biomass, fuel exposure in women occurs globally, 
where it remains the most commonly used means of cooking and preparing food 
[ 172 ,  173 ]. Though some would argue that the lung disease that develops in response 
to this exposure is independent from a diagnosis of IPF—most categorizing the ill-
ness as a pneumoconiosis or hypersensitivity pneumonitis—the risk factor can 
cause a progressive chronic lung disease marked respiratory failure and develop-
ment of cor pulmonale, at least similar to IPF [ 174 ,  175 ]. While the disease has been 
alternately referred to within the past several years as “hut lung” (a mixed-dust 
pneumoconiosis) in the literature [ 176 ], there exists reasonable evidence from stud-
ies that the exploration of occupational exposures, such as biomass fuel and food 
preparation remains a problem even outside of rural and underdeveloped areas. 
However, there is controversy regarding the occupational distribution that begs for 
larger and longer duration observational  trials         [ 177 ].    

    Conclusion 

 The role of gender in IPF therefore appears to protect against the development of 
disease in women. However, the pathogenesis of IPF involves a complex interplay 
between the environment and host, one that may ultimately see an equalization of 
men and women with disease, especially with rising rates of women that smoke 
tobacco. This is further complicated by the fact that over the years, many female 
patients who would have been previously diagnosed with IPF have been re-classi-
fi ed as having ILD associated with autoimmune disease and CTD. This diagnostic 
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bias may also play a role in the previously held belief that women responded to 
therapy for IPF better than their male counterparts, as many of these patients likely 
had an underlying CTD that was responsive to immunosuppressive therapy for their 
“IPF”. 

 In the most recent epidemiologic studies, IPF does seem to occur in women at a 
lower rate than men, and exploration of potential causes for this fi nding are impor-
tant for both prognostic reasons, as well as hypothesis-generating concepts for future 
potential therapies. Potential areas of future research include not only mechanistic 
pathways involving basic molecular biology targets, but also epigenetic contribu-
tions to IPF that deal with differential DNA methylation or noncoding RNA. None 
of these studies would obviate the need for further research into tempering addiction 
to cigarette smoke exposure, or legislation to regulate air quality control, both neces-
sary to decrease all manner of lung diseases. To that end, future research should also 
focus on defi ning specifi c phenotypes of women with IPF, examining cohorts for 
common comorbidities—such as concurrent or associated pulmonary hypertension, 
for example—in an effort to better classify and study these groups of illnesses. It is 
with this improvement in classifi cation, either in men or women that we can begin 
to make inroads into treating fatal lung diseases, such as IPF.     
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    Abstract     Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths for both men and women 
in the United States. Lung cancer exceeded breast cancer as the primary cause of female 
cancer deaths in 1987 and now kills more women than the next two most common can-
cers in females (breast and colorectal) combined. The rate of lung cancer diagnoses for 
men has declined in the last 30 years; however, lung cancer incidence has risen for 
women. Whether or not women have an increased risk of lung cancer remains contro-
versial. There is, however, no debate to the fact that the biology of lung cancer differs 
between the sexes. Here we review the explanations for the observed sex differences in 
lung cancer presentation, including disparities in clinical characteristics, genetic factors 
and hormonal infl uences, as well as variations in incidence rates, outcomes, and thera-
peutic response. Finally, the current status and future implications for pharmacological 
blockade of the estrogen pathway for lung cancer treatment are discussed.  

  Keywords     Lung cancer   •   NSCLC   •   SCLC   •   Estrogen   •   Hormones   •   Aromatase   • 
  Estrogen receptor   •   EGFR   •   ALK   •   HPV   •   Anti-estrogen   •   Aromatase inhibitor
   •   Tobacco   •   Never-smoking lung cancer  

  Abbreviations 

   AC    Adenocarcinoma   
  AI    Aromatase inhibitor   
  AI    Aromatase inhibitor, ER, estrogen receptor   
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  ALK    Anaplastic lymphoma kinase   
  CBR    Clinical benefi t rate   
  CYP1A1    Cytochrome P450 1A1   
  DRC    DNA repair capacity   
  EGFR    Epidermal growth factor receptor    
  ER    Estrogen Receptor   
  GRPR    Gastrin-releasing peptide receptor   
  GSTM1    Glutathione S-transferase M1   
  HPV    Human papillomavirus   
  IGFR-1    Insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor   
  NSCLC    Non-small cell lung cancer   
  PFS    Progression-free survival   
  PR    Partial response   
  RR    Response rate   
  SCC    Squamous cell carcinoma   
  SCLC    Small cell lung cancer   
  SERM    Selective estrogen receptor modulator   
  TKI    Tyrosine kinase inhibitor   
  VEGFR    Vascular endothelial growth factor receptor   

          Lung Cancer and Smoking Incidence among Males 
and Females 

 Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death in the  United States   and worldwide. 
In 2014, an estimated 224,210 new cases will be diagnosed and 159,260 deaths will 
occur in the United States alone. Almost half of these cases (108,210) and deaths 
(72,330) will occur in women, making lung cancer the second leading cause of 
cancer in women and by far the leading cause of cancer death in women. Each year, 
lung cancer kills more women than the next two most common causes (breast and 
colorectal cancer) of cancer death combined. Furthermore, the lifetime risk of 
developing a lung cancer is 1/16 for women compared to a lifetime risk of 1/13 for 
men [ 1 ]. Although not the only cause of lung cancer, the vast majority of lung can-
cers are due to cigarette smoking in both men and women. 

 Approximately 90 % of lung cancer deaths in men and 80 % of lung cancer 
deaths in women have been linked to tobacco use [ 2 ]. Currently, the Center for 
Disease Control estimates that 42.1 million people or 18.1 % of the US adult popu-
lation are current smokers [ 3 ].  Cigarette smoking   remains more common among 
men (20.5 %) than women (15.8 %). This current prevalence of female smoking is 
a product of a dramatic cultural shift in the social acceptance of female smoking 
during the last century. Prior to the Second World War and the entry of a large num-
ber of women into the workforce, only a small percentage of women smoked; 
 however, this percentage peaked in 1965 at 33 %. The level of smoking in women 
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remained elevated until the late 1970s and started slowing declining in the 1980s 
[ 4 ]. In contrast, although greater than half of American males smoked prior to 1965, 
the prevalence of male smoking signifi cantly decreased during the next two decades. 
These  epidemiological trends   are refl ected in the sharp increase in female lung can-
cer deaths between 1965 and 1995 compared to all other cancer types and the con-
tinued plateau into this century with only a recent decline in deaths ([ 1 ] and Fig. 
 7.1    ). In comparison, the incidence of male lung cancer deaths peaked in the 1980s 
and has declined signifi cantly since 1990. Recent studies have further examined the 
large increase in lung cancer deaths and one study in particular which examined 
deaths from lung cancer over a 50-year period (1959–2010) demonstrated a 16.8- 
fold increase in lung cancer deaths in women [ 5 ]. Remarkably, half of these deaths 
occurred in the last 20 years. Importantly, they found that in a contemporary cohort 
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  Fig. 7.1    Trends  i  n death rates overall and for selected sites by sex, United States, 1930–2010. 
(Reprinted with permission from Siegel et al. [ 1 ])       
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that the risk of death from lung cancer in current smokers was essentially the same 
in men and women compared to those who never smoked.

   Although the risk of death from lung cancer in current smokers appears to be 
similar in men and women, several early studies suggested that women may be 
more susceptible to  tobacco carcinogens   [ 6 – 12 ]. Further supporting this hypothesis, 
several studies have found higher levels of tobacco carcinogen induced DNA 
adducts in lung tumors from women smokers in comparison to male smokers despite 
lower levels of cigarette exposures [ 13 – 15 ]. Despite this biologic evidence and 
early case–control studies which suggested an increased susceptibility in female 
smokers to tobacco carcinogens, several other studies have failed to demonstrate an 
excess risk for women [ 16 – 21 ]. Therefore, the hypothesis that female smokers are 
more susceptible to carcinogenic effects of smoking remains controversial.  

     Sex Differences   in Lung Cancer Presentation 

     Age and Histology   

 Although the role of sex in lung cancer risk is unclear, a substantial body of litera-
ture exists to support the notion that the epidemiology and biology of lung cancer is 
distinct between the sexes including age, histology, smoking changes, molecular 
alterations, and the possible role of viral infection (Fig.  7.2 ). A series of large stud-
ies have found that women are diagnosed with lung cancer at an earlier age than 
men including a large Polish study which included over 20,000 lung cancer patients 
(age 60.02 versus age 62.18 years;  p  value <0.001) and a signifi cantly higher per-
centage of women compared to men were diagnosed under the age of 50 [ 22 ]. 
Although adenocarcinoma (AC) of the lung is the most common non-small cell lung 
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cancer (NSCLC) histology in both men and women, AC is more common in women 
(41.4 %) than men (34.1 %) [ 22 – 24 ]. Conversely squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) 
is more common in men [ 25 ]. This difference in histology is attributed at least in 
part to the differences in tar content and fi lters in the cigarettes smoked by men and 
women which lead to more central (associated with SCC) or peripheral inhalation 
of cigarette smoke (associated with AC)    [ 26 ,  27 ].

        Never-Smoking Status   

 Although smoking is the causative factor in the majority of lung cancers, between 
16,000 and 24,000 never smokers die of lung cancer each year [ 28 ]. Interestingly, 
the vast majority (70–80 %) of these patients are women [ 29 ]. In the United States, 
approximately 15 % of women compared to 2 % men with lung cancer are never 
smokers and these numbers rise sharply in Asian populations (reviewed in [ 30 ]). A 
study by Wakelee et al. which examined six large, prospective cohort studies found 
that the age-adjusted incidence of lung cancer was signifi cantly higher in female 
versus male never smokers [ 31 ]. Remarkably, the death rate from never-smoking 
lung cancer is 25 % higher in men compared to women suggesting a distinct biology 
based on sex [ 32 ]. In addition to the differences noted above, distinct molecular 
alterations including targetable and untargetable oncogene drivers are more com-
mon in female  lung cancer patients  .  

    Molecular Alterations:  Oncogenic Drivers and Tumor 
Suppressors   

 Over the last decade, much of the progress that has been made in lung cancer ther-
apy has come from the recognition that lung cancer, especially lung cancer in never 
smokers, is driven by oncogenic drivers which in some cases can be potently tar-
geted.  Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor  ( EGFR ) mutant lung cancer was the fi rst 
oncogene driver-dependent lung cancer to be targeted successfully in the clinic. 
Mutations in  EGFR  occur in 21 % of metastatic AC of the lung and predict a 70 % 
response rate to EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) [ 33 ]. Shortly after the dis-
covery of   EGFR  mutations   in 2004 [ 34 – 36 ], it quickly became apparent that  EGFR  
mutations were more common in AC of the lung, women (22.3 %) compared to men 
(15.1 %), and never smokers compared to ever smokers [ 37 ,  38 ]. As these mutations 
are predictive for response to EGFR TKIs, this may in part explain the increased 
survival advantage of women with lung cancer. The second most frequent observed 
targetable oncogene driver in AC of the lung is the anaplastic lymphoma kinase 
( ALK  ). Translocations involving the  ALK  gene result in a constitutively active 
fusion protein and are found in 8 % of lung ACs [ 33 ]. Similar to  EGFR  mutant dis-
ease, ALK TKIs result in a 70 % response rate in  ALK  translocation positive lung 
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cancer [ 39 ,  40 ].  ALK  translocations are also more common in AC of the lung, never 
smokers, and younger patients and until recently were thought to be more common 
in men [ 41 ]. However, a recent large meta-analysis of 17 studies and 4511 NSCLC 
cases has suggested that  ALK  translocations are more frequent in women than men 
[ 42 ]. A second larger meta-analysis in 1178  ALK  rearranged cases from 20,541 
NSCLC patients also found that  ALK  translocations were more frequent in women 
than men but only in Asian women [ 43 ]. Interestingly, the investigators found that 
in Caucasian populations, men were more likely to have  ALK  fusions than women. 
Regardless of ethnicity, there is clearly a signifi cant difference in frequency of ALK 
translocations between men and women. Finally, the most frequent oncogene driver 
in AC of the lung, mutant  KRAS , also differs according to sex. KRAS mutations are 
found in 25 % of ACs and portend a poor prognosis in the metastatic setting and 
KRAS mutant NSCLC is currently untargetable [ 44 ].  KRAS mutations   were previ-
ously reported to be more common in women (26.2 %) compared to men (17.4 %) 
[ 45 ]. However, a more recent and larger study found that KRAS mutations were 
only slightly more common in women than men overall, but the frequency of dis-
tinct KRAS mutations was different in men and women. The smoking associated 
and most frequently observed KRAS G12C variant was signifi cantly more common 
in female smokers (43.7 %) versus male smokers (32.7 %) [ 38 ]. Interestingly, this 
higher frequency of the KRAS G12C allele occurred despite females having a lower 
pack-year smoking history and younger age, suggesting an increased susceptibility 
to acquire smoking-induced KRAS  mutations   [ 38 ]. 

 In addition to the signifi cant differences in the observed frequency of oncogenic 
driver mutations, a signifi cant difference in the frequency of mutations in the most 
common  tumor suppressor, p53  , has been observed between men and women. 
Several studies have demonstrated that smoking-related p53 mutations are more 
common in women versus men [ 13 ,  15 ,  46 ]. These fi ndings are speculated to be 
related to an increased susceptibility of tobacco carcinogen-induced DNA adducts 
which has been observed in female  smokers   [ 13 – 15 ].  

    Role of  HPV   in Female Lung Cancer 

 Several epidemiologic studies have suggested a potential role of HPV in lung 
tumorigenesis in never-smoking women [ 47 ,  48 ] and reviewed in [ 49 ]. Most 
recently, a large meta-analysis of nine studies with a total of 1094 lung cancer cases 
and 484 noncancer controls found that HPV infection in lung tissue was associated 
with lung cancer. Similar results were found in with “high-risk” HPV16 and HPV18 
positive cases. As previously reported, the association was stronger with SCC than AC 
of the lung [ 50 ]. Two potential mechanisms of HPV infection of the lung have been 
proposed. The fi rst route of transmission is through the primary infection of the female 
cervix followed by hematogenous transmission to the lung. Supporting this route of 
transmission is the fact that women with anogenital malignancies have a higher risk 
of lung cancer as compared to those without anogenital malignancies [ 51 ,  52 ]. 
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The second proposed route of transmission is through the high-risk sexual activity 
leading to infection of the oral cavity and subsequent transmission to the lungs. 
Although there is substantial evidence for the association between oral sex, HPV 
infection, and head and neck cancer, to date, little data exists to support the trans-
mission of oral HPV infection to the lung resulting in a subsequent lung cancer [ 49 ]. 
The role of HPV in lung cancer and its routes of transmissions remain an unan-
swered question which requires further  investigation  .   

    Sex as a Prognostic  Factor   in Lung Cancer Outcome 

 Female sex has been repeatedly demonstrated to be a favorable prognostic factor for 
lung cancer. Women display superior lung cancer survival rates independent of 
other factors such as stage, histology, treatment, and smoking status, even after tak-
ing into account sex-specifi c life expectancy [ 53 – 55 ]. Multiple studies have shown 
better overall survival rates in women with NSCLC following surgical resection 
[ 53 ,  56 – 63 ]. This trend has also been observed in female patients with small cell 
lung cancer (SCLC) [ 64 ,  65 ]. Although the causes of these differences are not well 
defi ned, the etiology behind these observations may be linked to genetic or molecu-
lar factors discussed in other sections of this chapter. Nakamura et al. recently con-
ducted a meta-analysis of 39 published studies on NSCLC survival differences 
between men and women which included 32,701 women and 54,099 men and 
reported that survival of women with NSCLC was signifi cantly better than that for 
men [ 66 ]. This survival advantage was signifi cant regardless of type of statistical 
analyses used, stage, histology, and smoking status. Biological behaviors, such as 
differential smoking habits between men and women, have been hypothesized to 
potentially affect such comparisons and thus a defi nitive conclusion about the prog-
nostic infl uence of sex cannot be made. However, the death rate in female never 
smokers with lung cancer is 25 % lower than male never smokers suggesting a dis-
tinct biology based on  sex   [ 32 ]. 

 Because  lung cancer prognosis   differs between males and females, the male/
female ratio has been compared to clinical treatment outcome for lung cancer. 
Several studies have suggested that sex may be considered not only a prognostic 
factor but a predictive factor as well. An improved benefi t from chemotherapy has 
been observed for women with SCLC compared to men in multiple studies [ 64 ,  67 , 
 68 ]. However, the data regarding an increased benefi t from chemotherapy in females 
with NSCLC have been confl icting with some studies showing no difference in 
response rates [ 69 ] while others demonstrating a survival benefi t for women [ 70 ]. In 
addition, women have been reported to experience greater toxicity from certain che-
motherapeutic drugs [ 67 ,  68 ]. However, the choice of chemotherapy is currently not 
infl uenced by patient’s sex based on the limited data and observed modest differ-
ences in chemotherapy effi cacy for lung cancer patients. 

 Targeted therapies also have shown differential sex outcomes, particularly for 
the EGFR TKIs, gefi tinib and erlotinib [ 71 – 73 ]. As mentioned previously, EGFR 
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mutations are more frequently observed in lung tumors from female patients and the 
presence of these mutations confers a response to EGFR TKIs which is thought to 
account for the observed female response benefi t [ 37 ,  38 ]. It is unknown whether 
there is a sex difference in response rate or overall survival in patients with  EGFR  
TKI sensitizing mutations. Interestingly, a recently published pooled analysis of the 
EGFR TKI, afatinib, versus chemotherapy in the fi rst-line setting in patients with 
advanced  EGFR  mutant demonstrated for the fi rst time an overall survival benefi t 
for an EGFR TKI. However, there was no difference in overall survival between 
men and women with  EGFR  mutations (exon 19 del or L858R), suggesting that 
there may not be a sex difference in terms of response or survival for EGFR mutant 
NSCLC patients [ 74 ]. Similarly, other targetable oncogenes such as ALK also dis-
play differential sex-specifi c alterations; however, improved response to ALK- 
targeted treatment in women has not been observed [ 75 ]. Vandetanib is a TKI with 
dual activity against both the VEGFR and EGFR pathways that failed to demon-
strate a survival improvement in NSCLC. However, a trend for greater benefi t in 
females was found in all treatment arms containing vandetanib across different tri-
als [ 76 ,  77 ]. Sex may also infl uence radiation treatment outcomes. A meta-analysis 
demonstrated that female sex is associated with better survival following radiation 
treatment for lung cancer with male mortality rates 1.23 times higher than the mor-
tality rate for women [ 78 ]. This was subsequently confi rmed in another study of 
Stage IIIB NSCLC patients treated with radiotherapy, with or without chemother-
apy [ 79 ]. The variation in response rates between men and women as observed with 
chemotherapeutic drugs, targeted TKIs, and radiotherapy is interesting but insuffi -
cient to allow the sex of the patient to guide therapeutic choices. All large trials in 
lung cancer should stratify patients according to sex, and as we move forward in an 
era of personalized medicine, understanding how lung cancer in men and women 
differs will be a critical factor in therapeutic  choice  .  

    Infl uence of Sex-Related Genetic Factors 

    Tobacco Carcinogen Metabolism 

 While a family history of lung cancer is an independent risk factor for lung cancer, 
 genetic factors   such as germline gene variants may play a role in the observed dif-
ferential lung cancer survival rates between men and women. Pro-carcinogenic 
tobacco smoke constituents require activation by phase I enzymes (encoded by the 
CYP family of genes) for conversion to highly reactive carcinogens. Conversely, the 
phase II enzymes, including the  glutathione  S -transferases  , are then responsible for 
detoxifying the activated forms of these polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The 
reactive carcinogens that are not detoxifi ed may bind DNA to form DNA adducts 
capable of inducing mutations and initiating the carcinogenesis. An appropriate bal-
ance between the phase I and phase II enzymes is necessary for optimum cellular 
protection from carcinogens.  Metabolic activity   of these enzymes can be altered by 
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genetic polymorphisms and numerous studies have been reported examining their 
association with lung cancer yielding variable results [ 80 ]. In addition, these genetic 
polymorphisms may have distinct phenotypic outcomes in men and women. 

 Among the carcinogen-metabolizing enzymes, the sex-specifi c roles of genetic 
polymorphism in cytochrome P450 1A1 (CYP1A1) and glutathione S-transferase 
M1 ( GSTM1  ) have been the most widely studied. Several studies have suggested 
that polymorphisms in these genes may help explain the signifi cantly higher level of 
pulmonary DNA adducts found in female lung cancer patients compared to men 
[ 13 – 15 ]. Female lung cancer patients with an isoleucine to valine substitution in 
exon 7 of the  CYP1A1  gene or a  GSTM1  null phenotype had an increased lung can-
cer risk compared to men with these variants [ 81 ,  82 ]. In addition, female lung 
cancer patients were more likely than male lung cancer patients to have both variant 
genotypes ( CYP1A1/GSTM1  null) and this combination resulted in an odds ratio of 
6.54 for women compared to only 2.36 for men, independent of age and smoking 
history [ 81 ]. Clearly, regulation of carcinogen-metabolizing genes expressed in the 
lung is impacted by sex-related factors. 

 Interestingly, the  CYP1A1  and  GSTM1  genes not only are key players in tobacco 
carcinogen metabolism pathways but also play a role in estrogen metabolism [ 83 ]. 
 Estrogen metabolism   to the highly oxidative catechol estrogens is a known cause of 
DNA damage. The association of polymorphisms in estrogen and tobacco metabo-
lism and DNA repair pathway genes was reported by Cote et al. [ 83 ,  84 ]. In this 
large population-based study, female smokers carrying at least two at-risk alleles 
had an increased risk of lung cancer compared to those without any of the risk 
alleles suggesting a complex interaction between altered estrogen biosynthesis, 
tobacco carcinogen metabolism, and the inability to repair DNA damage. Not only 
can estrogens act as substrates for the phase I enzymes and cause DNA damage by 
way of estrogen oxidation products, but estrogens can also stimulate lung tumor 
proliferation and cellular responses.  

    DNA Repair Capacity 

 Another possible explanation for the better survival outcome in women is the 
decreased DNA repair capacity (DRC) in women leading to lung cancers in females 
being more responsive to  platinum-based chemotherapies  . Supporting this explana-
tion, DNA repair machinery has been shown to be more defective in women, con-
tributing to the hypotheses that women are more susceptible to tobacco carcinogens 
and also more responsive to systemic chemotherapies.  Suboptimal   DRC has been 
linked to increased lung cancer risk and a lower  DRC   has been observed in younger 
female patients and in patients with a family history of lung cancer [ 85 ]. These fi nd-
ings were subsequently confi rmed in a larger case–control study where the mean 
DRC was signifi cantly lower in women compared to men [ 86 ]. This variation in DRC 
is most likely attributed to genetic variants in DNA repair genes and several sugges-
tive genetic determinants affecting the DRC phenotype have been identifi ed [ 87 ]. 
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Clearly, further characterization of the functional relevance and sex-specifi c 
 phenotypes of these genetic variations is warranted. 

 Recent studies have focused on identifi cation of associations between polymor-
phisms in carcinogen metabolism and DNA repair genes and the development of 
 EGFR  and other targetable gene mutations. It has been shown that the exon 19 
  EGFR  deletion   is associated with polymorphisms in a number of genes related to 
mutagen detoxifi cation as well as DNA repair in never-smoking lung adenocarcinoma 
patients [ 88 ]. Furthermore, the number of risk alleles in these genes correlated to 
an increase in the frequency of the  EGFR  exon 19 deletion, particularly in female 
lung adenocarcinoma patients.  

    Gastrin-Releasing Peptide Receptor 

 Another potential genetic factor that has been hypothesized to contribute to the 
increase of lung cancer in women is the  gastrin-releasing peptide receptor  ( GRPR ) 
gene. GRPR is activated through bombesin-like  peptides   to induce cell proliferation 
in bronchial epithelial cells which contributes to the lung carcinogenic process. 
Interestingly,  GRPR  is found on the X chromosome and is known to escape X inac-
tivation so that women have two actively transcribed alleles [ 89 ]. Shriver et al. 
reported that  GRPR  mRNA expression in bronchial tissue was associated with an 
increased risk of lung cancer in female never smokers compared to male never 
smokers in a study of 78 subjects [ 90 ]. However, in a more recent larger case–con-
trol study which included 331 subjects,  GRPR  was reported to be increased in nor-
mal bronchial epithelia in lung cancer cases compared to cancer-free controls and 
this association was most profound in never smokers or former smokers with similar 
risk to both sexes [ 91 ]. While   GRPR    overexpression in  normal epithelial mucosa   
appears to be a candidate risk factor for lung cancer with limited tobacco exposure, 
this genetic factor does not likely contribute to sex-related lung cancer biology as 
originally hypothesized.   

    Role of Estrogen in  Lung Cancer   Risk 

    Hormone Replacement Therapy and Lung Cancer Risk 

 The observations of  sex differences   in lung cancer presentation and survival suggest 
a role of estrogens in lung cancer. Support for a role for estrogens in lung cancer 
comes from several population studies which examined the use of hormone replace-
ment therapy ( HRT)   and risk of lung cancer incidence and death. The link between 
HRT use and increased lung cancer risk was fi rst suggested in the late 1980s in a 
small population-based case–control study of 672 women [ 92 ] followed by a larger 
population study of 23,244 women [ 93 ]. Additional evidence of an increase in lung 
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cancer risk in women using HRT was a small case–control study that demonstrated 
a positive interaction between HRT use, smoking, and lung cancer development 
[ 94 ]. Ganti et al. reported a signifi cant association with a shorter OS in lung cancer 
patients who received HRT around the time of  diagnosis   versus those who did not 
and the effect was most pronounced in women who smoked suggesting an interac-
tion between estrogen and tobacco carcinogens [ 95 ]. Several studies reported either 
no association between HRT use and increased lung cancer risk or a protective 
effect [ 96 – 102 ]. There are many possible explanations for the inconsistencies in 
these studies including the type of HRT used, duration of use, time of use relative to 
lung cancer diagnosis, or genetic variation in study populations. 

 Recent studies have examined specifi c HRT type including  combined estrogen 
plus progestin therapy versus estrogen   alone. A randomized double-blind placebo- 
controlled trial in over 16,000 postmenopausal women who either received estrogen 
plus progestin HRT or placebo for 5 years was conducted by the Women’s Health 
Initiative. In this study, a signifi cant negative effect on survival was observed for the 
HRT group with a trend toward in increased lung cancer diagnoses compared to the 
placebo group [ 103 ]. The combined hormone therapy signifi cantly increased mortal-
ity from NSCLC; however, there was no effect on deaths from SCLC ([ 103 ] and 
Fig.  7.3 ). In a separate study conducted by the same group, the use of estrogen alone 
did not increase lung cancer incidence or death in more than 10,000 postmenopausal 
women who were randomized to receive estrogen alone or placebo [ 104 ]. In the 
Vitamins and Lifestyle Study, a large prospective population-based cohort of 36,588 
peri- and postmenopausal women, combined estrogen plus progestin HRT use was 
associated with increased lung cancer risk that was duration dependent with the 
highest risk observed with 10 or more years of HRT use [ 105 ]. Although the associa-
tion of estrogen plus progestin with cancer death was not analyzed in this study, a 
positive association between combined HRT use and advanced stage disease was 
found. Estrogen use alone had no effect on lung cancer risk in this study. The  biologi-
cal mechanisms   responsible for this association are highly complex, most likely 
involving genetic and environmental interactions, and warrant further investigation.

  Fig. 7.3    Kaplan–Meier cumulative hazard for death from lung cancer by category, randomization 
group, and time in the trial. Hazard ratios ( HR ), 95 % confi dence interval ( CI ), and  P -values are 
from Cox proportional hazards regression models, stratifi ed by age and dietary modifi cation ran-
domization group. (Reprinted with permission from Chlebowski et al. [ 103 ]       
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        Anti-estrogens   Protect Against Lung Cancer Mortality 

 Further evidence for a role of estrogens in lung cancer is that anti-estrogen usage 
may infl uence survival in lung cancer patients. The association of lung cancer inci-
dence and mortality with anti-estrogen use was evaluated in 6655 women with 
breast cancer registered in the  Geneva Cancer Registry   [ 106 ]. This study reported 
a fi vefold lower lung cancer mortality in breast cancer patients who received anti- 
estrogen treatment compared to the expected mortality rate in the general popula-
tion while lung cancer incidence was not affected [ 106 ]. A separate retrospective 
population-based study using data from the  Canadian Manitoba Cancer Registry   
reported similar results [ 107 ]. In this study of 2320 women diagnosed with NSCLC, 
use of anti-estrogens both before and after lung cancer diagnosis was signifi cantly 
associated with a decrease in lung cancer mortality [ 107 ]. Early phase clinical tri-
als evaluating the use of anti-estrogen therapy for lung cancer treatment are dis-
cussed  below  .  

    Estrogen Receptors and Local Estrogen Synthesis in Lung 
Carcinomas 

 Estrogen receptors (ERs) mediate the biological  effects   of estrogen. The two main 
ER isoforms, ERα and ERβ, are encoded by separate genes and have differential 
tissue distribution and functions [ 108 ]. Increasing evidence demonstrates that these 
and other steroid hormone receptors are present and functional in many tissues out-
side of the reproductive system, including lung. In contrast to the predominant 
expression of ERα in breast cancer, ERβ is the predominant ER expressed in lung 
tumors from both males and females [ 98 ,  109 – 114 ]. Reported expression of ERα in 
lung tumors is highly variable but is generally expressed less frequently compared 
to ERβ [ 110 ,  111 ,  113 – 116 ]. Furthermore, comparison of ERα and ERβ selective 
agonists demonstrates that the biological effects are predominantly mediated by 
ERβ in the lung [ 117 ]. ER expression is localized to both  nuclear and cytoplasmic 
compartments   in lung tumors and is found in tumors from both male and female 
patients. Expression in both cellular locations is thought to be important because 
estrogen exerts its effects through both genomic and non-genomic mechanisms in 
the lung (Fig.  7.4 ; Reviewed in [ 118 ]). Genomic effects of estrogen include ligand-
dependent activation of nuclear ERs followed by modulation of estrogen- responsive 
genes including genes involved in cell proliferation. Non-genomic extranuclear 
estrogen signaling occurs through rapid activation of the EGFR and subsequent 
activation of the ERK and AKT downstream signaling pathways.

   While numerous studies have examined ER tumor expression status in relation 
to lung cancer survival, there is still not a clear consensus. Nuclear ERβ expression 
in lung tumors was found to be a positive prognostic indicator in some studies [ 111 –
 113 ,  115 ,  119 ]. In some reports, the prognostic signifi cance of ERβ was only 
observed in male patients [ 111 ,  115 ] or was limited to a subset of lung cancer 
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patients with  EGFR  mutations [ 119 ]. The discovery of sub-isoforms and distinct 
cellular  localizations   of both ERα and ERβ has further complicated our understand-
ing. Isoform specifi city was reported in a study which demonstrated that ERβ-1, 
but not ERβ-2, was related to poor prognosis of female early stage lung cancer 
patients [ 120 ]. Furthermore, cytoplasmic ERβ-1 expression was found to be a 
strong negative prognostic indicator for both males and female lung cancer patients 
[ 110 ]. Conversely, nuclear ERβ-1 was also linked to poor survival but only in the 
 metastatic setting [ 121 ]. Furthermore, high cytoplasmic expression of other ERβ 
isoforms, ERβ-2 and ERβ-5, was positively correlated with survival [ 122 ].  High 

  Fig. 7.4     Genomic and non-genomic   estrogen signaling in lung cancer. Nuclear ERs are activated in 
a ligand-dependent manner by E2 binding to nuclear ERs at estrogen-responsive elements or AP-1 
sites in the promoters of estrogen-regulated genes. Non-genomic estrogen action occurs through 
rapid activation of EGFR in the cell membrane, which occurs through activation of Src and MMP 
cleavage of the EGFR proligands to activate EGFR and the ERK and Akt downstream signaling 
pathways. Both of these mechanisms of estrogen action in lung cancer lead to cell proliferation and 
survival. Therapeutic approaches to target the estrogen signaling pathway include ( a ) inhibition of 
estrogen synthesis with aromatase inhibitors, such as anastrozole or exemestane; ( b ) downregula-
tion of ERs using antiestrogens such as fulvestrant; and ( c ) targeting growth factor pathways that are 
activated by estrogens with agents such as gefi tinib or erlotinib. These strategies can be used as 
single agents or in combination. (Reprinted with permission from Burns and Stabile [ 118 ])       
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ERβ-mediated bioactivity   in patient sera also predicted poor lung cancer survival; 
 however, isoform specifi city of this effect is not known [ 123 ]. ERβ has also been 
shown to localize to the mitochondria in lung cancer cells and a novel ligand- 
independent anti-apoptotic role of mitochondrial ERβ has been identifi ed [ 124 ]. 
The role of ERα in lung cancer outcome is also controversial with some reports 
demonstrating that ERα has no effect while others report a correlation of high 
expression with poor prognosis [ 110 ,  112 ,  113 ]. Standardization of immunohisto-
chemical procedures and criteria for positivity will be necessary to completely 
understand the role of ERs in lung cancer. 

 Lung cancer cells also have the ability to synthesize estrogen locally through the 
action of the  aromatase enzyme   which catalyzes the conversion of androgens to 
estrogen and β-estradiol [ 125 ,  126 ]. Several studies have suggested a role for intra-
tumoral estrogen synthesis in lung tumorigenesis.  Intratumoral estradiol levels   were 
positively correlated with aromatase expression as well as lung tumor size and 
estradiol concentrations were signifi cantly higher in lung tumor tissue compared to 
normal lung tissue from the same patient [ 125 ]. In a separate report, aromatase 
expression was higher in metastases than in the corresponding primary lung tumor 
[ 127 ]. Furthermore, in postmenopausal women with early stage lung cancer, high 
aromatase tumor expression predicted poor survival [ 128 ]. A high occurrence of 
co-expression of aromatase and ERβ has also been observed in lung tumors [ 129 ] 
and this co-expression was a strong negative lung cancer survival predictor in both 
men and women, especially strong in the postmenopausal female group [ 130 ]. In a 
separate study that included both women and men with all stages of lung cancer, 
aromatase expression was not predictive alone but was correlated with poor survival 
when combined with other hormonal markers including ERβ and progesterone 
receptor [ 110 ]. Interestingly, aromatase protein has been found to be localized to 
both the epithelial cells in lung tumors as well as in infi ltrating macrophages, sug-
gesting that release of estrogen might affect the microenvironment [ 131 ]. Other 
enzymes involved in intratumoral estrogen production and metabolism have also 
been investigated and 17β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 1 was identifi ed as 
negative prognostic indicator of lung cancer  surviva  l [ 132 ].   

    Targeting the Estrogen Pathway for Lung Cancer Therapy 

    Preclinical Rationale for Targeting the Estrogen Pathway 
in Lung Cancer 

 A series of observations have supported a role for estrogen receptor in lung cancer 
tumorigenesis both in vitro and in vivo. First, NSCLC proliferation is increased 
with estrogen treatment both in vitro [ 109 ,  133 ] as well as in  human NSCLC xeno-
grafts   [ 109 ], and in a genetically defi ned mouse model of lung adenocarcinoma 
[ 134 ]. Furthermore, pharmacologic inhibition of the estrogen pathway with either 
the anti-estrogen fulvestrant or aromatase inhibitors inhibited NSCLC tumor growth 
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in vitro and in human NSCLC xenograft models [ 109 ,  126 ,  127 ]. In addition, activity 
has also been observed with combination therapies targeting the estrogen pathway 
and other growth factor receptor pathways in cancer. 

 The estrogen receptor through primarily non-genomic mechanisms can posi-
tively regulate the EGFR, insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor ( IGFR-1  ), and 
v ascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR) signaling pathways in lung 
cancer (reviewed in [ 118 ] and Fig.  7.4    .). Several studies have demonstrated that 
EGFR TKIs can synergize with the anti-estrogen fulvestrant or aromatase inhibitors 
in vitro and in vivo [ 133 ,  135 – 138 ]. Furthermore, similar effi cacy was seen with the 
combination of fulvestrant with IGF-1 TKIs or the multitargeted VEGFR TKI, van-
detanib [ 127 ,  139 ,  140 ]. 

 In addition to the treatment studies above, the role of  anti-estrogen therapy   in 
lung cancer prevention has also been examined [ 131 ]. In a recent study, a tobacco 
carcinogen-induced animal model of lung cancer was utilized to address two critical 
questions. First, could the combination of the aromatase inhibitor, anastrozole, and 
anti-estrogen, fulvestrant, inhibit precancerous changes? Second, could this combi-
nation prevent progression of precancerous lesions to lung carcinoma? Although 
single-agent activity was observed with either agent, the combination was superior 
both in reducing precancerous lesions and in preventing progression. These pre-
clinical studies as well as the correlative and epidemiologic studies described above 
support a critical role for the estrogen signaling pathway in  lung tumorigenesis.   As 
such, targeting the estrogen signaling pathway may represent a novel and effective 
therapeutic strategy for lung cancer. Although the use of anti-estrogen therapy in 
lung cancer is novel, anti-estrogen therapy in cancer is not a new concept but rather 
a well-accepted standard of care in hormone positive breast cancer.  

    Clinical Trials of Anti-estrogen Therapy in Lung Cancer 

 The large clinical experience with anti-estrogens in breast cancer has served as a 
model for the current ongoing development in NSCLC. The use of anti-estrogen 
therapy in  hormone positive breast cancer   in both the adjuvant and metastatic set-
ting is standard of care and, since the late 1980s, has led to an almost 30 % decrease 
in breast cancer mortality rate [ 141 ,  142 ]. A number of studies over several decades 
have led to the development of several classes of anti-estrogens which are being 
tested in lung cancer (Fig.  7.4 .). The fi rst class of anti-estrogens, selective estrogen 
receptor modulators ( SERMs  ) such as tamoxifen, are used in both adjuvant and 
metastatic setting [ 141 ]. The second class of anti-estrogens, aromatase inhibitors, 
work through inhibition of the peripheral conversion of androgens to estrogen 
[ 143 ]. As such, use of AIs in the premenopausal setting without ovarian suppression 
is ineffective and likely detrimental. In addition to SERMs and AIs, fulvestrant 
represents a third class of anti-estrogen therapy which leads to the direct degrada-
tion of ER and is utilized in the second-line setting for advanced breast cancer. The 
use of this compound has increased significantly in recent years following 
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the recognition that it is much more clinically effi cacious at a higher dose than its 
original FDA-approved dose [ 144 ]. 

 The fi rst clinical trial examining the role of anti-estrogen therapy in lung cancer 
opened in 2004 and over the last decade the study of anti-estrogen therapy in lung 
cancer has evolved and expanded. To date, two early phase clinical trials NSCLC 
have been completed [ 145 ,  146 ] and several more are under way (NCT01556191, 
NCT01664754) or in the planning stages. Based on the preclinical data suggesting 
that dual inhibition of the estrogen and EGFR pathways led to increased effi cacy, 
these initial trials have looked at the combination of the anti-estrogen, fulvestrant, 
with the EGFR TKIs, gefi tinib or erlotinib, respectively. 

 Results of the fi rst  Phase I trial of anti  -estrogen therapy in lung cancer were pub-
lished in 2009 and demonstrated safety and potential effi cacy [ 146 ]. This trial tested 
the combination of fulvestrant and the EGFR TKI, gefi tinib, in postmenopausal 
women with advanced NSCLC regardless of histology or lines of therapy. Of the 20 
patients evaluated for response, the therapy was well tolerated and three partial 
responses (PRs) were observed (response rate of 15 %, 95 % CI: 5–36 %). However, 
one of these responses was found in a patient with a TKI sensitizing  EGFR  mutation 
which predicts for response to gefi tinib alone. The observed median progression- free 
survival (PFS) of 12 weeks, overall survival (OS) of 38.5 weeks, and estimated 
1-year OS of 41 % (95 % CI: 20–62 %) were encouraging given that this was a heav-
ily pretreated population. Furthermore, a preliminary biomarker analysis suggested 
that high ERβ nuclear staining may predict for increased survival (OS 65.5 weeks 
≥60 % ERβ nuclear IHC staining vs. 21 weeks if <60 % ERβ nuclear IHC staining) 
although these results did not reach statistical signifi cance in this small trial. 

 These promising results led to a follow-up trial examining at the combination of 
 erlotinib and fulvestrant vs. erlotinib   alone in the second-line advanced setting in a 
randomized Phase II study [ 145 ]. Two signifi cant changes were made to the drug 
combination in this trial. First, erlotinib replaced gefi tinib as the EGFR TKI since 
gefi tinib was no longer available in the United States and a clinically more effective 
dose of fulvestrant was used (500 mg vs. previous 250 mg dose in the Phase I). 
Patients with advanced NSCLC were randomized 2:1 to receive the combination of 
erlotinib and fulvestrant (E + F Arm) vs. EGFR TKI erlotinib alone (E Arm). A total 
of 100 patients were evaluated and the combination was well tolerated and adverse 
events well balanced between arms. In the intent to treat to population there was no 
signifi cant difference between the arms in RR, PFS, or OS, although there were 
trends toward improved RR (23.6 % vs. 14.8 %,  p  = 0.35) and OS (9.4 vs. 5.7 
months, HR 0.96 (0.6, 1.55)). Importantly, this trial was conducted in the era prior 
to routine molecular testing for  EGFR  TKI sensitizing mutations which predicts for 
a 70 % response to erlotinib alone. Therefore, a retrospective analysis was per-
formed on the 69 patients who had archival material for  EGFR  mutation testing and 
whose mutational status was successfully determined. As expected, this analysis 
confi rmed that   EGFR  mutations   strongly predicted for response in both arms, PFS 
and OS ( p  ≤ 0.0002 for each). Interestingly, in EGFR wild-type population ( n  = 52), 
three PRs were observed in the combination arm versus no responses with erlotinib 
alone. Furthermore, there was a statistically signifi cant improvement in clinical 
benefi t rate [CBR (RR + stable disease): 54.8 % vs. 8.3 %,  p  = 0.0056] in the  EGFR  
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wild-type population. In addition, trends toward improvement in PFS and OS were 
observed as well. Of note, a preplanned tumor and serum biomarker analysis is 
under way which will be critical to identify which if any NSCLC subtypes may 
benefi t from the combination. In the interim, the French thoracic intergroup has 
already begun accrual to a larger confi rmatory randomized phase II trial in women 
with advanced non-squamous lung cancer examining the combination of fulvestrant 
and an EGFR TKI (erlotinib or gefi tinib) vs. an EGFR TKI alone (erlotinib or gefi -
tinib) (NCT01556191). 

 Finally, trials looking at the aromatase inhibitors in combination with chemo-
therapy or as monotherapy are currently ongoing or being planned. In the fi rst-line 
metastatic setting, the combination of a standard platinum doublet in combination 
with exemestane is being examined (NCT01664754) [ 147 ]. In addition, phase II 
trials examining the role of  exemestane monotherapy   in both the adjuvant and 
second- line metastatic setting are currently in the planning stage (Burns and Stabile, 
personal communication).   

    Conclusions 

 While lung cancer remains the leading cause of cancer death for both men and 
women, there are emerging clear sex-specifi c distinctions in lung cancer presenta-
tion and biology. In addition, differences in lung cancer outcome and treatment 
responses have been observed between men and women. These differences are the 
result of highly complex interactions involving alterations in molecular, genetic, 
and hormonal factors. Both exogenous and endogenous estrogens play important 
roles in the biology and survival outcomes for lung cancer which has led to clinical 
testing of anti-estrogen therapy for this disease. Because tumors from both male and 
female lung cancer patients express ERs and aromatase and because estrogen may 
also be produced in infl ammatory cells, therapies targeting the estrogen pathway 
may potentially benefi t all patients, not just women. Sex should be considered as an 
important variable for future lung cancer studies and clinical trial design. Further 
studies to better understand the biological basis of these sex-specifi c differences in 
lung cancer pathogenesis are necessary.     
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    Chapter 8   
 Lymphangioleiomyomatosis                     

        Jeannette     Zinggeler Berg         and     Lisa     Young       

    Abstract     Lymphangioleiomyomatosis (LAM) is a rare progressive cystic lung 
disease that affects women almost exclusively, occurring in a sporadic form and in 
association with Tuberous Sclerosis Complex. remendous progress has been 
made in understanding the pathogenesis of this disorder, leading to advances in 
noninvasive diagnostic approaches, and a targeted therapy has now been FDA- 
approved for treatment of LAM (rapamycin). In LAM, progressive decline in lung 
function occurs as dysregulated smooth muscle-like cells (LAM cells) of uncertain 
origin infi ltrate the lung, disrupting lymphatics and leading to parenchymal destruc-
tion and cyst formation. LAM cells have constitutive activation of the mechanistic 
target of rapamycin (mTOR) due to sporadic or germline mutations in tuberous 
sclerosis genes (TSC1 or TSC2). Inhibition of mTOR by rapamycin suppresses 
disease progression as was demonstrated in the Multicenter International 
Lymphangioleimyomatosis Effi cacy of Sirolimus (MILES) trial.  In animal models 
of LAM and in vitro cellular studies, estrogen increases cell proliferation and 
migration. The reason for the marked gender discrepancy remains unknown, and at 
this time, hormone-modulating therapies remain largely unproven or insuffi ciently 
studied in patients with LAM.  
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         Clinical Presentation  

  IntroductionLymphangioleiomyomatosis (LAM) is a rare cystic lung disease with 
prevalence estimated at 2-5 per million women (Harknett, E. C., et al. QJM. 104.11 
(2011): 971-79; Johnson, S. R. and A. E. Tattersfi eld.  Am.J.Respir.Crit Care Med. 
160.2 (1999): 628-33). Defi nite or probable LAM causing pulmonary symptoms 
has been reported in only 4 men (Miyake, M., et al. Radiat.Med. 23.7 (2005): 
525-27;Schiavina, M., et al. Am.J.Respir.Crit Care Med. 176.1 (2007): 96-98; 
Aubry, M. C., et al. Am.J.Respir.Crit Care Med. 162.2 Pt 1 (2000): 749-52. Kim, 
N. R., et al. Pathol.Int. 53.4 (2003): 231-35). Dysregulated smooth muscle-like cells 
(LAM cells) of uncertain origin infi ltrate the lung causing lymphatic disruption and 
congestion, cyst formation, and parenchymal destruction.  The neoplastic pheno-
type of LAM cells occurs as a consequence of constitutive activation of the mecha-
nistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) due to loss of heterozygosity in the tuberous 
sclerosis genes (TSC1 or TSC2) (Henske, E. P. and F. X. McCormack. J.Clin.Invest 
122.11 (2012): 3807-16. The natural history of LAM is variable but signifi cant mor-
bidity and mortality occurs (Johnson, S. R. Eur.Respir.J. 27.5 (2006): 1056-65; Ryu, 
J. H., et al. Am.J.Respir.Crit Care Med. 173.1 (2006): 105-11). The mTOR inhibitor 
sirolimus (i.e. rapamycin) is an effective suppressive therapy for LAM, though 
LAM cells persist and lung function decline resumes if sirolimus is discontinued 
McCormack, F. X., et al. N.Engl.J.Med. 364.17 (2011): 1595-606. LAM should be 
considered in women who present with spontaneous pneumothorax, chylous pleural 
effusions, unexplained dyspnea, refractory asthma-type symptoms, or incidental 
radiologic fi ndings of multicystic lung disease. Other  clinical manifestations   can 
include hemoptysis, chyloptysis, chylous ascites, and chyluria. Among patients in 
The LAM Foundation registry,  pneumothorax   was reported by 66 % of respondents 
and 82 % had their fi rst pneumothorax prior to diagnosis  [ 1 ] .  Angiomyolipoma 
(AMLs)         may also be a presenting feature of LAM, coming to medical attention due 
to hematuria or retroperitoneal hemorrhage, or as an incidental radiologic fi nding. 
Several series report that delays in LAM diagnosis are common [ 1 – 3 ]. As discussed 
in more detail below, LAM is also a common pulmonary complication in women 
with Tuberous Sclerosis Complex ( TSC)        , a heritable tumor suppressor syndrome.  

    Approach to Diagnosis 

 Establishing a diagnosis of LAM can be achieved by a combination of clinical char-
acteristics, thin section computed tomography (CT) imaging, serum  vascular endo-
thelial growth factor-D (VEGF-D)      levels, and/or pathology (Fig.  8.1 )   . An appropriate 
index of clinical suspicion is required, as pulmonary symptoms and physiology will 
overlap those of more common respiratory disorders.  Pulmonary function tests   may 
be normal initially, followed by a variable rate in decline in forced vital capacity 
(FVC), forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1), and diffusion capacity of lung for 
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carbon monoxide (DLCO).  Obstructive physiology   with air-trapping may be present, 
or there may be a nonspecifi c or mixed ventilatory defect.

   Chest imaging is a critical early step in the diagnostic evaluation. While chest 
radiographs may appear normal, multiple thin-walled cysts are seen on chest CT 
imaging and typically are widely distributed [ 4 – 6 ]. Representative  CT images   for 
moderate and severe LAM are presented in Fig.  8.2 . LAM cysts vary in size from 
sub-cm to ~3 cm [ 6 ,  7 ]. An additional CT fi nding that aids in establishing a diagno-
sis is radiologic evidence for AMLs, often in the kidney [ 7 ]. Retroperitoneal or axial 

Clinical Suspicion
Women with spontaneous pneumothorax, chylothorax

or chylous ascites, dyspnea and imaging with
pulmonary cysts, renal angiomyolipoma,TSC

Thin Section Chest CT
Multiple widely distributed thin-walled cysts, absence
of inconsistent findings (e.g. ground glass opacities)

Transbronchial Biopsy

Surgical Lung Biopsy

Angiomyolipoma, or
TSC

LAM

LAM
> 800 pg/ml VEGF-D

LAM
Characteristic histology and

immunohistochemistry 

Serum VEGF-D

  Fig. 8.1    LAM diagnostic algorithm. An approach to diagnosis for women in whom LAM is sus-
pected is presented. Open lung biopsy is the historic gold standard, though it may not be necessary 
as outlined in the algorithm.  Serum VEGF-D   was approved as a clinical lab test and has been 
available since 2011       

  Fig. 8.2    Characteristic moderate and severe LAM  CT  . Numerous thin-walled cysts that are widely 
distributed are characteristic of LAM as seen in the CT images from LAM patients with moderate 
( a ) and severe ( b ) disease       
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 lymphadenopathy   may also be present, but this is a nonspecifi c fi nding. Ground 
glass opacities are not typical in the absence of pulmonary hemorrhage or signifi -
cant lymphatic congestion, and the presence of other non-cystic radiologic features 
should raise suspicion for alternative or additional etiologies of lung disease.

   As discussed further below, radiologic fi ndings of thin-walled lung cysts are con-
sidered suffi cient for a diagnosis of LAM in women with an established diagnosis 
of  TSC  , as clinical experience from surgical biopsies and lung explants in TSC 
patients has revealed characteristic LAM histopathology. Additionally, in TSC, a 
few or many small pulmonary nodules may be present, which commonly represent 
 multifocal micronodular pneumocyte hyperplasia (MMPH)         [ 8 ,  9 ] and therefore are 
typically followed conservatively in low-risk nonsmoking individuals. 

 Serum VEGF-D level is a diagnostic advance that can facilitate noninvasive 
diagnosis of LAM. This diagnostic test became available in a Clinical Laboratory 
Improvement Amendments (CLIA) certifi ed laboratory in 2011. VEGF- D   is a logi-
cal pathobiologic marker in LAM, as LAM cells produce VEGF-D [ 10 ], and 
VEGF-D is well known to promote lymphangiogenesis, a prominent feature in 
LAM [ 11 ,  12 ]. Seyama et al. fi rst reported serum VEGF-D levels that were three-
fold higher in LAM patients versus age-matched healthy volunteers [ 10 ]. This fi nd-
ing has been validated by other investigators worldwide. Serum VEGF-D levels are 
elevated in approximately 70 % of patients with LAM, but are not elevated in 
women with other  cystic lung diseases   including emphysema, pulmonary 
Langerhan’s cell histiocytosis, lymphoid interstitial pneumonia, Birt–Hogg–Dube 
syndrome, and follicular bronchiolitis [ 13 ]. When evaluated as a diagnostic test for 
LAM, serum VEGF-D greater than 800 pg/ml had a sensitivity of 73 % and a speci-
fi city of 100 % [ 13 ]. Importantly, in the compatible clinical and radiologic context, 
if  serum VEGF-D   is elevated above 800 pg/mL, a diagnosis of LAM is considered 
defi nite, thereby obviating the need for biopsy. 

 If the serum VEGF-D level is in the normal range, cytologic or tissue  diagnosis   
should be considered for diagnostic confi rmation, particularly if  sirolimus therapy   
is being considered. Prior to lung biopsy for tissue confi rmation, it is worthwhile to 
consider that LAM diagnosis may occasionally be confi rmed by cytology of pleural 
fl uid, ascites, or fi ne-needle aspirates or biopsy of lymph nodes [ 7 ], with reported 
yield ranging from 15 to 39 % [ 2 ]. 

 A lung biopsy for pathology can be obtained by bronchoscopy or by  video- 
assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS)        .  Transbronchial biopsy   has a reported yield 
of 60 % [ 14 ]. Pathologic fi ndings of LAM include foci of smooth muscle cell infi l-
tration of the lung parenchyma and lymphatics, and adjacent thin-walled cysts. 
LAM cells stain positively for α-smooth muscle actin and the melanogenesis path-
way enzyme HMB-45, which has high specifi city for LAM in this context [ 15 ,  16 ]. 
Histologic review by a pathologist with LAM expertise should be considered when 
there is clinical suspicion for LAM, as the morphology of LAM cells is sometimes 
confused for fi broblasts and only a minority of cells in a lesion are typically HMB- 
45 positive. Additional  immunohistochemical markers   include desmin and vimen-
tin [ 15 ], and expression of both estrogen and progesterone receptors has been 
reported [ 17 – 20 ].  
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    Differential Diagnosis 

 There are a number of other causes of  multicystic lung disease   that should be 
considered in the differential.  Tobacco-associated emphysema   is vastly more preva-
lent and may occasionally include imaging fi ndings of cysts, particularly when 
chronic bronchiolitis is present, often in an apical predominant distribution. 
 Pulmonary Langerhans Cell Histiocytosis   should also be considered when the 
patient is a smoker, and imaging has multiple sub-centimeter nodules, irregular 
thick-walled cysts, and costophrenic angle sparing of cystic changes [ 21 ]. 
 Lymphocytic interstitial pneumonitis   that is idiopathic or associated with immune 
dysfunction or connective tissue disease has varied radiographic appearance; a sero-
logic clue can be a polyclonal gammopathy in adults [ 22 ]. Αlpha-1-antitrypsin  defi -
ciency   can be diagnosed by assessing genotype and serum protein levels. Suspicion 
for connective tissue diseases including rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythe-
matosus, Sjogren’s, and myositis can be ascertained by history of rheumatologic 
symptoms, physical exam fi ndings, and serologies including rheumatoid antigen, 
anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide, anti-nuclear antibody, anti-Ro/SSA, anti-La/SSB, 
anti-Jo-1, and anti-synthetases.  Birt–Hogg–Dube (BHD) syndrome         is caused by 
mutations in the folliculin gene with autosomal-dominant inheritance. Features of 
BHD include multiple pulmonary cysts, pneumothorax, skin fi brofolliculomas, and 
renal cell carcinoma in about 30 % of patients [ 23 ,  24 ]. Multiple cystic changes can 
also occur following prior pulmonary infection and barotrauma, and have been 
reported in light chain deposition disease, hyperimmunoglobulin E syndrome, and 
recurrent papillomatosis [ 2 ].  

    LAM and TSC: Clinical Association 

  TSC   is an autosomal-dominant disorder with germline mutation in tuberous sclerosis 
genes, TSC1 or TSC2, that result in constitutive activation of the mTOR signaling 
pathway. The  phenotype of TSC   is multi-organ hamartomas including involvement 
of brain, skin, kidneys, and lungs. A subset of individuals with TSC have  seizures 
and developmental disability  . The diagnosis of TSC is not always apparent in 
women presenting with an LAM diagnosis, and therefore careful evaluation for 
TSC and genetic counseling are recommended [ 25 ]. 

 For women,  LAM   is recognized as a component of the genetic syndrome TSC, 
occurring in about 40–80 % of women with TSC [ 9 ,  26 ,  27 ]. In a large TSC clinic, 
the prevalence of lung cysts was 27 % in women under age 21 among 101 women 
with available CT scans [ 26 ]. There are some phenotypic differences between TSC1 
and TSC2 mutations, and TSC2 may confer greater susceptibility to develop LAM 
[ 27 ,  28 ]. While the natural history of LAM in women with TSC is variable, with 
some  individuals   remaining asymptomatic, some young patients do progress rap-
idly from minimal to severe lung disease [ 29 ]. There are limited data to inform the 
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approach to screening from LAM in females with TSC. Currently, the European 
Respiratory Society guidelines recommend chest CT imaging in female TSC 
patients at 18 and again at 30 years of age [ 7 ]. A 2013 publication by Krueger et al. 
for the  International Tuberous Sclerosis Consensus group   recommended clinical 
assessment and initial CT at age 18 years, with follow-up screening imaging every 
5–10 years in asymptomatic females [ 30 ]. 

 Recent studies indicate that mild pulmonary cystic changes are seen in some men 
with TSC, though almost all of these cases are asymptomatic. Adriaensen et al. 
reviewed available chest and abdominal CT studies from 206 TSC patients and found 
that 42 % of females and 13 % of males had pulmonary cysts [ 28 ]. Cysts were larger 
in women, and extensive cystic changes were 10 times more common in women than 
men. In a series from the Mayo clinic, lung cysts were seen in 38 % of men with TSC, 
though the extent of fi ndings was overall mild [ 31 ]. These data suggest that while TSC 
mutations are associated with  cystic lung disease  , there are marked gender differences 
in disease severity, with clinically signifi cant  lung   disease restricted to females.  

    Mechanisms of mTOR Signaling and  Dysregulation   
in TSC and LAM 

 Advances in the understanding of TSC  biology      have provided critical clues to LAM 
pathogenesis and treatment. Spontaneous or germline mutation of TSC is the major 
recognized underlying abnormality in the development of LAM. A landmark dis-
covery was the identifi cation of identical TSC2 mutations in DNA from LAM 
lesions in the lung and renal AMLs, but not in germline DNA in the blood of women 
with Sporadic LAM [ 32 ]. 

 TSC1 and TSC2 proteins form a complex that inhibits signaling through the 
mTORC1 complex of the mTOR signaling pathway, via activation of the GTPase- 
activating protein Rheb. Disruption of the TSC1/TSC2 complex leads to dysregu-
lated mTOR signaling, and specifi cally inappropriate increased signaling through 
mTORC1. Signaling through mTORC1 drives cell proliferation, and in fact, 
increased signaling through mTOR is a feature of several malignancies [ 33 ,  34 ]. 
Angiogenesis mediated by VEGF-A is regulated by TSC through mTOR signaling 
[ 35 ].  Sirolimus   ( rapamycin  ) is a mTOR  inhibitor      and in LAM it suppresses the aber-
rant increased signaling that results from TSC mutations.  

    Natural History and Prognosis 

 LAM progression is variable. A favorable  prognosis   is associated with older age at 
diagnosis and the presence of a renal AML, the latter for unclear reasons [ 36 ,  37 ]. 
Oprescu et al. reported an accelerated time to transplant or death among individuals 
presenting with dyspnea or cough, but no increased risk of death in association with 
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pneumothorax [ 37 ]. An obstructive pattern on pulmonary function tests and having 
a positive bronchodilator response portend of a worse prognosis [ 38 ,  39 ]. Morbidity 
includes recurrent pneumothorax, chylothorax, hemorrhage, hypoxemia, and pul-
monary arterial hypertension. Recurrent pneumothorax is common [ 40 ,  41 ]. Renal 
AMLs occur in approximately 30 % of patients with spontaneous LAM and up to 
75 % with TSC [ 26 ,  40 ]. Among women in the United States LAM registry, 31 % 
reported use of supplemental oxygen [ 37 ]. In this registry, the median age at death 
was 48 years and the most common cause of death was respiratory failure [ 37 ].  

    LAM Treatment 

 LAM treatment historically has focused on managing  complications   including 
pneumothorax and AMLs and providing symptomatic management and supportive 
therapy with bronchodilators and supplemental oxygen.  Pneumothorax   is frequently 
recurrent and therefore warrants secondary prevention. Pneumothorax recurrence 
occurred in 66 % of patients who had conservative management versus 27 % of 140 
LAM patients treated with chemical pleurodesis, and 32 % treated with surgery [ 1 ]. 
 Embolization   is an approach to prevent hemorrhage from AMLs with prominent 
feeding vessels [ 42 ]. 

 Management of LAM now includes focused  pharmacologic therapy  , as a 
disease- modifying therapy, sirolimus, was FDA approved for LAM in May 2015. 
The  Multicenter International Lymphangioleimyomatosis Effi cacy of Sirolimus 
(MILES)         trial resulted in a momentous shift in management of LAM. This inter-
national, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial showed that siroli-
mus stabilized lung function and improved metrics of functional performance and 
quality of life in women with moderate to severe lung disease (Table  8.1 ) [ 43 ]. 

   Table 8.1     MILES   trial summary a    

 Placebo  N  = 43  Sirolimus  N  = 46   p -value 

  Baseline:  
 TSC Syndrome,  N  (%)  8 (9)  4 (9)  1.00 
 Age  45  46  0.74 
 FEV1, L (% predicted)  1.38 (48)  1.36 (49)  0.66 
 FVC, L (% predicted)  2.79 (80)  2.91 (81)  0.57 
 DLCO (% predicted)  10.4 (44)  10.1 (43)  0.52 
  Change at 12 months:  
 ∆ FEV1, ml  −134  +19  <0.001 
 ∆ FVC, ml  −129  +97  0.001 
 DLCO  −0.62  −0.06  0.38 
 ∆ VEGF-D (pg/ml)  −15  −1032  0.001 

  The Multicenter International Lymphangioleimyomatosis Effi cacy of Sirolimus (MILES) trial 
demonstrated stabilization of lung function in women with LAM. Selected baseline participant 
characteristics and change in pulmonary function and VEGF-D at 12 months are presented 
  a Adapted from McCormack, et al. 2011, NEJM 364(17)  
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 Serum VEGF-D levels   decreased with sirolimus treatment, and patients with high 
baseline VEGF-D levels had incrementally greater change in pulmonary function 
in response to treatment [ 44 ]. Unfortunately, lung function decline resumes if 
patients discontinue sirolimus. While overall well tolerated, side effects of  sirolimus   
include leukopenia, increased risk of infections, hypertension, hypercholesterol-
emia, diarrhea, peripheral edema, proteinuria, oral ulcers, acne, and rare others. 
Ongoing questions include when in the disease course to start sirolimus, and 
whether lower dose treatment could achieve similar effi cacy with an improved 
safety profi le. The LAM Foundation has organized a network of LAM clinics to 
provide improved  multidisciplinary care for LAM patients and to collaborate in 
the development of data-driven practice guidelines.

    Lung transplantation   is an established option for women with severe pulmonary 
impairment due to LAM. Progressive decline in FEV1 and worsening dyspnea are 
reasons to consider an initial referral. Patients will need to maintain their functional 
status, i.e., walking, regardless of oxygen requirement to be eligible for transplant. 
The presence of a renal AML is not an exclusion factor. The risk of transplant 
morbidity and mortality must be weighed against risks of respiratory failure from 
LAM. Less than 10 % of women who receive transplants go on to have clinically 
signifi cant LAM recurrence. Mortality after transplant at 5 and 10 years is 67 % and 
47 %, respectively [ 45 ].  Sirolimus      has typically been stopped prior to transplanta-
tion due to concern that it may impair healing at the implant anastomosis. 
Complications that can occur following transplant in LAM patients include chylous 
pleural effusions, renal AML hemorrhage, and LAM recurrence [ 45 ,  46 ]. Chronic 
immunosuppression regimens typically include sirolimus.  

    Sex Hormones and LAM 

 The  gender disparity   of LAM is striking as susceptibility to LAM is almost entirely 
limited to women. Decades of clinical  observation   and research fi ndings implicate 
estrogen as having disease-modifying effects. LAM cells are known to express both 
 estrogen and progesterone receptors  . Higher estrogen states have been associated 
with progression of disease in some cases. However, defi nitive evidence is lacking 
regarding manipulating sex hormones as a therapeutic approach. 

 Reproductive hormones are suspected to affect  LAM   as clinical presentation 
occurs after puberty, accelerated progression is not infrequently observed during 
pregnancy, and menopause is associated with attenuated progression [ 36 ,  40 ,  47 ] 
The average age of symptom onset among LAM patients in the USA and the UK 
was 37 and 34 years of age, respectively, though this varies widely [ 36 ,  37 ,  40 ]. 
Decline in FEV1 was −170 ml/year versus −86 ml/year for premenopausal versus 
postmenopausal  women  , respectively [ 36 ]. During pregnancy, cases of pneumotho-
rax, chylothorax, AML hemorrhage, and precipitous decline in pulmonary function 
have been observed [ 47 – 50 ]. Pregnancy risks also include an increased risk of 
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premature births [ 47 ]. Overall women with LAM have fewer children than women 
without LAM for various reasons including the decision not to become pregnant 
[ 47 ,  51 ]. Despite circumstantial and anecdotal clinical experiences, limited high- 
quality evidence exists to guide clinical recommendations on this controversial 
topic. Careful clinical assessments and counseling, in the context of individual 
patient preferences, are recommended. 

 A number of studies have evaluated the effect of hormonal therapies though 
small sample sizes and observational study designs have limitations. Eliasson et al. 
reviewed 30 reported cases and interpreted that 7 of 9  patients   with oophorectomy 
+/− progesterone treatment and 4 of 8 patients on progesterone had “stabilization” 
of disease [ 52 ]. Oberstein et al. reported that women on  oral contraceptive pills 
(OCPs)         had an earlier onset of symptoms and were diagnosed at an earlier age (29 
vs. 33, respectively;  p  = 0.04) [ 53 ]. A prospective observational study of 275 patients 
showed no difference in the decline of lung function (FEV1, DLCO) over 4 years 
among the 139 patients who received progesterone [ 54 ]. Case series report disease 
exacerbation including worsening symptoms, pneumothorax, and decline in 
FEV1 in conjunction with tamoxifen treatment [ 55 ,  56 ]. Women treated with the 
 gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH)         analogue triptorelin ( n  = 11) experienced 
ongoing decline in FEV1 over a 3-year period that was similar or greater than 
declines reported in other observational studies [ 57 ]. A small trial of the aromatase 
inhibitor  letrozole   that suppresses estrogen synthesis peripherally was completed in 
2015 and is expected to report soon (NCT01353209). 

 Histologic studies and in vitro studies of LAM cells provide evidence that these 
cells respond to estrogen. In explanted lung tissue from LAM patients undergoing 
transplant, 20 of 20 tissues had LAM cells that were positive for estrogen and pro-
gesterone receptors by immunohistochemistry [ 18 ]. The LAM cell  staining   was 
also notable for a high PR to ER ratio whereas ER expression dominates in other 
estrogen-mediated neoplasms. A primary culture of LAM cells from an angiomyo-
lipoma with a proven TSC2 mutation had increased proliferation in response to 
estrogen and tamoxifen [ 58 ]. Estrogen infl uences interaction of LAM cells with the 
extracellular matrix.  TSC2-defi cient cells   treated with estrogen have increased inva-
sion in a collagen invasion chamber [ 17 ]. In TSC2-defi cient  cells  , estradiol increases 
metallomatrix protein 2 (MMP2) which is predicted to infl uence predilection for 
metastasis [ 17 ]. 

 While no animal model recapitulates the cystic lung disease phenotype of LAM, 
preclinical models have been reliable in assessing the effects of mTOR inhibition on 
tumor development in TSC-defi cient animals. Several models provide evidence that 
loss of tuberin, the protein product of TSC2, is associated with tumor development 
and that estrogen exposure promotes cell proliferation. One intriguing model is the 
Eker rat, which is heterozygous for a germline TSC2 mutation, and in addition to a 
predilection to develop renal tumors, the female animals develop  uterine leiomyo-
mas   [ 59 ,  60 ]. TSC2 loss of heterozygosity (LOH) and/or loss of tuberin protein 
occurs in these tumors [ 59 ]. There is a hormonal dependence: ovariectomy at 
4 months eliminates tumor development, and selective estrogen receptor modulators 
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(i.e., tamoxifen and raloxifene) decrease tumor growth. Further, using uterine 
leiomyoma  cells   from this tuberin-defi cient rat model (ELT3 cells), Finlay et al. 
demonstrated that tuberin interacts with ERα and that re-expressing tuberin in ELT3 
cells attenuated estrogen-induced proliferation [ 61 ]. 

  Xenograft models   have also been useful to study the role of estrogen on cell 
migration and invasion, tumor growth, and potential anti-tumor therapeutics. When 
ELT3 cells were injected into ovariectomized mice, estrogen treatment resulted in 
higher proliferative potential assessed by Ki-67 staining [ 62 ]. Additionally, mice 
treated with estrogen had a greater number of pulmonary metastases than the pla-
cebo control group. [ 62 ]. Estrogen upregulated signaling through the MEK/MAPK 
pathway and treatment with a MEK inhibitor completely eliminated the formation 
of pulmonary metastatic lesions while decreasing primary tumor size by a more 
modest 25 % [ 62 ]. Metabolomic profi ling of  ELT3 cells   treated with estrogen iden-
tifi ed increased glycolysis and pentose phosphate pathway intermediates [ 63 ]. In 
an ELT3 xenograft model, inhibition of the pentose phosphate pathway decreased 
estrogen-mediated colonization of ELT3 cells in the lung. Sun et al. also observed 
that in AML  cells   derived from LAM patients, estrogen increased glucose uptake 
in an AKT-dependent manner which was inhibited by Wortmannin and not the 
mTOR inhibitor rapamycin [ 63 ]. These preclinical studies have provided evidence 
of how estrogen may be important in LAM.  

    Additional Clinical Trials and Future Directions 

 There are many additional potential therapeutic targets in LAM. Strategies cur-
rently or recently under investigation include additional agents to inhibit mTOR, 
lymphangiogenesis inhibitors, drugs that affect metallomatrix proteins, and sex 
hormone modulating agents.  Doxycycline  , due to its activity as a metalloprotein-
ase inhibitor, was evaluated in a 2-year double-blind placebo-controlled trial 
( n  = 23) in which no effect was detected on pulmonary function tests (FVC, FEV1, 
DLCO), walk distance, or quality of life [ 64 ]. Sirolimus does not completely 
inhibit mTOR and therefore other inhibitors, including active site inhibitors, are 
being developed, as well as strategies to target both upstream and downstream of 
mTOR [ 65 – 67 ]. The mTOR inhibitor everolimus was evaluated for renal AML 
treatment in TSC or LAM patients in a double-blind, randomized, controlled trial 
( n  = 118), and the progression- free rate for AML was 92 % at 12 months [ 68 ]; this 
trial was discontinued due to superiority of everolimus to placebo. A phase 2 trial 
of  everolimus   focused on pulmonary endpoints has recently been completed 
(NCT01059318). 

 Additional clinical trials for LAM currently listed at clinicaltrials.gov include 
simvastatin with rapamycin (NCT02061397), rapamycin with hydroxychloroquine, 
an autophagy inhibitor (NCT01687179), and Saracatinib (NCT02116712).  
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    Summary 

 LAM is rare progressive lung disease that almost exclusively affects women, and 
women with TSC are a high-risk group that can benefi t from screening for 
LAM. Diagnosis can be made without lung biopsy in many patients based on clinical 
features, characteristic chest CT patterns, and serum VEGF-D levels. The major known 
driver of disease is inappropriate activation of mTOR that leads to the proliferation and 
metastasis of LAM cells causing multisystem disease including cystic lung disease, 
lymphatic disruption, and renal AML. While the mechanisms of sex hormones on dis-
ease have been diffi cult to elucidate, estrogens likely contribute to LAM cell survival 
and migration. Clinics specifi cally organized for LAM patients provide centers of 
expertise for management of complications, treatment guidance, and infrastructure 
for conducting research. The MILES trial demonstrated that mTOR inhibition stabi-
lized FEV1 and improved FVC in women with moderate to severe lung disease, but 
benefi t persists only while sirolimus is continued. Additional efforts are needed to 
understand the gender disparity of LAM, improve the approach to screening in 
women with TSC, and develop strategies for disease prevention and treatment.     
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    Chapter 9   
 Developmental Lung Disease                     

       Patricia     Silveyra     

    Abstract     The development of the male and female mature human lungs is a highly 
regulated process controlled by genetic, epigenetic, hormonal, and environmental 
factors. Depending on the stage of lung development these come into play, they may 
have a different effect in male and female lung health. Normal lung development 
and growth varies in males and females, and it is differentially affected by risk fac-
tors that can result in reduced lung function, and persistent physiological effects that 
can predispose individuals to lung disease. In this chapter, we discuss major sex 
differences identifi ed at the various stages of lung development, from embryonic to 
adult life, in terms of lung morphology, gene expression, hormonal regulation, epi-
genetic control, and the infl uence of environmental exposures.  
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  PDGF    Platelet-derived growth factor   
  RDS    Respiratory distress syndrome   
  Shh    Sonic hedgehog   
  TGFβ    Transforming growth factor beta   
  VEGF    Vascular-endothelial growth factor   
  Wnt    Wingless-related family   

          Introduction 

 A proper lung development is essential to provide adequate oxygenation of body 
tissues and maintain life [ 1 ].  Numerous factors  , including genetic, epigenetic, hor-
monal, and environmental, can affect the normal development of the male and 
female lungs. Even minor alterations in lung development can have marked lung 
health consequences that persist later in life. In this regard, population studies have 
shown that the magnitude of these consequences is different for  men and women  , 
and depending on the stage of lung development in which alterations occur [ 2 – 4 ]. 
For example, prenatal factors such as low gestational age and birth weight can 
signifi cantly predict the development of chronic respiratory insuffi ciency in pre-
term infants. 

 During the fetal period, male lung maturation is usually delayed in comparison 
to female maturation, and surfactant production appears later in the lungs of males 
[ 5 ,  6 ]. Consequently, male neonates are at increased risk of developing  respiratory 
distress syndrome (RDS)         and a higher risk of morbidity and mortality due to RDS 
compared with female neonates of the same gestational age [ 7 ,  8 ]. Furthermore, sex 
differences in overall neonatal survival and pulmonary outcomes have been 
described with a signifi cantly higher incidence in males versus females [ 9 ]. One 
example is the high incidence observed in males for the development of  broncho-
pulmonary dysplasia (BPD)        , a pulmonary pathology of the neonate for which RDS 
is not always an anterior event [ 10 ]. Differences in  gene expression  , particularly at 
the late developmental stages, have been shown to play signifi cant roles in these 
gender-associated health outcomes [ 2 ,  11 ,  12 ].  

    Normal Lung Development 

 The development of the human lung is divided into fi ve stages:  embryonic ,  pseudo-
glandular ,  canalicular ,  saccular , and  alveolar  (Fig.  9.1 ) [ 13 ]. Each stage is charac-
terized by specifi c cellular and structural events that are controlled by the expression 
of various genes [ 14 ,  15 ]. Numerous studies have documented  sex differences   in 
structural, mechanical, and functional aspects of lung development, as well as in 
hormonal levels and regulation throughout these stages [ 6 ,  16 ,  17 ]. These are sum-
marized in Table  9.1 .
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    The fi rst stage is the   embryonic ,   which spans from 3 to 6 weeks postconception. 
In this phase, the lung starts developing at around day 26 of gestation as a ventral 
outpouching of the foregut (Fig.  9.1 ). This ventral diverticulum (lung bud) will start 
forming the trachea and the two bronchial buds that will give rise to the left and 
right bronchi. The asymmetry of the main bronchi is already established at this 
stage: the left bud is smaller and directed laterally and the larger right bud is directed 
more caudally [ 18 ]. Toward the end of the embryonic stage, the bronchial buds 
undergo subsequent divisions, resulting in the precursor structures of the pulmonary 
lobes, three on the right and two on the left (Fig.  9.1 ), and a small pulmonary circu-
latory system starts developing [ 19 ,  20 ]. At this point, no sex differences are 
observed in lung development. 

 The embryonic stage is followed by the   pseudoglandular  stage   that extends from 
6 to 16 weeks of gestation and that is characterized by bronchial development and 
airway branching. In this stage, the  bronchial tree   is developed up to the terminal 
bronchiole, and the respiratory parenchyma and respiratory ducts are formed, 
together with a primitive pulmonary circulatory system [ 21 ,  22 ]. Lung epithelial 
cells begin to differentiate into precursors for bronchial smooth muscle, cartilage, 
and submucosal glands in a process highly dependent on epithelial and mesenchy-
mal interactions [ 21 ,  23 ]. The bronchial tree is initially coated by a cubic epithe-
lium, which is the precursor of the ciliated epithelium, and by secretory cells and 
immature type II cells. In this stage, sex differences begin to appear in fetal mouth 
movement, an indication of fetal lung maturation, showing advanced breathing in 
females more than in males [ 24 ]. 
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  Fig. 9.1    Summary of stages of lung development from embryonic to postnatal life       
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 The next stage is the   canalicular  phase  , starting at week 16, and extending until 
week 26 of gestation. In this period, the basic gas-exchanging airway units are 
formed by further subdivisions of the distal airways (Fig.  9.1 ). These canaliculi are 
formed by branching of the terminal bronchioles, and compose the now respiratory 
parenchyma. The groups of air spaces that are formed from a single respiratory 
bronchiole form an acinus.  Vascularization   of the peripheral mesenchymal tissue is 
the foundation for the later exchange of gases at these respiratory units. The lumen 
of these becomes wider and the epithelial type II cells begin to secrete surfactant, 
and differentiate into type I cells [ 22 ]. Capillaries move into close contact with the 
surface epithelium, and connective tissue is reduced. The fi rst functional sex differences 

    Table 9.1     Sex differences   at various lung developmental stages   

 Developmental 
stage  Main events 

 Airway structure 
development 
 (branching status)   Sex differences 

 Embryonic 
(3–6 weeks) 

 Appearance of lung buds 
from foregut. 
 Formation of trachea and 
bronchial buds. 

 Trachea 
 Bronchi 
  (2–6 generations)  

 – 

 Pseudoglandular 
(6–16 weeks) 

 Branching of airway and 
blood vessels. 
 Differentiation of epithelial 
cells. 

 Bronchioles 
 Terminal 
bronchioles 
  (6–16 generations)  

 Fetal growth and 
breathing movements 
detected earlier in 
females. 

 Canalicular 
(16–26 weeks) 

 Subdivision of distal airways 
into canaliculi, vascularization. 
 Differentiation of type I and 
type II cells, surfactant 
production. 

 Respiratory 
bronchioles 
  (16–19 
generations)  

 First functional 
differences appear. 
 Surfactant secretion 
and phospholipid 
maturation are 
inhibited in males. 

 Saccular (26–36 
weeks) 

 Cell differentiation, type II 
cell maturation, surfactant 
secretion. 
 Formation of sacs.  Thinning 
of alveolar walls,  formation 
of  primary septa and acini. 
 Extracellular matrix 
components and connective 
tissue decrease. 

 Alveolar ducts 
  (19–22 
generations)  

 Surfactant production 
and phospholipid 
profi le remain more 
advanced in females. 

 Alveolar (36 
weeks—
adolescence) 

 Alveolar multiplication 
(alveolarization). 
 Alveolar enlargement and 
maturation. 
 Lungs continue to grow 
through adolescence. 
 Lung function (FEV1) 
increases with age and peaks 
in adolescence. 

 Alveolar sacs 
  (22–23 
generations)  

 Reduced risk for 
RDS and better 
response to surfactant 
therapy in girls. 
 Faster alveolarization 
in females. 
 Higher fl ow rate per 
lung volume, but 
smaller lung size in 
girls than boys. 
 FEV1 peaks earlier in 
girls than boys. 
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are noticed at this stage, and these are attributed to hormonal infl uences, as well as 
sex differences in gene expression. At around 16 weeks of gestation, the lungs of 
female fetuses are usually more mature than those of males, and begin to produce 
surfactant lipids [ 5 ,  10 ,  25 ,  26 ] (Fig.  9.1 ). 

 At the end of the canalicular phase, and the beginning of the  saccular  phase, span-
ning from weeks 26–36 postconception, a large part of the amniotic fl uid is produced 
by the lung epithelium. At this stage, lung maturity can be measured clinically by 
quantifying lipid content in the  amniotic fl uid   (ratio of lecithin to sphingomyelin), 
based on the production of surfactant by type II cells [ 27 ]. As indicated, female 
fetuses usually show a more mature phospholipid profi le at this stage, which corre-
lates with an earlier production of surfactant components [ 25 ]. 

 During the   saccular  phase  , drastic changes occur in the morphology of the devel-
oping lung. Further subdivisions at the terminal bronchioles give rise to clusters of 
sacs that will later become the alveoli (Fig.  9.1 ). These sacculi are internally coated 
with type I and type II cells and the parenchyma between them contains primary 
septa that are composed of networks of capillaries. These contain small protrusions 
that will later become alveoli via delimitation by secondary septa. At the end of the 
saccular phase, all generations of the conducting and respiratory branches are gen-
erated, and about 1/3 of the roughly 300 million alveoli are fully developed. 

 The saccular phase is characterized by type II cell maturation and surfactant pro-
duction, which are promoted by paracrine communications with cells of the intersti-
tial space.  Pulmonary surfactant   is a lipoprotein complex (90 % lipids, 10 % proteins), 
responsible for preventing alveolar collapse at low lung volumes. By decreasing sur-
face tension at the alveolus, lung surfactant promotes gas exchange and lung mechan-
ics. Pulmonary surfactant also enhances lung innate immunity by the actions of 
surfactant proteins A and D (collectins). Thus, in preterm infants born at less than 30 
weeks of gestational age, surfactant defi ciency greatly contributes to the develop-
ment of RDS, and related morbidities such as BPD, patent ductus arteriosus, arterial 
pulmonary hypertension, and long-term neurological disabilities [ 12 ,  28 ,  29 ]. 
Surfactant  synthesis and secretion   signifi cantly increase after week 30 in preparation 
for the transition to air breathing, and the male lung begins to synthesize surfactant 
later in gestation than the female lung (Fig.  9.1 ). This delay has been attributed to 
androgens and other factors, as described later in the chapter [ 6 ]. Therefore, female 
newborns have increased airfl ow rates, but lower airway resistance compared with 
male newborns, and they are less likely to develop RDS [ 11 ,  30 ]. 

 Lastly, at the  postnatal  alveolar  stage  , starting at birth (36 weeks postconception) 
and extending throughout adolescence, the number of alveoli largely increases [ 1 ]. 
This  alveolar multiplication process   (alveolarization)    is very active within the fi rst 2 
years of life, although the alveolar size and number of alveoli per unit area does not 
change much during this period. The respiratory epithelium differentiates into a vari-
ety of cell types including ciliated, goblet, basal, and Clara cells [ 31 ]. Although matu-
ration appears to be more advanced in female fetuses than in male fetuses, girls on 
average have smaller lungs and fewer respiratory bronchioles than boys at birth. 
Female neonates also have higher size-corrected fl ow rates, specifi c airway conduc-
tance, and a higher ratio of large airways to small airways than males, and it has been 
suggested that boys have more respiratory bronchioles per lung volume than girls [ 2 ,  32 ]. 
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Furthermore, the growth of airways is slower than the growth of lung parenchyma in 
boys, whereas in girls the growth of airways is proportional to the growth of paren-
chyma. This “dysynaptic”  growth   originates in early childhood, and remains constant 
during growth [ 1 ,  33 ]. Boys in general have bigger lungs than girls of the same stature, 
and studies have suggested that boys have more respiratory bronchioles than girls, but 
no sex differences have been reported in alveolar dimensions, and in number of alve-
oli per unit area. In terms of lung function, studies in teenagers showed that growth in 
 forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1)         increases with age, reaching a peak at ages 
12–13 in girls and at age 14 in boys [ 34 ,  35 ]. The FEV1 was shown to increase until 
the age of 17 in both sexes, but the continued growth in lung function after attainment 
of full height is higher in boys than in girls [ 36 ]. Finally, in adult life, sex differences 
have also been documented in lung structure and morphology [ 8 ,  33 ,  37 ,  38 ]. Height-
matched men have larger diameter airways, total number of alveoli, and larger lung 
volumes and diffusion surfaces compared with women. However, for a given lung 
size, women have larger airways size than men [ 38 ]. 

 In summary, given the gender effects on lung structure and function during lung 
development (Table  9.1 ), males are at higher risk for newborn and early childhood 
lung complications. In postnatal and adult life, however, the lower lung capacity in 
females, and the infl uence of sex hormones, makes women more prone to the dam-
aging effects of  air pollution and pulmonary limitations   during exercise [ 39 ,  40 ]. 
Additionally, by modulating circulating levels of estradiol and progesterone, the 
 menstrual cycle   can also affect pulmonary function and infl ammatory lung disease 
outcomes in women [ 41 – 43 ].  

    Hormonal Infl uences During Lung Development 

 The developing fetal lung is exposed to circulating levels of sex hormones synthesized 
from both maternal and fetal adrenal steroid precursors, by the action of specifi c lung 
 steroidogenic enzymes   [ 44 ,  45 ]. As indicated above, various regulatory roles have 
been attributed to the effects of sex hormones throughout fetal and postnatal lung 
development, and associated with sex differences in lung maturation. In the stages 
preceding the surge of surfactant synthesis, the developing male lung is exposed to 
higher levels of testosterone than the female lung. In the late gestational stages, both 
sexes are exposed to increasing levels of estradiol synthesized by the human placenta 
[ 5 ]. Below we describe the main known effects of male and female hormones in fetal 
and postnatal lung development. These are also summarized in Table  9.2 .

       Female Hormones   

 Fetal estradiol levels appear at the beginning of the canalicular phase, at approxi-
mately week 20 of female lung development, and continue to increase throughout 
birth [ 5 ]. Estrogens have been found to be responsible for the sexual dimorphism 
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observed in lung development, for alveoli formation, and for lung maintenance and 
regeneration [ 17 ,  46 – 48 ]. Moreover, regulation of surfactant synthesis is positively 
affected by estrogens, favoring lung development and maturation in the female lung 
[ 11 ,  49 ]. Sex differences observed in the expression pattern of estrogen receptors 
(ER) in the bronchial and alveolar epithelium suggest that these mediate signaling 
of estrogens, contributing to the differential pulmonary phenotype observed in 
males and females [ 48 ,  50 ,  51 ].  

     Male Hormones   

 In the male lung, fetal circulatory testosterone levels of testicular origin can be 
found as early as week 9, at the beginning of the pseudoglandular phase [ 5 ]. High 
levels of androgens in males have been associated with delays in fetal lung matura-
tion [ 52 – 54 ]. In animal studies, maternal treatment with the androgen dihydrotes-
tosterone (DHT) during fetal lung development inhibits surfactant phospholipid 
production in the female fetal lung, whereas treatment with the antiandrogen fl u-
tamide increases surfactant phospholipid production in the male fetal lung [ 55 ,  56 ]. 
Moreover, studies have shown that androgens act on the fi broblast to delay the 
development communications between these and type II cells, as well as surfactant 
production, by a mechanism involving transforming growth factor beta (TGFβ) and 
epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor signaling pathways [ 55 ,  57 ]. 

 The delay in the development of male fetal lungs and its response to androgens 
is also dependent on the expression of functional androgen receptors (AR), and by 

    Table 9.2     Hormonal secretion and regulatory effects   in lung development   

 Hormone  Expression and source  Functional Effects 

 Proposed 
mechanisms of sex 
differences 

 Genes 
regulated 

 Estradiol  Week 20, in males and 
females. 
 Signifi cant increase 
toward late 
development. 
 From human placenta. 

 Enhances surfactant 
synthesis and lung 
maturation. 

 ER expression 
patterns and 
signaling in females. 

 VEGF 
 PDGF 

 Testosterone  Week 9, in males. 
 From testis. 

 Delays lung 
development 
 Impairs fi broblast– 
 type II cell 
communications. 

 TGFβ and EGF 
receptor signaling in 
males. 
 AR expression 
patterns and DNA 
binding in males. 
 Modulation of 
steroidogenic 
enzymes in males. 

 TGFβ 
 EGF 
 FGF 
 Shh 
 BMP 
 Wnt 

 AMH  Week 8.5, in males. 
 From testis. 

 Delays airway 
branching. 

 Enhancement of 
apoptosis in males. 

 – 
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local modulation of androgen levels by steroidogenic enzymes. These are 
5α-reductase (which converts testosterone into its active form DHT), 
3α-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (which inactivates DHT into 5α-androstane- 
3α,17β-diol), and 17β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenases (responsible for conversion 
of androstenedione into testosterone, estrone into estradiol, and dehydroepiandros-
terone into androstenediol) [ 52 ,  53 ,  58 – 61 ]. 

 Androgen receptors are expressed in both male and female lung epithelial cells, 
and they can bind to DNA sequences and regulate the expression of genes that may 
be involved in the control of lung cell differentiation [ 62 ]. In addition, in utero male 
fetuses are exposed to higher levels of anti-Müllerian hormone (AMH) than females. 
 Anti-Müllerian hormone   is a glycoprotein hormone that is detected at approxi-
mately 8.5 weeks and continues to be expressed  throughout   male lung development 
[ 63 ]. Studies showed that AMH is required for normal male reproductive tract 
development and delays airway branching processes in males by enhancing apopto-
sis [ 64 ,  65 ].  

     Glucocorticoids   

 Another class of  steroid hormones   known to affect lung development and matura-
tion via regulation of morphological changes and surfactant synthesis are glucocor-
ticoids (GC). The fetal lung expresses most of the genes necessary for GC local 
synthesis, including the enzymes 21-hydroxylase (responsible for conversion of 
progesterone into deoxycorticosterone) and 20α-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase 
(a steroid-inactivating enzyme), and these appear to modulate lung ontogenesis 
through paracrine actions [ 66 ,  67 ]. 

 In the developing lung, GC induce structural changes such as thinning of alveo-
lar walls increasing lung gas volume, and stimulation of epithelial–fi broblast cell 
communications and type II cell differentiation [ 67 ,  68 ]. Glucocorticoid regulation 
of surfactant protein gene expression has been extensively studied and demon-
strated at the  transcriptional and posttranscriptional levels   [ 69 – 75 ]. Studies in mice 
lacking the GC receptor showed that these fail to progress through the  canalicular 
and saccular phases   of development, and they die of respiratory failure shortly after 
birth, indicating that GC signaling is essential for lung development progression 
[ 76 ]. In addition,  GC   effects on lung development have been shown to be inhibited 
by androgens, indicating that these effects are different in males than in females 
[ 67 ]. In the clinic, antenatal GC is commonly administered to mothers at risk of 
premature delivery to reduce the risk of RDS, and sex differences have been 
reported in the effi ciency of these treatments [ 77 – 79 ]. In some cases, prenatal 
exposure to GC has also been linked to the development of cardiovascular, meta-
bolic, and neuroendocrine disorders, but no sex differences have been reported for 
these adverse events [ 79 – 81 ].   
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    Gene Expression During Lung  Development   

 During  fetal lung development   progression, several genes related to cell maturation, 
cell proliferation, surfactant protein and phospholipid synthesis, and androgen 
metabolism enzymes are expressed with a sexual dimorphism at different time points 
[ 59 ,  82 ]. Additionally, numerous genes are transcriptionally modulated by sex  hor-
mones   in the developing lung (Table  9.2 ).  Androgens   have been shown to regulate 
the expression of genes related to TGFβ, EGF, fi broblast growth factor (FGF), sonic 
hedgehog (Shh), bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), wingless-related family (Wnt), 
and other signaling pathways [ 55 ]. These play important roles at different stages of 
lung  development  :  TGFβ and EGF signaling   are associated with inhibition of endo-
dermal morphogenesis and cell proliferation [ 55 ,  57 ], FGF is mainly involved in cell 
proliferation, and BMP is associated with the regulation of epithelial–mesenchymal 
interactions and branching morphogenesis. Similarly, Shh is known to positively 
affect lung development during the embryonic and pseudoglandular stages, and Wnt 
mainly controls cell differentiation [ 83 ,  84 ]. Later in gestation, differential gene 
expression in  males and females   has been described for Kruppel-like factor 5 (known 
to regulate surfactant metabolism), glutathione peroxidase (an antioxidant enzyme), 
epidermal nitric oxide synthase (related to postnatal adaptation of pulmonary circu-
lation), and Clara cell protein 16 (a major immunomodulatory protein associated 
with prematurity) [ 85 – 88 ]. Other genes differentially expressed at later stages of the 
developing lung are  vascular-endothelial growth factor (VEGF)  , and  platelet-derived 
growth factor (PDGF)     . The expression of these genes has been reported to be higher 
in the lungs of females than males, and regulated by estrogens via modulation of the 
ER signaling pathways. 

 Recent studies have also shown that epigenetic changes are also implicated in the 
differential expression of genes and gene networks during lung development. 
Epigenetic  changes   such as gene  methylation and histone acetylation   can affect the 
developmental timing and level of transcription of numerous genes expressed 
throughout development, particularly those involved in  alveolarization  , such as 
insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF1) and PPARγ (peroxisome proliferator-activated 
receptor gamma) [ 89 ]. In addition, epigenetic marks imposed by exposure to nico-
tine or other insults during pregnancy can become permanently programmed and 
transferred to subsequent generations [ 90 ,  91 ].  MicroRNAs  , a recently discovered 
class of noncoding RNAs that control gene expression, have also been implicated in 
the epigenetic regulation of lung morphogenesis and maturation [ 92 ]. In a recent 
study, sex differences were found in the expression of microRNAs at the canalicular 
and saccular stages, and associated with developmental gene expression of path-
ways involving retinoids, IGF1 receptor, VEGF, tumor protein p53 signaling, as 
well as mediators of glucose metabolism. Together these studies  suggest   that sex- 
associated differential epigenetic regulation may affect the differences observed in 
structural and functional lung development in males and females [ 93 ].  
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     Environmental Exposures   and Lung Development 

 Environmental exposures can dramatically affect lung development, and depending 
at which stage they occur, they can affect males and females at differential rates [ 41 , 
 94 – 99 ]. For example, any insult that occurs in the pseudoglandular phase may cause 
developmental alterations, resulting in changes to the airway branching system. 
Similarly, in the saccular stage, developmental damage already affects the gas- 
exchange components and results in structural alterations of the later pulmonary 
parenchyma. In addition, impairment of the fetal airway development, for example, 
due to in utero exposure to toxins, may increase the risk of childhood respiratory 
infection and disease [ 100 ]. It has been described that in utero smoke exposure and 
postnatal exposure to smoke and/or air pollution may infl uence airway and lung 
development, which may lead to small airway abnormalities and asthma later in life 
[ 1 ,  101 ]. In this regard, some studies showed that maternal smoking affects lung 
function of female infants more than that of male infants, but others reported the 
opposite effect, or no effect, indicating that the damaging effects of smoke exposure 
may be dependent on the frequency, concentration, and time of exposure [ 94 – 96 , 
 102 – 105 ]. Perinatal nicotine exposure affects lung growth and  differentiation   by 
altering developmental signaling pathways that are necessary for fetal lung develop-
ment, resulting in the predisposition to childhood asthma [ 91 ].  

    Summary 

 Lung development is a complex process, fi nely regulated by hormones, gene expres-
sion, epigenetic changes, and the environment in both sexes. While at prenatal 
developmental stages male hormones exert mostly negative regulatory roles, the 
effects of female hormones are mainly stimulatory. The result is a gender disparity 
in lung health at birth, with males at higher risk for neonatal lung disease than 
females. The effects of female hormones appear to be less positive during postnatal 
lung development, making women more prone to suffer environmental damaging 
effects on lung function than men.     
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